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Design techniques for conventional analog and digital feedback con­
trol systems were developed using minimum error integrals as criteria of 
performance. Graphs are presented to determine the optimum controller 
settings as a function of the process -parameters for the continuous con­
trol of processes characterized by first order lag with delay time and 
second-order lag with delay time models. It is shown that the use of 
these methods to tune conventional feedback controllers results in an 
improvement in control performance over the use of existing techniques.
Optimum digital control algorithms with the discrete equivalent of 
proportionalj- proportional-integral, and. three mode control are developed 
•for processes whose dynamic characteristics can be satisfactorily approx­
imated by the first-order lag with delay time model. Graphs are pre­
sented relating the optimum control settings to the process parameters 
and sampling period.
The effect of increasing sampling periods on the performance of 
digital control systems with the discrete equivalent of conventional 
control algorithms was quantitatively determined and found to result in 
a deterioration of control action. The performance of these digital 
systems was found to be limited by the optimum performance obtained with 
the corresponding continuous control system.
An optimum digital control Algorithm proposed specifically for 
direct digital control was developed based on the approximation of the
process dynamics by the first-order lag with delay time transfer function. 
In z-transform notation, the algorithm is given by:•
-1a + a^z
D(z) = V 1 )
The algorithm parameters were calculated to minimize the time integral of' 
the time-weighted absolute error (ITAE) of the process response to a 
unit-step change in load. Graphs are presented relating the control 
parameters to the process parameters and sampling frequencies.
The above algorithm was found, to result in improved control action 
over the use of the discrete version of three-mode control. Furthermore, 
the c.urve of minimum ITAE (which is a measure of control performance) vs. 
sampling period was found to have a minimum for sampling times equal to 
the delay time of the process model, which indicates that control per­




In recent years, there has been an increasing emphasis in the 
development of control systems for chemical processing applications. 
The desire to maximize the production of existing operating plants 
and to design better and less expensive new facilities has placed a 
considerable importance in the control action for such plants. Con­
siderable more attention is being .placed now on the design of the con­
trol equipment of a process. In addition, new, more sophisticated 
control systems have been developed to accommodate the increasing 
emphasis in optimization of plant performance. The problem of the 
design of optimum feedback control systems has been considered in 
this work. Design methods will be developed.to optimize the dynamic 
behavior of conventional and digital control systems.
A difficulty often encountered in the design of feedback control 
systems is the establishment of an optimum criterion of performance. 
That is, the question of what constitutes optimum.control must be . 
answered. To mathematically define optimum control, the following 
error integral criteria have been proposed in the literature (1,3):
00
time integral of the error squared (1-1)
CO
time integral of the absolute error (IAE) = |e(t)|d t (1-2)
o
1
COtime integral of the time-weighted P i tr o\
absolute error (ITAE) = Jje(t;|tdt 1
Optimum control can then be defined as that control action for which 
any of the above error integrals is a minimum. The use of error in­
tegrals as criterion of performance for the design of optimum control, 
systems presents several advantages which will be discussed later, but 
briefly, their main advantage over other currently used criteria of 
performance is their ability to characterize the entire dynamic re­
sponse of a system by a single number, which is a direct measure of 
the purpose of the control action (i.e., to eliminate error in the 
controlled variable). As defined in this work, an optimum control 
system is a system for which any of the above time integrals of the 
error is a minimum.
In Chapter II, the design of optimum continuous feedback control 
systems is considered. The first problem encountered in the develop­
ment of a design technique is the mathematical characterization of the 
dynamic behavior of the process to be controlled. In general, it is 
not possible to mathematically characterize all process exactly, con­
sequently, approximations must be used. The most commonly used approx­
imation is to assume that the process dynamics can be well represented 
by a first-order lag with delay time model. Since most processes en­
countered in the chemical industries contain transportation lags or 
distributed parameters, a model containing a dead time is usually 
necessary. The first-order lag plus delay time model requires only 
two experimentally-determined parameters to characterize the process. 
The main advantage that the use of.this model represents is the
easiness with which the model parameters can be determined from ex­
perimental data. Design techniques are developed in Chapter II that 
present optimum controller settings as a function of the model para­
meters. Proportidnal (P), proportional plus integral (PI), and three­
mode (PID) controllers are considered.
Although the use of controller .tuning techniques based on the 
first-order lag-plus delay time model gives good results, there are 
processes which cannot be characterized by this model. An example of 
such processes are underdamped processes, which may be found for ex­
ample in cascade control systems. Furthermore, the use of a more 
advanced process model will allow for a better representation of the 
dynamics of any process. In Chapter III, controller tuning methods 
are presented which optimize the response of processes characterized 
by a second-order lag plus delay time model. This more advanced 
model employs three parameters to characterize the process dynamics.
As before, the model parameters are determined from experimental data. 
The second-order model has not been used frequently in the past be­
cause of the difficulty involved in the determination of the model 
parameters. Recently, however, a technique has been developed (2) 
that allows for a convenient and fast determination of the model para­
meters from experimental data. In Chapter III it is shown that the 
use of tuning methods based on second-order lag plus delay time models 
can result in a considerable improvement in control performance over 
that which would be obtained if first-order tuning methods had been 
used.
One of the most retent developments in control systems has been 
the introduction of digital computers in process control. A single
digital computer can be used to control several process loops on a 
time-shared basis replacing all analogue controllers and recorders 
that would be required otherwise. This can result in considerable 
savings in the investment and maintenance of the control equipment of 
a plant, especially for large plants. The presence of a digital com­
puter in a control loop requires that the error signal input to the 
computer be sampled at discrete time intervals, and not continuously 
like in a conventional analogue loop. This sampling process presents 
special design problems not encountered in conventional systems.
Chapters IV to VII consider the design of optimum digital feed­
back control systems. In Chapter IV, a review is presented of some 
of the mathematical methods used to analyse the behavior of discrete 
systems. Chapter V considers the design of optimum digital control 
systems with proportional control action. A.design method is pro­
posed to select the gain of the controller transfer function to opti­
mize the system response. A first-order lag plus delay time model 
is used to represent the process dynamics. Chapter VI considers the 
design of digital systems with the discrete equivalent of proportional- 
integral and three-mode control action.. Graphs are presented from 
which the optimum control settings can,be determined as a' function of 
the process parameters and the selected sampling period. It is shown 
that the performance of digital control systems with control algorithms 
equivalent to proportional, proportional plus reset, and three mode 
control is limited by the optimum control performance obtained with 
the corresponding continuous control system. A deterioration in 
control performance resulting with increasing sampling periods.
One of the advantages of digital control systems is the easiness
with which special control modes can be implemented. In using a 
digital computer to control a process, the control engineer is not 
restricted to the conventional proportional, reset, and derivative 
actions. Chapter VII considers the design of an optimum control trans­
fer function proposed specifically for direct digital control. This 
discrete control algorithm is given in terms of its parameters in 
z-transform notation. Again, graphs are presented to select the op­
timum control parameters for a process characterized by a first-order 
lag with delay time model. It is shown that the use of this discrete 
control algorithm (here defined as the three-parameter algorithm) may 
result in improved system performance over the use of the discrete 
version of the three-mode control action. Finally, it is shown that 
digital control systems with algorithms developed specifically for 
direct digital control may result in.improved control performance 
over continuous PI and PID control.
In this work, three different error integrals are used to define 
optimum control.- The use of each error integral as criterion of per­
formance results in optimum responses with different characteristics. 
Since the final decision of what constitutes an optimum response is 
based on human judgment or even on personal opinion, three different, 
design methods are presented for all cases under analysis. Each 
method is based on the use of a particular error integral as criterion 
of performance. The optimum responses obtained by the use of each 
method are compared and the best technique to use in each case is 
recommended.
All results presented in this work were obtained using an IBM- 
7040 digital computer. The graphs presented were prepared with the
help of an IBM-1620 computer provided with a Calcomp 563 incremental 
plotter.
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CHAPTER IX
CONTROLLER TUNING RELATIONSHIPS BASED 
ON INTEGRAL PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
Introduction
Several techniques have been proposed for determining feedback 
controller settings for process control applications (2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 
10, 12, 16). These techniques propose to tune the controller by pre­
senting equations or graphs that relate the controller settings to 
experimentally-determined parameters characteristic of the process.
Essentially all of these techniques have employed the 1/4 decay 
ratio as the criterion of "good" control. Although this criterion 
has enjoyed wide popularity among the developers of tuning techniques, 
it suffers several disadvantages in practice as explained in a sub­
sequent section.
. . The purpose of this chapter is to. develop .and present new tuning 
techniques using minimum error integrals as criteria of performance. 
The minimization of time integrals of the error and time constitutes 
a better, more consistent definition of optimum control. In this 
chapter, feedback controller settings are presented which minimize 
the time integral of the error squared (ISE), the time integral of the 
absolute error (IAE), and the time weighted integral of the absolute 
error (ITAE). Controller settings are presented for proportional (P), 
proportional plus reset (PI), and three mode control (PID) of a pro­
cess characterized by a first-order lag plus dead time.
8
Brief Review of Previous Work
Techniques for tuning controllers can be classified according to 
the type of data required for their application. In general, they fall 
into three categories:
I - Closed Loop Methods (7, 10, 16)
II - Open Loop Methods (3, 8, 12, 16)
III - Frequency Response Methods (2)
Of these, the open loop methods are considered superior because of.
1) the ease with which the necessary experimental data can be obtained 
and 2) the elimination - to a large extent - of the trial and error 
when the technique is applied. Ziegler and Nichols (16), Cohen and 
Coon (3), and Smith and Murrill (12) have proposed open loop tuning 
techniques, and the techniques proposed in this chapter are also in 
this class.
The open loop methods seek to first characterize the process from 
open loop data and then propose controller settings which are a func­
tion of the process characteristics or parameters. The proper con­
troller settings are related to the process characteristics by graphs 
or equations ranging from empirical relationships to expressions 
developed from a mathematical analysis of the system.
The first step in the application of these methods is to determine 
the process reaction curve, the response of the process to a unit step 
change in the controller output (manipulated variable). Table (II-I) 
outlines the recommended steps for obtaining a process reaction curve 
(12) such as the typical response shown in Figure (II-l).
In general, it is not completely possible to mathematically char-
TABLE (II-I)
• •
Steps for Obtaining the Process Reaction Curve. (6)
1. Let the system come to steady state
2. Place the controller on manual operation
3. Set the output of the. controller at the value at which it was 
operating automatically
4. Allow the system to reach steady state.
5. With the controller still in manual operation, impose a step 
change in the output of the controller.
6. Record the response of the controlled variable.
7. Return the controller output to its previous value and return 
the controller to automatic operation.
Process Output 









Determination of Process Parameters. 
Method 1(3  ̂ t = ~—
Method 2: 0 = Lo r
T = t0.632 " 9o
Figure (II-l). Process Reaction Curve
acterize all process exactly; consequently, some approximations must be
applied to the process reaction curve. The most common approximation
is to assume that the dynamic characteristics of the process can be
approximated by a first-order lag plus dead time model. That is, in
Laplace transform notation:
•0os
= K? (II-Dinput ts +  1
Three parameters must be determined from the process reaction curve, 
i.e., K (the steady state gain), 0q (the dead time), and t (the time 
constant).
Models containing a dead time are popular since real processes 
often contain transportation or measurement lags, and to adequately
i
describe such a process a model containing dead time is necessary.
The main advantage of the first-order lag plus dead time model is its 
simplicity. The process parameters can be obtained without much effort 
and with a good degree of accuracy from the process reaction curve.
Several procedures, two of which are shown in Figure (II-l), have 
been proposed for determining the process parameters from the process 
reaction curve (4, 13, 16). A third technique would involve the deter- - 
mination of the parameters by a least squares fit of the experimental 
data with the proposed process model, but the increase in accuracy of 
the parameters obtained by this method does not justify the additional 
effort required.
Performance Criteria
The most popular criterion used to define optimum performance
when tuning a controller is to specify the decay ratio of the output. 
Most tuning techniques currently available are designed to give a re­
sponse with a 1/4 decay ratio as shown in Figure*(II-2). The idea 
behind the 1/4 decay ratio response*is that since the difference be­
tween each successive peak and the steady state value is one-fourth of 
the previous difference, the process output will quickly return to the 
steady state value after any disturbance (15). However, this reasoning 
is only correct for second order systems, and does not hold true for 
higher order systems or systems that contain dead time. That is, with
reference to Figure (II-2), specifying that the ratio ^ ^ , does not
c 1specify that ^ also equals ^ except for a pure second order system. 
Consequently, the idea that the 1/4 decay ratio response will neces­
sarily have a short total response time is not justified. Furthermore, 
except in the case of proportional control, specifying the decay ratio 
of the output does not completely determine a unique combination of 
controller settings. There is an infinite number of combinations of 
gain and reset which will produce responses with a 1/4 decay ratio in 
the case of a proportional plus reset controller. The problem is even 
more complicated when a three mode controller is tuned, such that addi­
tional criteria of performance, or arbitrary restrictions, must be used 
to specify a unique combination of controller settings. Another short­
coming of this criteria is that it tends to dictate controller settings 
closer to the unstable region than most engineers care to use.
The first step in the determination of optimum controller settings 
should be to mathematically define optimum control. The preceding dis­
cussion indicated the need for the selection of a single figure of 
merit or criterion of performance to evaluate the goodness of the time
T “ Time
Figure (II-2). Response Curve for 1/4 Decay Ratio .
+»T
response of a system. In addition, such a criterion should characterize 
the entire time response, and not just two points on it as in the case 
of the 1/4 decay ratio criteria.
The purpose of a feedback control system is to minimize the output 
error as a function of time after some upset has been.introduced to the 
system. Both the magnitude of the error and the time over which the 
error is present should contribute to the definition of optimum control. 
Accordingly, it seems logical to propose a figure of merit to charac­
terize the time response of the system by the relation:
where F is a function of the error and time. By integrating F with 
respect to time, a single number will be obtained characteristic of the 
entire time response of the system. The criterion of performance $ 
should have the property of being zero only if the error is zero at all 
times, which is clearly impossible when a disturbance has been intro­
duced to the system. Thus, § will never vanish; however, the smaller 
its value the better the performance of the system. Optimum perfor­
mance can then be defined as that time response which minimizes the . 
value of §. Since the time response of a particular system is a func­
tion of the controller settings, the criterion of performance $ is also 
a function of the controller settings, and the problem of determining 
the settings to minimize § can be mathematically formulated as:
00
0
where K . T., and TL are the controller settings. The simultaneous c* 1 D
solution of Equations (II-3), (II-4), (II-5), and (II-6) yields the 
controller parameters to obtain optimum performance. Note that the 
use of a single figure of merit to characterize the system, response 
results in a unique combination of controller settings to give optimum 
control.
In order to complete the mathematical definition of optimum control, 
a function F [e«0, t] must be proposed such that $ as defined by Equa­
tion (II-2) will have the properties, first, of being zero only if the 
error is zero at all times and, second, of possessing a minimum value 
consistent with the idea of optimum response. At this point it is con­
venient to mention that since the final decision of what constitutes 
an optimum response is based on human judgment or even on personal 
opinion, it is entirely possible that several different functions F can 
be used to define optimum response. Indeed this is the case.
In recent years, there has been an increased amount of emphasis on 
the mathematical formulation and optimization of control systems per­
formance. Several error integrals $ have been proposed in the litera­
ture to characterize system performance. References (5) and (11) have 
presented an excellent discussion on these proposed figures of merit.
In 1948, Oldenbourg and Sartorius (9) proposed the use of the integral 
of the error (IE) as a measure of the performance of a control system.
on-line measurement by instruments and mathematically is very convenient 
to evaluate (11), it presents disadvantages that eliminates its use as
have both positive and negative errors, IE can take the value of zero
sponds. to an undesired response (sustained oscillations).
Nims (8) in 1951 proposed the use of a weighted error integral 
defined by:
ITE has the advantage that it is relative insensitive to the large 
initial errors (usually unavoidable), but as time increases the error 
is weighted heavily. However, since positive and negative errors do 
not make contributions of the same sign to the value of the integral, 
the use of ITE as criterion of performance can result in optimum re­
sponses which are unacceptable in practice (5). What is desired is a 
figure of merit which is proportional to the magnitude of the error, 
and not merely to its value.
In 1943, Hall (6) proposed the use of the integral of the squared 
error (ISE) as a criterion of performance for control systems. ISE is
IE is defined as:
CO
IE (H-7)
Although IE can be easily adapted to
a criterion of performance. Since systems with oscillatory responses





The ISE criterion is relatively insensitive to small errors, but large 
errors contribute heavily to the value- of the integral. Consequently, 
the use of ISE as criterion of performance will result in responses 
with small overshoots, however, long line out times will result since 
small errors occurring late in time do npt contribute much to the in­
tegral. Both of these conditions are associated with high frequency 
of oscillation in the response, which is usually desirable.
The integral of the absolute value of the error (IAE) has been 
frequently proposed as a criterion of performance. IAE is defined by:
Both positive and negative values of the error will contribute to the 
integral. This criterion is more sensitive to small errors but less
Graham and Lathrop (5) introduced as a criterion of performance 
the integral of time multiplied by the absolute error (ITAE). It is 
defined as:
ITAE will be insensitive to the initial and somewhat unavoidable errors, 
but will weight heavily errors occurring late in time. Consequently, 
optimum responses as defined by ITAE will be characterized by short
IAE (11-10)
to large errors than ISE.
.00
ITAE t|e(t) |dt (11-11)
total response times and somewhat larger overshoots than in the previous 
cases.
Still other criteria of performance can be formed with more com­
plex combinations of error and time weighting factors. The use of 
these criteria of performance will result in optimum responses with 
characteristics different to those obtained from the use of ISE, IAE, 
and ITAE.
The Control Loop
The control loop shown in Figure (II-3) contains two blocks, the 
controller block and the process block. The process block includes the 
dynamics of the measurement devices and that of the valve. Two input 
signals are shown, a change in set point r(t) and a disturbance signal 
d(t). The loop is shown in the standard unity feedback form.
The transfer functions for the control element are assumed to be 
represented by:
■Control Action
M(s) = K E(s) P (11-12)c
*
M(s) = Kc(l + ̂ ) E ( s )  PI (11-13)
i
M(s) = Kc(l + + Td s)E(s) PID (11-14)
i
Equations (11-12) to (11-14) assume that the controller transfer func­
tion is ideal. The assumption is made that there are no lags associ­
ated with the proportional and derivative modes, and no interaction 
effects between the three modes. Although this is an approximation
Figure (II-3). Block Diagram for a Control Loop with a Process 
Described by a First Order Lag Plus Dead Time.
to the behavior of actual controllers, non-ideal effects vary from con 
troller to controller, and to include these effects in the analysis re 
quires information about the transfer function of the particular con­
troller being tuned. This information is not usually available to 
the person doing the tuning.
The process was assumed to be described by a first order lag plus 
dead time model whose transfer function is given by:
the controller and the process. In Laplace transform notation, the 
response to a change in setpoint is given by:
The numerators of Equations (11-16) and (11-17) are different; conse­
quently, the response c(t) to a step change in setpoint will be differ­
ent from the response to a step change in disturbance.
The object of a control system is to minimize the effect of load
changes in the process output. In addition, the load or disturbance is
. K eG(s) = --ts + 1
-0 s o
(11-15)
In Figure (II-3) two different input signals are considered, a 
change in set point and a disturbance signal entering the loop between
and the response to a change in disturbance by:
K s e.C(s)
ts2 + s + KK e"9°S c
Y“T D(s) (11-17)
more likely to change during operation than the setpoint, which is 
usually kept fixed. Accordingly, it seems desirable to optimize the 
process response’ to a change in disturbance rather than to a change in 
setpoint. The tuning techniques presented in this paper were developed 
by optimizing the response to a unit step change in disturbance. It 
should be kept in mind that different results would have been obtained 
by optimizing the response to a step change in setpoint. This infor­
mation would seem desirable in the analysis of some supervisory control 
systems, where the setpoint is likely to change during operation. Table 
(II-II) compares optimum PI controller settings obtained by minimizing 
the IAE criterion of responses to a step change in disturbance and a 
step change in setpoint.
Consider the control system shown on Figure (II-3). The process 
dynamics are assumed to be described by a first order lag plus dead 
time model, and a three mode controller is considered. . The process 
output to a unit step change in the disturbance signal is given by:
Development of Tuning Relations
K eC(s) (11-18)
Making the transformation u = t s , the following equation results:
TABLE (II-II)
Comparison of Optimum Controller Settings Obtained by Optimization of 
Process Response to Setpoint and Disturbance Step Changes. IAE Crite* 
rion.
System Controller (PI)
(1 + V )
-0 s
e KTS + 1 c
Set Point Change Disturbance Change
T e K 1 K 1o c Ti c Ti
1.0 0.20 3.02 0.990 4.64 1.70
1.0 0.30 2.07 0.941 3.10 1.27
1.0 0.40 1.59 0.897 2.35 1.07
1.0 0.50 1.32 0.856 1.88 0.95
The above transformation is equivalent to introducing a dimensionless 
time t° defined by:
t° = —  (11-20)T
Expressing Equation (11-19) in the time domain:




x(t°) = I,'1 [ ----- :-------- ‘ J  (11-22)
/TD 2 i )
+ u + ttJ
2 . . ' • V U ' -u + u + KK e c
Equation (11-22) indicates that the dynamic characteristics' of the time'
6O Tresponse are a function of the dimensionless parameters —  , KK , ■=— ,
TD 6o T C 1and ~  . Of these, ~  is a constant for a particular system. The
other parameters each contain a controller setting, and thus can be 
varied to obtain an optimum response.
Optimum response as defined in this paper, is that response for 
which any of the error integral criteria defined by Equations (II-9), 
(II-8), and (11-11) is a minimum. For a unit step change in the dis­
turbance signal, the error is given by:
e(t) = -c(t) (11-22)
Consider for example the ISE criterion. Combining Equations (II-9),
(11-20)., and (11-21): *
The analytical calculation of the function x(t°) involves the inverse 
transformation of Equation (11-22). However, the presence of dead time 
on a system loop makes the analytic calculation of the inverse trans­
formation difficult if not impossible. It seems reasonable then to 
consider numerical techniques to evaluate the process output c(t°).
Optimization of the process output involves the determination of
TT Dthe dimensionless controller settings KK , “  , and —  for which the
rP° 2 o ^integral [x(t°)] dt is a minimum..
J0
The multiparameter optimization problem was solved by the use of a 
modification of the steepest ascent method known as optimum gradient. 
This optimization technique has been extensively discussed by Bekey(l) • 
In the case of proportional control the problem is simpler as only one 
parameter (KKc) needs to be investigated. For this case, a combination 
of the one-dimensional Fibonacci search (14) and.the golden section 
search (14) was used. The value of the integral
“ |  [X (t°) fdt° . (11-25)
K T J0
was calculated by numerical computation methods using an IBM 7040 com­
puter.
Tuning Relations
Proportional Control: The error integral criteria as defined by Equa­
tions (II-9), (11-10), and (11-11) are restricted to systems for which 
there is no offset at steady state. That is,
lim e(t) = 0 (11-26)
t -®>
Otherwise, the integrals will not converge. When a. proportional con­
troller is used, the offset or final steady state error caused by a 
unit step change in disturbance is given by:
To avoid this difficulty, more general definitions of the error inte­
grals are given by:
ISE = J [c(t) -c(»)'J dt (11-28)
00





= J  |c(t) - c(°°) |tdt (11-30)
That is, knowing that an.offset is unavoidable, it is desired to return 
the system to a new steady state position minimizing the time integrals 
of c(t) - c(°°). When the reset mode of control is used,
c^) = 0 (11-31)
and Equations (11-28) to (11-30) reduce to the previous definitions of
error integrals.
Figure (II-4) shows the response to a unit step disturbance of a 
first order'lag-plus dead time process. The dynamic response actually 
starts at t = 0q, after a delay of 0̂  units of time. It is questionable
whether the area bounded by t = 0 and t = 0 , (shown shaded in Figure 
(II-4) should contribute to the error integral, since that part of the 
response is absolutely unavoidable and independent of the dynamic 
characteristics of the response.
Accordingly, two different error integrals can be defined for each 
optimization criterion. For ISE for example,
ISE - 1 = J  [c(t> - c(-)J dt (11-32)
00
ISE - 2 = J [c(t) - c(«)J dt (11-33)
o
The difference between the two integrals is the quantity:
9 2
(ISE - 1) - (ISE - 2) = [c(»)T 0 = , (11-34)
L J ; ° (KKc + 1)
which is a function of the controller setting KKc» Thus, different 
optimum settings will be obtained by the use of each integral as cri­
terion of performance. Similar definitions apply to IAE and ITAE.
Furthermore, to eliminate the effect of the magnitude of the offset 
from contributing to the /value of the integral, the following dimension- 




Figure (II-4). Process Output to a Step Change in Disturbance 
Proportional Control.
t<
Table (II-III) presents a total of nine different error integral crite­
rion functions that can be used to define optimum control in systems 
with proportional control.
A.set of charts was developed containing optimum values of the
controller gain as a function of the dimensionless process dead time 
0
for the different optimization criteria. The charts are presented 
in Figures (II-6), (II-7), and (II-8). In addition, Figure (II-5) shows 
the values of the controller gain to obtain a 1/4 decay ratio and the 
stability limits for proportional control. These are included for com­
parison purposes.
Equations were developed to fit the data presented in Figures 
(II-5) to (II-8). This was done by a least squares fit of the data, 
and thus constitute approximations to the graphical data valid only ine
the region 0 < £ 1.0. The equations are presented in Table (II-IV).,
Proportional plus Reset Control: The addition of reset eliminates the
steady state error. For this case, the integrals defined by Equations 
(II-9), (11-10), and (11-11) are convergent. Figure (II-9) presents 
dimensionless controller settings for which each error integral is min­
imized. In addition, the equations in Table (II-V) were developed to 
fit the data presented in the graphs.
Three Mode Control: Figure (11-10) presents optimum values- of- the con­
troller gain, reset, and derivative settings as a function of the dead
JU
Figure (II-5). Ultimate Gain and Gain for 1/4 Decay Ratio vs.
Process Dead Time for Systems with Proportional 
Control.
TABLE (II-III)
Criterion Functions Used to Optimize the Response of Systems with Pro­
portional Control.
» __ 2
ISE-1 a J  ^c(t) - c(°°)J dt
00 _ 2 
ISE-2 = J  [c(t) - c(oo)j dt
'0o
ISE-3 = I [ ] dt
CO
IAE-1 = J  |c(t) - c(°°) I ' d t
CO
IAE-2 = T . |c(t) - c(«)| dtJ eo
M E - 3 ■ L  i idc
00
ITAE-1 = f |c(t) - c(°°) |tdt 
J0
CO
ITAE-2 = f |c(t) - c(»)|tdt 
J 0
IIAE„3 „ JV |S<*)c- t c M . |td t
Figure (II-6). Optimum Controller Settings to Minimize the ISE
Criteria. Proportional Control.
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Tuning Equations for Proportional Control.
0 \b
KK - a c ft)
Criterion a b
Ultimate 2.133 -0.877





















Figure (II-9). PI Controller Settings to Minimize Error Integrals.
J /
TABLE (II-V)
Tuning Equations for PI Controllers
Controller Algorithm: m(t) - Kc O '  + —  ) /
Equations: KKc
/6 \b 





Criterion a b c. d .
ISE 1.305 -0.960 0.492 -0.739
IAE 0.984 -0.986 0.608 -0.707
ITAE 0.859 -0.977 0.674 -0.680
J U
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Figure (11-10). PID Controller Settings to Minimize Error Integrals.
time of the process. Again, tuning equations were obtained by a least 
squares fit of the graphical data, and are presented in Table (II-VI).
It is believed that these equations and graphs allow for a rapid deter­
mination of optimum controller settings for a particular process, elim­
inating the trial and error required on currently available techniques.
Comparison of Optimization Criteria
Proportional Control: When only the proportional mode is used, a step
change in either disturbance or setpoint will result in a steady state 
error or offset. Usually, it is desired to decrease the magnitude of 
the offset. To do this, a high gain is desirable. .However, as the 
gain is. increased, the frequency of oscillation and the settling time 
will also increase until eventually the system will become unstable.
A criterion is desired which proposes a high enough gain consis­
tent with a reasonable frequency of oscillation. The use of ISE as 
criterion of performance will result in large gains which produce re­
sponses with small overshoots, but also with large settling times. On 
the other hand, the ITAE criterion is relatively insensitive to initial 
errors of any size, but penalizes heavily errors occurring late in time. 
Both of these conditions result in low proposed gains, which in turn 
result in response with higher overshoots than in ISE, but much smaller 
settling times. The response characteristics of IAE will be interme­
diate to those of ISE and ITAE. ...
Of the three ISE criteria, larger gains will be predicted by ISE 
-1, since in order to minimize the area, bounded by t = 0 and t = 0q, a 
larger gain to give a smaller offset will be required. The smaller gains
TABLE (II-VI)
Tuning Equations for PIP Controllers.
Controller Algorithm: m(t) = Kc 1̂ + ~
iP
6 vb
Tuning Equations: KKc =
,0 vdN
/0 Nf<i)
Criterion a b e  d e
ISE 1.495 -0.945 1.101 -0.771 0.560
IAE 1.435 -0.921 0.878 -0.749 0.482






are proposed by the ISE-3 criterion, since in this case the value of 
the error integral is being divided by the steady state value of the 
error, which increases as the gain decreases. Thus, a smaller gain will 
minimize ISE-3. The same conclusions apply to the three IAE and ITAE 
criteria.
Figures (11-11) and (11-12) present a comparison of systems re­
sponses obtained with the different optimization criteria for two dif-
e e
ferent processes, (— ~ = 0.10, and —^ = 0.50). Note that ISE-1 results 
in the smaller overshoot and offset, but in the:largest settling time 
and highest frequency of oscillation. If these substained oscillations 
can be accepted by the particular application, then the authors, recom­
mend the use of ISE-1 as criterion of performance. Otherwise, ISE-2 or 
IAE-1 will result in a response with a good compromise between overshoot, 
offset, frequency of oscillations, and settling time.
Proportional Plus Reset: The addition of reset to a controller elimin­
ates the steady state offset but increases the frequency of oscillation. 
Increasing the amount of reset (decreasing T̂ ) results in a decrease in 
the overshoot but also in an increase in the settling .time.
The relative behavior of the three optimization criteria ISE, IAE, 
and ITAE in predicting optimum settings is similar to the case of pro­
portional control. ISE proposes larger gains than ITAE, IAE being an 
intermediate case. Also, the total contribution of the reset mode
/Kc n
\T/ *'S ^arSer when the ISE criterion is used. Large gain and reset 
values result in small overshoots, but in high frequency of oscillation 
and large settling times. Since ISE is only sensitive to large errors, 
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Figure (11-12). Comparison of System Output to a Unit Step Change in Disturbance
for Different Optimization Criteria. .0 '
—  = 0.50.T
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opposite occurs when ITAE is used. Since this criteria is mainly sen­
sitive to errors occurring late in time, settings will result that 
favor conditions of small settling times and low frequency of oscilla­
tion, i.e., lower gains and reset values. Optimum responses obtained 
by the use of minimum ISE as the criterion of performance will be char­
acterized by small overshoots but high frequencies of oscillation. Re- 
sponses obtained by the use of minimum ITAE as criterion of performance 
are characterized by somewhat larger overshoots, but small settling 
times. Figure (11-13) compares the response obtained from a second 
order system containing dead time tuned by the use of minimum ISE, IAE, 
and ITAE as criterion of performance. The large number of oscillations 
obtained by the use of ISE as criterion of performance limits the use­
fulness of this criterion for PI controllers.. Note that the.increase 
in overshoot obtained by the use of the IAE or ITAE criteria is rela­
tively small. The authors recommend the use of either IAE or ITAE as 
criteriqn of performance to tune PI controllers.
Three mode controllers; The addition of derivative action increases 
the stability of the system, eliminating the oscillatory behavior of 
PI control and decreasing the settling time of the response. The in­
crease in stability accomplished by introducing the derivative mode 
allows the use of larger gains than in PI control, resulting in smaller 
overshoots. Figure (11-14) illustrates this point. The use of PI con 
trol and minimum ISE as the criterion of performance resulted in ex­
cessive oscillations. These are eliminated by the addition of the 
derivative mode. An improvement in control action of almost 100% has . 
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Process: G(s) (0.5s + l)(s + I)
ca
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Figure (11-14). Comparison of PI vs PID Optimum Tuning for a Second
Order Plus Dead Time Process Minimum ISE Criterion.
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°° 2- tude of the e dt term. Figure (11-15) also shows a comparison of 
J0
optimum PI and PID tuning, this time using IAE as the criterion of per­
formance. The resulting control improvement although appearing not as
impressive as in the ISE case, is quantitatively similar (this time
00
m e a s u r e d  b y  t h e  J e J d t ) .
J0
When the optimum PID tuning was used,, it was found that a sub­
stantial increase in control action (about 100%) was obtained regard­
less of the dead time of the system. The idea that for systems with 
large dead times relatively little benefit if any is obtained by the • 
addition of derivative action was probably due to inefficient tuning 
of three mode controllers.
Figure (11-16) presents a comparison of system response for a 
second order plus dead time system with PID control tuned according to 
the ISE, IAE, and ITAE criteria of performance. Not much difference 
can be observed between the three responses. Table (II-VII): presents 
a comparison of optimum PID settings according to the three criteria 
for several systems. Note that the differences in the settings proposed 
by the different criteria are not very large.
Conclusions
Methods for tuning conventional controllers were developed and are 
presented in this paper. Feedback controller settings are proposed which 
minimize, each of the following criterion of performance and thus result 
in optimum system performance. The criteria of performance investiga­
ted were:
CO
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Figure (11-15). Comparison of PI vs. PID Optimum Tuning for a Second
















Process: G(s) = (0.5s + l)(s + 1)
20.015.05.0 T I M E
Figure (11-16). Comparison of ISE, IAE, ITAE Tuning Criteria for PID
Control.
TABLE (II-VII)
Comparison of Optimum PID Settings Obtained by ISE, IAE, and ITAE as 
Optimization Criteria:
System Criterion of Performance
ISE IAE ITAE
0 /t KK T Zd KK T T_ KK T 3>o c Ti T c Ti D c Ti T
0.10 13.41 7.00 0.05 12.52 5.00
T
0.04 11.80 4.60 0.03
0.50 2.84 1.82 0.28 2.68 1.44 0.22 2.59 1.34 0.19










= J  je(t) |tdt
Controller settings are presented for proportional, proportional plus
reset, and three mode controllers. The results are presented in both
graphical and equation form. The equations were obtained from least
squares fits.of the graphical data, and thus constitute approximations
0 •
only valid in the region 0 < £ 1.0.
The optimum controller settings presented in this work are exact 
for first order lag plus dead time processes, but can be used for all 
processes whose dynamic characteristics can be described by the first 
order lag plus dead-time model developed in.any manner desired. It is 
believed that these methods can be used to tune controllers faster.and 









Differential operator, d/dt 
Setpoint signal 
Laplace transform variable 
time, min.
Dimensionless time, t/T 
Derivative time, min.
Integral time, min.
Dimensionless Laplace transform variable, 
Process dead time 
Process time constant
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CHAPTER III
TUNING RELATIONS BASED ON MORE ADVANCED PROCESS MODELS
Introduction •
In Chapter II, controller tuning relations were proposed to opti­
mize the response of control systems with processes that could be 
adequately represented by a first-order lag with delay time model. How­
ever there are processes which cannot be well represented by this model. 
For example, the first order lag plus delay time approximation cannot 
be applied to systems whose open loop response (process reaction curve) 
is underdamped. Typical systems in which'underdamped process reaction 
curves may. be encountered are cascade control .systems.
A more general model that can.be used to approximate the process 
dynamics is the second-order lag with delay time model. Since this 
model is general enough to include both underdamped and overdamped pro­
cess reaction curves, it seems desirable to develop tuning relations 
based on it. In addition, since the second-order lag plus delay time 
approximation to the process reaction curve contains three parameters 
to be adjusted from the experimental dynamics of the process, as compared 
to two parameters for the first-order lag with delay time model, there 
is no question that the second order model will allow for a better 
approximation of the process dynamics. Consequently, more efficient 
controller tuning can be obtained..
This chapter presents controller tuning relationships based on
55
minimum error integrals for processes whose dynamic characteristics are 
approximated by a second-order lag plus delay time model. Since this 
model usually results in a better approximation to the process dynamics, 
the tuning techniques presented in this chapter represent an improve­
ment over those of Chapter II. .
Second Order Approximation to the 
Process Reaction Curve
In general, it is not possible to mathematically characterize most 
processes exactly, and when a theoretical treatment is possible, the 
resulting equations are often so complex that they cannot be used for 
the design of control systems unless time-consuming simulation studies 
are made. Consequently, for most process control applications the pro­
cess dynamics are approximated with relatively simple, easy-to-deter*^ 
mine, models.
In the past, the first order lag plus delay time model has been 
used quite extensively. The main advantage of this model being the 
simplicity by which it could be obtained from a process reaction curve. 
The transfer function for this model is given by:
-®o»
«(•) - f ^ T T )  (ra-D
where the parameters 6Q and t are determined from the process reaction 
curve as discussed in Chapter II. Most open loop methods proposed to 
tune control systems were based on the, first-order lag plus delay model.
Although more complex models could usually approximate the process 
dynamics more accurately, they were not very popular because of diffi-
culties in obtaining the model parameters from the process reaction 
curve* One of such models is the second order lag plus delay time 
given by:
K e"0sG(s) = > 6 . 1W ; v tt- (III-2)v ' (tjS + 1)(t2s + 1)
This model contains three parameters, a delay time-0, and two time con-, 
stants and t2. Note that for the case when t2 = 0, Equation (III-2) 
reduces to the previously discussed first-order lag model. Since 
Equation (III-2) can only be used for overdamped systems, a more gen­
eral form of the model is given by:
K e“0SG(s) = -- — --------------  (III-3)
S-r + 2§.—  + 1 '
U) 2 ■ “nn
where § is the damping factor and u>n the natural frequency. For over­
damped processes, § ^ 1, and for underdamped processes, 5 < For
§ £ 0.707 the process reaction curve will, present no overshoot. This 
value of the damping factor is known as the critical damping.
Several techniques have been proposed to determine the model para­
meters from the process reaction curve. For overdamped systems with no 
delay time (0=0), Oldenbourg and Sartorius (6), and Anderson (1) have 
proposed methods to determine the two process time constants and t2>
These are related to the damping factor and natural frequency by:
■ ■ ~T— ~ ~
/ T1 2
(III-4)
For underdamped systems, Smith and Murrill (8) suggested a third method. 
For systems with delay time, Cox et.al. (3) proposed a technique which 
combines the Oldenbourg-Shrtorius method for determining the two time 
constants with a method proposed by Cox et.al. to determine the delay 
time of the model. This technique is of course limited to overdamped 
systems. Recently, Meyer (4) developed a method which is applicable to 
both overdamped and underdamped processes with delay time. The deter­
mination of the second-order model parameter's by the method of Meyer 
involves no more difficulty than that associated with the techniques 
that are used to determine a first-order lag with delay time approxi­
mation to' the process reaction curve. In addition,1 the results obtained 
by the use of this method have been shown to be quite good (4).
Development of Tuning Relations
The development of tuning relations for second, order systems with . 
delay time parallels that presented in Chapter II for first-order lag 
plus dead time systems.
The control system considered in this chapter is shown in Figure 
(III-l). The response of this system to a unit step change in the 
disturbance signal is given by:
igcu
Figure (III-l). Control Loop with a Process•Characterized by a Second-Order Lag
with Delay Time Model. .




C(U> = "3 K e 2 °-------- „■■■■;------- 2-------- J---T (XIX-7)
u + 2§ u + u  + K K e  n (T u) u + u + —--- )* c \ D n  T.(o /i n
The above transformation is equivalent to introducing a dimensionless 
time t° defined by:
t° = t u) (III-8)n
The time-domain expression of Equation (III-7) is:
c(t°) = K x(t°) (III-9)
where x(t°) is defined by:
-0 (Dn u
x(t°) = l"1 ["-----;-----— S------ Ii— ------------------ J  (XII-10)
3 - 2 , , 0 n /_, 2 , 1 \ Ju  + 2 § u + u  + KK e (T_iou + —--)3 c \ D n T.u) /i n
Equation (111-10) indicates that the dynamic characteristics of the re­
sponse are a function of five dimensionless parameters: 0u>n, §, KKC»
I
T.o) , and T̂ tu . • Of these, 0(u and E are determined by the process i n  D n  n 3 J
model, and the rest depend on the controller parameters.
Optimization of the system response involves the determination of
the dimensionless controller parameters KK , T.cu , and T,_id for whichr c* l n’ D n
the following error integrals are a minimum:
To analytically determine the time response of the system, the inverse 
transform operation indicated in Equation (III—10) must be made. How­
ever, as discussed in Chapter II, the presence of dead time in a pro­
cess loop makes the analytic calculation of the inverse transform im­
possible unless approximations are introduced. A better approach, 
introducing no approximations, is to calculate the time response of ... 




- = J |jc(tp)J dt° (III-14)
(IAE)oj
—  = f |x(t°)|dt° (111-15)
J0K
and
(ITAE) to 2V—  = J |x(t°) |t° dt°- (111-16)
were calculated using an IBM-7040 computer.
For a process characterized by a damping factor § and a dimension­
less dead time 0 u>n, the value of the dimensionless control parameters 
which minimized the error integrals defined in Equations '(III-14) to 
(111-16) was calculated. The optimum gradient search technique pro­
posed by Bek.ey (2) was used in the optimization calculations. To.
assure that a minimum value of the integral was reached in every case,
the optimization procedure proposed by Rosenbrock (7) was utilized to 
confirm the earlier results.
Tuning Relations
Proportional Control. In proportional control systems, a step change . 
in load results in a steady state error given by:
c(c°> = r +  kk"":~. (in-17)c
For this case, the dimensionless error integrals defined in .Equations 
(III-14) to (111-16) are modified by replacing the quantity x(t°) with 
x(t°) - x(°°), where x(°=>) is defined as:
*<“> " i I kk (111-18)
c
This modification is necessary to obtain convergent error integrals.
In addition, for proportional control systems three modifications 
of each error integral defined in Equations (III-ll) to (111-13) can 
be proposed. This results in a total of nine different error integral
criteria that can be used to optimize the performance of proportional 
control systems. The definition of these criteria of performance was 
presented in Table (II-III).
Figures (IXI-2) to (III-6) present optimum proportional control 
settings as defined by the following criteria of performance:
pOO _ ,
ISE-1 = [ e (t) dt . (111-19)
0
00




-1 = J |e(t)|dt (111-22)
00
. ITAE-1 = f |e(t)Itdt (111-23)
J0
These performance criteria were found in Chapter II to yield more 
significant results, as determined by the steady state offset of the 
resulting optimum response. The relative behavior of each of these 
error integrals in predicting optimum gains was discussed in Chapter II.
Proportional Plus Reset Control. Optimum settings for PI control 
according to the ISE, IAE, and ITAE error integral criteria are pre­
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Figure (III-2). Optimum Controller Gain for Proportional
Control. ISE-1 Criterion
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Figure (III-4). Optimum Controller Gain for Proportional
Control. ISE-3 Criterion.
Figure (III-5). Optimum Controller Gain for Proportional
Control. IAE-1 Criterion.
0.1 1.0 e uj o n 10.
Figure (III-6). Optimum Controller Gain for Proportional
Control. ITAE-1 Criterion.










Figure (III-8). Optimum Reset Setting for PI Control. ISE Criterion.
Figure (III-9). Optimum Gain for PI Control. IAE Criterion.
1.0
0.1 
0.08 o.i i.o eoUJb io.
Figure (111-10). Optimum Reset Setting for PI Control. IAE Criterion.
Figure (III-ll). Optimum Gain for PI Control. ITAE Criterion.
1
0.1 i:o 0„uj o n 10.
Figure (111-12). Optimum Reset Setting for PI Control. ITAE Criterion.
the use of these criteria are presented in Figures(III-13) and (111-14). 
Two different processes were considered. A process with a damping 
factor of 1.0 and a dimensionless delay time of 1.0 (0u)n=l.) was se­
lected as an example of an overdamped process which is not well rep­
resented by the first order lag with delay model. A second process 
with a damping factor of 0.5 and same delay time as before was selected 
to indicate the results obtained when these tuning methods are applied 
to underdamped systems. Table (III-l) presents a comparison of the 
controller settings proposed by each criteria of performance to opti­
mally control the two processes.
From Figures (111-13) and (111-14), and Table (III-l) it can be 
appreciated that the relative behavior of the three.error integral 
criteria in predicting optimum controller settings for second order 
processes with delay time is identical to their behavior when applied 
to first order processes with delay. This behavior was discussed ex­
tensively in Chapter II. In brief, ISE predicts larger gains and re- 
set action \̂~J» which results in oscillatory responses with small 
overshoots and large settling times. ITAE proposes smaller gains and 
reset action, which causes an increase in the overshoot but a consid­
erable smaller settling time. IAE proposes gains and reset values 
intermediate to those of ISE and ITAE, but this results in responses 
not much different from those obtained by the use of ITAE.
As a final conclusion from the response graphs of Figures (111-13) 
and (111-14), it is recommended that the tuning techniques obtained 
using either ITAE or IAE as criterion of performance, be used to opti­
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Figure (111-14). Comparison of ISE, IAE, and ITAE Tuning Criteria for PI Control
of an Underdamped System.
TABLE (III-I)
Comparison of Optimum Controller Settings Proposed.by ISE, IAE, and 




s + 2§s + 1
K
Criterion of Performance 
ISE . IAE ITAE
§ = 1.0 K 1.66 1.19 0.94
1_
T. 0.31 0.40 0.47
K
0.514 0.475 0.442
§ = 0.5 K 0.64 0.33 0.20
1_
T. 0.46 0.83 1.23
K
0.295 0.274 0.246
Three Mode Control. Optimum settings for PID control are presented in 
Figures (111-15) to (111-23). The settings are presented as a function 
of the dimensionless delay time (0o<«n) f°r processes with different 
damping factors. ISE, IAE, and ITAE were used to define optimum con­
trol.
Figures (111-24) and (111-25) show the results obtained when the 
optimum settings proposed by the three criteria of performance are used 
to control the two processes described in the previous section. As 
before, ISE optimum responses are characterized by smaller overshoots 
and oscillatory behavior, ITAE responses show small settling times, 
although at the expenses of a small increase in overshoot. The char­
acteristics of IAE responses are intermediate to those of ISE and ITAE, 
although not much different from ITAE. The optimum settings used to 
obtain the responses shown in Figures (111-24) and (111-25) are pre­
sented in Table (III-II)„
The addition of derivative action.stabilizes the system, allowing 
the use of larger gains and reset values than in PI control. This re­
sults in smaller overshoots and settling times, and a considerable im­
provement in control action over PI control, as can be observed by 
comparing Figures (111-13) and (111-24) for example.
Finally, the use of tuning techniques based on either the ITAE or 
IAE criteria of performance is recommended to optimize the response of 
systems with PID control. The use of PID over PI control is also re­
commended for all systems except pure first order systems, since this 
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Figure (111-16). Optimum Reset Setting for PID Control.
ISE Criterion.
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Figure (III-19b). Optimum Reset Setting for PID Control. IAE Criterion. (§ £ 1.0)
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Figure (III-22a). Optimum Reset Setting for PID Control. I1AE Criterion (§ s 1.0)
Figure (III-22b). Optimum Reset Setting for PID Control. ITAE Criterion (§ :£ 1.0)
























Figure (111-25). Comparison of ISE, IAE, and ITAE Tuning Criteria for PID Control
of Underdamped Systems.
TABLE (III-II)
Comparison of Optimum Controller Settings Proposed by ISE, IAE, and 








K c(1 + F !  + V )
Criterion of Performance 
ISE . IAE ITAE
§ = 1.0 K 2.03 1.89 1.81c
0.84 0.63 0.57
Td 1.04 0.82 0.70
§ = 0.5 K 0.88 0.79 0.73c
1.16 0.89 0.81
Td 1.69 1.38 1.21
Comparison of First-Order and Second-Order Tuning
Chapters II and III have presented two controller tuning methods 
designed to optimize the response of continuous feedback control sys­
tems. The only difference between the two methods being the approxi­
mation used to represent the dynamic behavior of the process. In 
Chapter II, a first-order lag with delay time model was used to char­
acterize the process whereas in this chapter a more complex process 
approximation, a second-order lag with delay time model, has been used.
The difficulty involved in obtaining the experimental process in­
formation required to apply both techniques is the same. Both methods 
are based on the process reaction curve, and hence, can be classified 
as open loop methods. The popularity observed by methods based on 
first-order approximations (first-order lag with delay time models) 
to the process reaction curve was due to the simplicity with which the 
process parameters could be determined from the process reaction curve. 
Until recently, no comparable technique was available to determine the 
model parameters for a second-order approximation (second-order lag 
with delay time model) to the process reaction curve. However, with 
the method developed by Meyer et.al. (5) this is no longer a problem. 
Since the second-order model has more adjustable parameters than the 
first-order model, it should approximate better the process dynamics.
To obtain a quantitative measure of the improvement in control 
action presented by the method based on second-order tuning, the pro­
cess whose optimum-tuning responses were presented in Chapter II, was 
tuned by the two techniques and the response compared. The ITAE cri­
terion was selected for the comparison and both PI and PID-control
were used. The transfer function of the process was given by:
-1.0se (111-24)(1.0s + 1)(0.5s + 1)
The above transfer function is equivalent to:
§ = 1.058 (111-25)
n 1.41 (111-26)
when the more general form of the second-order process is used (Equa­
tion III-3). Approximating the process.reaction curve with a first 
order model with delay, the equation obtained is:
Equations (111-25) to (111-27) were used to select controller settings 
to optimize the closed-loop response of the process by the. two tuning . 
methods presented in this work. Figure (111-26) compares the responses 
for PI control and Figure (111-27) for PID control. In both cases a 
significant improvement can be observed. Table (III-III) presents the 
controller settings used to obtain the responses of Figures (111-26) and 
(111-27). The value of the performance criterion was calculated in all 
cases, and these are compared in Table (III-III). Note that the use of 
second-order tuning methods resulted in an improvement of 18% in control 
action for the case of PI control (16.615 vs 19.707 in ITAE values), 
and in 33% (7.079 vs 9.401 ITAE) for PID control.
rf * e
GCs; = (1.39s + 1)
-1.19se (111-27)
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Figure (111-26). Comparison of Second-Order vs. First-Order Tuning of a Second Order
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Figure (111-27). Comparison of Second-Order vs. First-Order Tuning of a Second
Order Process with Delay Time. PID Control.
TABLE (III-III)
Comparison of First-Order and Second-Order Tuning. ITAE Criterion.
Process
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A more general quantitative comparison of the two methods is shown 
in Table (III-IV). The ITAE criterion and PI control action were se­
lected for the comparison. A two-time constant process (second-order) 
with delay time was tuned by the two methods. Different values of the 
two time constants and delay time were used. Of course, in all cases 
the second-order tuning presents an improvement in control action.
From Table (III-IV) it can be appreciated that the improvement is more 
significant the closer the values of the two time constants (smaller 
damping) and the smaller the^delay time. For large damping factors 
(§^2.0), the two methods are equivalent, as would be expected, since 
the second-order model reduces to the first-order model for infinite 
damping.
Conclusions
This chapter has presented a technique for selecting controller 
settings to optimize, the response of conventional feedback control 
systems. The- technique is based on a second-order with delay time 
approximation to the process reaction curve.' .Minimum error integrals 
were used as criterion of performance. The technique can be used to 
select controller settings for both overdamped and underdaraped processes. 
For overdamped processes, this method was shown to result in a con­
siderable improvement in control action for processes with small damp­
ing factors and small delay times.
TABLE (III-IV)
Comparison of First-Order and Second-Order Tuning for PI Control of 
Second Order Processes with Delay Time. Minimum ITAE Criterion.
Process Controller (PI)
G ( s > " (S G+  1)(t2 s +  1) K c i1 + T^s)
First-Order Tuning Second-Order Tuning
KK (ITAE)co 2 KK (ITAE)m 2 c__________________n____ c_____n
t2=0.07 0 = 0.2 3.35 1.53 3.11 3.20 1.47 3.01
(S =2.0) 0.4 1.88 1.09 12.40 1.80 1.10 12.21
0.6 1.32 0.90 26.26 1.28 0.94 26.07
0.8 1.07 0.78 46.50 1.02 0.84 45.98
1.0 0.94 0.72 71.80 0.84 0.76 69.90
t2 = 0.15 0.2 3.05 1.38 5.08 2.29 1.47 3.90
(S = 1.5) 0.4 1.83 1.02 22.70 1.30 1.17 13.05
0.6 1.32 0.85 32.93 0.94 1.05 26.64
0.8 1.08 0.74 50.73 0.76. 0.95 42.95
1.0 0.95 0.68 77.66 0.65 0.89 63.30
t2 = 1.0 0.2 3.20 0.82 2.51 3.89 0.49 1.50
(S = l.o) 0.4 2.28 0.66 5.46 2.18 0.49 3.43
0.6 1.76 0.58 8.70 1.53 0.485 5.70
• 0.8 1.42 0.53 11.40 1.21 0.48 8.30
1.0 1.22 0.47 14.00 1.00 0.475 11.11
Nomenclature
Laplace 'transform of the response 
Response






Laplace transform of the setpoint signal 





Dimensionless Laplace transform variable, = 
Damping factor
Process dead time, second-order model 
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CHAPTER IV
DIGITAL AND SAMPLED-DATA CONTROL SYSTEMS.
MATHEMATICAL THEORY.
Introduction
In the last few years the chemical processing industries have ex­
perienced an increased interest in the use of. digital computers for 
process control applications. The computer control concept consists 
of replacing the conventional analogue controllers and recorders of a 
plant with a single high-speed digital computer which will directly 
actuate all control valves. The computer will thus be time shared 
among a large number of control systems.
The presence of a digital computer in a process control loop re­
quires that the error signal input to the computer be sampled at dis­
crete time intervals, and not continuously like in a conventional 
analogue' loop. "This sampling process'presents special'analytical prob­
lems not encountered in analogue loops. A sampled data system by def­
inition is a system that receives information or data only at discrete 
instants of time, with no information transmitted or.received in be­
tween. This chapter presents a review of some analytic techniques 
which are used to analyse the response of sampled data systems.
Mathematical Theory
Feedback control systems in which the signal-at one or more points 
in the loop appears in the form of either a pulse train or a numerical
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code are known as sampled data control systems, in contrast to a con­
tinuous control system, where the signal is continuous everywhere. 
Usually, the term sampled data systems refers to systems in which the 
signal appears as a train of pulses, whereas the term digital control 
systems is reserved for systems that include a digital computer in the 
control loop.
Examples of sampled data systems in the chemical processing in­
dustries are numerous. The automatic composition control of a distil­
lation column, for example, in which the composition of the distillate 
product is sampled at discrete time intervals by the use of a gas 
chromatograph. In this case, the controlled variable can not be mea­
sured continuously, but must be sampled at finite time intervals. Sys­
tems in which a digital computer, or a special purpose digital device, 
is used as the controller in the loop are increasing.in number in the 
chemical industries. Here, a digital computer is time shared among 
several control loops and is in charge of the direct control action 
(valve positioning). By its very nature, a digital computer can only 
read and process data at discrete time intervals.
Mathematical Analysis of the Sampling Process. The process which con­
verts continuous data into a sequence of pulses or numbers is called 
the sampling process. The device which performs the operation is the 
sampler. The sampling operation can be considered as a modulation pro­
cess of the continuous signal by a train of unit impulses. The sampling 
of the input signal can be carried out by electronic switches or may be 
only implicit in that the data exists only at discrete time intervals. 
For either case, the output of the sampler can be represented by the
product of the input signal times a train of unit impulses. This in­
volves an approximation since it is assumed that the time the switch 
remains closed is small as compared to the time between samplings. 
Ragazzini and. Franklin (3) have presented a discussion of this approx­
imation. Figure (IV-1) illustrates the sampling process. The mathe­
matical relationship that describes the sampling process is given by:
x*(t) = x(t) • 6T(t) (IV-1)
where, x(t) is the input function
x*(t) is the sampled function 
00
6m(t) = S 6(t - nT)1 n=0
6(t-nT) is a unit impulse occurring at time t=nT, 
and T is the sampling period. Thus, x (t) can be expressed by:
00
x*(t) = x(t) S 6(t-nT) (IV-2)
n=0
or
x*(t) = 2 x(nT) 6(t-nT) (IV-3)
n=0
where x(nT) is the value of the input signal at the nth sampling in­
stant. Taking the Laplace transform of Equation (IV-3),
00
X*(s) = S x(nT) e” 8 (IV-4)
n=0
* . _TsX (s) contains the factor e , which Will inevitable lead to non- '
algebraic functions, this suggests the use of an auxilliary variable
x(t) X  i*<t)*.h'a.r.«ncrtm\x\r ̂  uv*u* n v» &rx-nt
x(t) 6T(fc)
t
setjtmO luvra xxsrfvm  yi nl*asn«vv«i«L32i* nU'XxrV
— tej ̂  J-<—





Figure (IV-1). The Sampling Operation.
Tsz to replace e by the relation




X(2> fit s x(nT)2~n 
n-0
(IV-6)
X(2) is known as the 2-transform of X(t), the transform operation 
being indicated by:
For most functions of interest in control applications, the infinite
Tables of 2-transforms and properties Of the 2-transformation have been 
presented in the literature (1, 2, 3, 4). Although sampled data sys­
tems can be analysed theoretically by conventional Laplace transform 
techniques, the use of the 2-transformation greatly simplifies this 
analysis.
(IV-7)
series of Equation (IV-6) can be summed directly to give a simple re­
sult for the 2-transform. For example, if X(s) is the unit step func­
tion,
x(nT) = 1 for all n ’s (IV-8)
and
00
X(2) = S z“n
n=0
2 (IV-9)2-1
The Pulse Transfer Function. Consider the open loop system shown in 
Figure (IV-2) where a sampled signal x (t) is applied to a process 
with transfer function G(s). The continuous output C(s) is given by:
C(s) = G(s) X*(s) (IV-10)
Taking the inverse Laplace transform of Equation (IV-10),
c(t) = l "1 ro(s) S x(nT) e"nTs~j (IV-11)
L n=0 J
or
c(t) = L’1 .[̂ S G<s> x<nT) e~nTSj (IV-12)
Using the convolution property of Laplace transforms,
00 00
c(t) = 2 x(nT) f g(X) 6(t-nT-\)d\ (IV-13)
n=0 0
where 6(t) is the unit impulse function, g(t) is the impulse response 
of G(s), and X is a dummy variable of integration. Performing the 
integration in Equation (IV-13),
co
c(t) = s x(nT) g(t-nT) (IV-14)
n=0
If the output c(t) were sampled by a fictitious sampler in synchronism 
with the sampler placed before the process,
X(s) X ,  X*(s)
3sxa?x*‘l3sxzpr vrjtrAB'jmat&tJ’jTJk
pQsuser.'onnuesKamcwr!
•sanrccjvm jay cx-jc?«-*-<kk3.'3‘,; G(s) 
x(t) 1 x*(t)
C(s)
ctjai jJ*k  wr-vrvrztf »ir»i-rrA'u:TJvar;5CMir?i3C*cr: v;£>
c(t).«f£BXK3VCtio*nA»
Figure (IV-2). Z-Transform Analysis of Open Loop 
Sampled-Data Systems. • •
C*(s) = 2 c(kT) e"kTs
k=0
Substituting c(kT) from Equation (IV-14),
C (s) = 2 S x(nT) g
k=0 n=0
(k-n)lj -kTs
If the substitution k = m+n is made in the index of 
of Equation (IV-16),
* ,\ -mTs -nTsC (s) = 2 S. x(nT) g(mT) e e
m=0 n=0
where it is understood that
g(t) = 0 for t < 0
Equation (IV-17) can be rewritten as:
C*(s) = S g(mT)e m'I's 2 x(nT) e n'1‘S
m=0 n=0
or
C*(s) = G*(s) X*(s)
where G (s) is the pulse transfer function of G(s).
(IV-10) and (IV-19), the operation by which Equation
is known as '̂taking the starred transform of C(s),r4 








(IV-19) is obtained 
If the substitution
XXX
C(z) = G(z) F(z) (IV-20)
where G(z) is the z-transform of g(t). G(z) relates the z transform 
of the sampled input X(z) to the z transform of the output C(z). Equa­
tions (IV-10) and (IV-20) should be compared at this point, since they 
provide an indication of the z-transform analysis for open loop sys­
tems .
C(s). = G(s) X*(s) (IV-10)
C(z) = G(z) X(z) (IV-20)
It should be noted from its definition that C(z) contains information 
on the values of c(t) only at the sampling instants, and gives no 
information at all about the value of c(t) between sampling instants.
Z-transform Analysis of Cascaded Elements. Consider the open loop shown 
in Figure (IV-3a), in which two transfer functions G^(s) and G2(s) are 
separated by a sampler. It is clear that
C1(s) = G1(s) X*(s) (IV-21)
Taking the z-transform of C^(s):
C1(z) = G1(z) X(z) (IVr22)
In addition
C(s) = G2(s) 0^(3) (IV-23)
X(s) *  c l < s )X (s) y p & Z X D X W J lX G S S i& X f t •*■










a) Elements separated by a sampler.
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b) Continuously - connected elements-.
Figure (IV-3). Z-Transform Analysis of Cascaded Elements in Open 
Loop Sampled-Data Systems.
or
C(s) = G2(s) Gj*(s) X*(s) (IV-24)
since from Equation (IV-19),
0^(8) = G*(s) X*(s)
The z-transform of the output'C(s) can be obtained from Equations (IV- 
23) or (IV-24) as:
C(z) = G2(z ) C1(z) (IV-25)
or
C(z) = G2(z) G x (z) X(z) (LV-26)
For the elements shown in Figure (IV-3b), in which G^(s) and G2(s) are 
connected continuously, define:
G1 G2(s ) = Gx(s) G2(s ) (IV-27)
Then,
C(s) = G^ G2(s) X*(s) (IV-28)
and
where
C(z) « G1 G2(z) X(z) (IV-29)
G l  G2(z) = Z jo^s) G2(s) j . (IV-30)
S g]g (nT)z"n (IV-31)
n=0
In Equation (IV-31), g-^g^t) is the inverse Laplace transform of 
G^s) G2(s), or
glg2(t) = L~1Jj31(s) G2(s)] (IV-32)
It is important to note that:
G1(z) G2(z) £  G1G2(z) (IV-33)
Reconstruction of Sampled Signals. A data hold is a device that re­
constructs a sampled function into a continuous function based on a 
knowledge of past sample values. This is usually done by extrapolation 
of the past sample values. The most common type of hold device is the
zero-order hold, which provides an output signal with a constant value
over the entire sampling interval equal to the value of the last sam­
ple. Mathematically, this can be expressed by:
c(nT + t) = c(nT) n ! S t < ( n +  1)T (IV-34)
Figure (IV-4) shows the input-output relationship of a sampler followed 
by a zero-order hold. The Laplace transform of a zero-order hold is 
given by:
1 " T sH(s) =   (IV-35)
xnmro ViMCT&x'Ywir9itffM3Br«n
i«iriEs«An»«iVvj ,»/ \ . 1 “








Figure (IV-4). Input-Output Relationship of a Sampler Followed by 
a Zero-Order Hold.
The impulse-modulated sampling and the hold transfer function H(s) are 
nothing more than a convenient mathematical representation of the in­
put-output relation of Figure (IV-4). More complex hold devices have
signal than the zero-order hold; however, in most sampled-data control
converter of a digitally-controlled system, since they are easier to 
implement.
Modified Z-transforms. A difficulty associated with the use of z-trans- 
forms to determine the response of a sampled data system is that the 
transform C(z) only contains the.behavior of c(t) at the sampling in­
stants. Often, a knowledge of the response c(t) between sampling in­
stants is desired for the complete description of the system response.
A technique to compute the intersample response is the modified z- 
transform method. The modified z-transform of a function c(t) is de­
fined as the z-tranaJf03r.nl of the function delayed by (l-m)T units of 
time. Mathematically,
Consider the open loop system of Figure (IV-2). If the behavior of 
c(t) between sampling instants is desired, a fictitious delay time 
(l-m)T can be inserted between the process and the fictitious sampleri •
on the output signal, as shown in Figure (IV-5). When m is varied from
been developed (3) which require more information about the sampled




0 to 1, the entire output signal is scanned. For the system of Figure 
(IV-5), define:
Gm<s) = G(s) e-C1-"1)18 (IV-38)
It follows that:
Gm(z) = zrGm(s)l = S g (nT)z“n (IV-39)
L J n=0
where g^t) is the impulse response of Gm(s). Since g(t) was defined 
as the impulse response of G(s),
gjt) = g[t - (l-m)Tj (IV-40)
The relation between the new delayed response Cm(s) and the original
response xs:
Cm(s) = C(s) e"(1"tn)Ts (IV-41)
The input - output relation of Figure (IV-5) is:
Cm(S) = Gm(s) F*(s) (IV-42)
(
Taking the z-transform of the above expression:
Cm(z) = Gm(z) F(z) (IV-43)
or C(z,m) = G(z,m) F(z), (IV-44)
since C(z,m) = z[c(s)e"(1“Tn)TsJ = Cm(z)
and G(z,m) = z|l3(s)e"(1"m)TsJ = Gm(z)
(IV-45) 
(IV-46)
The function G(z, m) is known as the modified pulse transfer function 
of G(s). As~in the case of ordinary z-transforms, tables of modified 
z-transforms have been presented in the literature (1,. 2, 3, 4). Fin­
ally, it should be noted that for m=l, the modified z-transform becomes 
the ordinary z-transform, or
C(z,l) = C(z) r- (IV-47)
Analysis of Closed Loop Sampled-Data Systems. Figures (IV-6) and (IV- 
8) show two sampled-data control systems commonly encountered in the 
chemical industries. Figure (IV-6) represents a control loop in which 
the conventional analogue controller has been replaced by a digital 
computer. Although the response c(t) is continuously measured, .the 
error signal is sampled at discrete time intervals and fed to the dig­
ital computer which calculates a new value of the manipulated variable 
to regulate the process output. The manipulated variable will not be 
changed until the next sampling instant, hence, a zero-order hold is 
implied after the computer output. It can be assumed that the time 
required for computation of the new value of the manipulated variable 
from the error sample is negligible as compared with other delays in 
the system. The input-output relationship of the digital controller 
is known as the controller algorithm. Thus,
MaranTnirM#rass£ULsn















Figure (IV-5). Open Loop Sampled-Data System with Fictitious Time 
Delay for Modified Z-Transform Analysis.
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M(z) » D(z) E(z) (IV-48)
where D(z) is the controller algorithm. Two input signals are con­
sidered in Figure (IV-6), a change in setpoint and a change in load' or 
disturbance entering to the loop between the controller and the process. 
The system response to a change in the input signals can be calculated 
as follows: From Figure (IV-6), it can be seen that,
C(s) = G(s) N(s) + G(s) H(s) M*(s) (IV-49)
where M (s) is given by:
M (s) = D (s) E (s) (IV-50)
or
(IV-51)
Combining Equations (IV-49) and (IV-51):
C(s) = G(s) N(s) + G(s) H(s) D*(s) R*(s) - G(s) H(s) D*(s) C*(s) (IV-52)
Taking the z-transform of the above expression, the result is:
C(z) = GN(z) + GH(z) D(z) R(z) - GH(z) D(z) C(z) (IV-53)
or after simplifying:
C(Z\ = GH(g) P(2) R(z) GN(z)
w  1 + GH(z) D(z) 1 + GH(z) D(z) (IV-54)
where (IV-55)
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and GN(z) = ZjjG(s) N(s)J (IV-56)
To obtain the inter-sample response, a fictitious time delay (l-m)T 
is inserted after the process block and a fictitious time advance 
(l-m)T inserted in the feedback path, as shown in Figure (IV-7). Note 
that the systems shown in Figure (IV-6) and (IV-7) are equivalent, both 
yield the same response to any input signal; however, the output from 
the system of Figure (IV-7) is delayed by (l-m)T units of time. From 
Figure (IV-7):
Cm(s) = N(s) G(s)e”^1"râ Ts+ G(s) H(s)e"^1”'m^TsM*(s) (IV-57)
where = C(s)e ^  m)Ts. (IV-58) -
Since M*(s) = D*(s) E*(s), (IV-59)
and E*(s) = R*(s) - C*(s), (IV-60)
Equation (IV-57) can be expressed as:
Cm(s) = N(s) G(s)e"^1_m^Ts + G(s) H(s)e"(1“m^TsD*(s)jjl*(s) -C*(s)J
(IV-61)
Taking the z-transform of Equation (IV-61), the result is:
C(z,m) «= NG(z,m) + GH(z,m) D(z) jjl(z) - C(z)J (IV-62)
or, C(z,m) = GH(z,m)D(z)R(z) + NG(z,m) - GH(z,m) D(z) C(z) (IV-63).
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In Equation (IV-63),
GH(z,m) a Zm Jj3(s) H(s)J (IV-64)
NG(z,m) = Zm £g (s) N(s)J (IV-65)
and C(z) is given by equation (IV-54).
The sampled data system represented in Figure (IV-8) results when 
the controlled variable can not be -continuously measured, but must be 
sampled periodically. This occurs frequently in composition control, 
specially when a gas chromatograph or any other discrete sampling de­
vice is used to determine the composition of a process stream. For the 
system shown in Figure (IV-8), a z-transform analysis yields:
G G R(z)
= 1 +PG G H(z) c p v ''
+ — c----------
1 + G G H(z) c p




A modified z-transform analysis results in:
where [Gp(s) N(s)J (IV-71)
and [cp(s) Gc(s) H(s)] (IV-72)
The first term in the right hand side of Equations (IV-66) and (IV-70) 
represents the response of the system to a setpoint change, and the 
second term the response to a change in load.
Stability of Sampled Data Control Systems. The characteristic equation 
for the digitally-controlled loop of Figure (IV-6) can be obtained from 
Equation (IV-54) and is given by:
For the closed loop system to be stable, it is required that the real 
part of all the zeros of Equation (IV-74) be negative. Letting
1 + GH(z) D(z) = 0 (IV-73)
or in terms of the Laplace transform variable s:
1 + GH*(s) D*(s) = 0 (IV-74)
s a + bj (IV-75)
it is obtained that:
i M (s)*1 H(s)
s
c ( s >  i
Figure (IV-6). Digital Control Loop.
R(s)
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Figure (IV-8). Sanipled-Data System. Controlled Variable Sampled at Discrete Time Intervals.
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»aT°bTj (IV-76z. = e e
The magnitude of z is given by:
z| = eaT (IV-77)
|ebTj| = 1 (IV-78)since,
For aX), |z| >1, and for a<0, |zj <1. Thtfs, the stability condition 
in terms of z requires that
|z| <; 1 (IV-79)
To apply the Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion to Equation (IV-73) it 
is necessary to introduce the bilinear transformation:
0) + 1z =  r(l) - 1 (IVr80)
or a) = ,Z + } (IV-81)z - 1 ,
where both z and a) are complex numbers. Letting
z = u + vj (IV-82)
the expression for u) is:
2 2(u + v ) - 1 . 2vU) = ■*“-----9 ---- 5---  - J  5---- «----  (IV-8 3)
(u - 1) + V (u - 1) + V
2 2Since (u + v ) is the square of the magnitude of z, the stability
condition on z causes the real part of id to be negative. That is:\
Re (id) < 0  (IV-84)
Hence, the Routh-Hurwitz criterion can be applied to Equation (IV-73) 
when the transformation (IV-80) is made.
Digital Control Algorithms. The control algorithm is the relation be­
tween the input and output pulse sequences of a digital controller. In 
z-transform notation,
D(s> = (IV-85)
Linear control algorithms are usually specified in terms of a' finite 
difference equation of the form:
m(nT) = a e(nT) + E a e["(n-k)T"l - E b.m^n-k)!"] (IV-86)
° k=l K L J k=l R L J
4
where the a's and b's are constants. The present value of the manipu­
lated variable, m(nT), is calculated from a linear combination of the 
present value of the error, m past values of the error, and p past 
values of the manipulated variable. These old values of the error and 
manipulated variable must be stored in the computer memory. Equation 
(IV-86) can be written as:
where bQ = 1. If both sides of this equation are multiplied by z n 
and summed from n=0 to °°,
P r* “i 01 p-~ ™|
S E b.m (n - k)T p n = E 2 a, e (n-k)l V n  (IV-88)
n=0 k=0 L J n=0 k=0 K L J
This equation can be expressed as:
F w r" ~i m 00 r “I
E b E m (n-k)T fe“n = E a E e (n-k)T b_n (IV-89)=0 K n=0 L J k«=0 k n=0 L J
Since
00 r, , x „ T  -n -kE m|^(n-k)TJz = z M(z) (IV-90)
n=0
Equation (IV-89) is simplified to:
p , m .
M(z) E b, z~K = E(z) E a.z (IV-91)
k=0 k=0
which yields for D(z):
, -1 , -2 , -ma + a,z + a„z + ...a z• « /  \  W I «  A  I X « C  I  U U
D(«) - f$- = -2 Vl • ----2------V  (IV'92)' ' 1 + b,z 1 + b0z 2 + ...b z p1 Z p
As an example, consider the digital equivalent of a PID control transfer 
function:
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n . e + e ,  , e - e
where mn = m(nT)
en = e(nT) 
en-l = e[(n‘1)T]
Equation (IV-93) is also commonly presented as:
n
m = K. e + K„ S e, + K» e , n I n  2 , . k 3 n-1k=0
where K^, K^, and are given by:
Ki ■- K(1 + r  - i V )
Kr K T
K0 = - K
Since
n-1
“n-l = K1 en-l + K2 S ek + K3 en-2k=0
then,









= a e + a. e , + a 0 e 0 (IV-100)o n  1 n-1 2 n-2
Expressing Equation (IV-100) in z-trans£orm notation:
-1 • -2a + a. z + a9 z
D(z) =. — ---. . ■ -:i-- — --- (IV-101)
1 - z~
T
where ao = k (i + (IV-102)
T
a'i = "k (1 "2T^ + 2 ^ )  (IV-103)
T
and. a2 = K ~  (IV-104)
For a2 = 0 (T^ = 0), the digital equivalent.of a PI controller is ob­
tained,
-1a + a1 z
D(z) = -2----±----- (IV-105)
1 - z~
A proportional controller results when = 0 and = », which gives 
for the controller parameters:
aQ = K (IV-106)
a1 = K (IV-107)
a2 = 0 (IV-108)
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and for the transfer function:
D(z) = K. (IV-109)
Conclusions
In this chapter, a brief review of the mathematical techniques 
used to analyse the dynamic response of digital and sampled-data sys­
tems has been presented.
Nomenclature
Control algorithm parameter (Equation (IV-8.5) ) 
Control algorithm parameter (Equation (IV-85)) 
Laplace transform of c(t).
Z-transform of c(t).
Modified z-transform of c(t<).
Laplace transform of delayed c(t).
Z-transform of delayed c(t).
Laplace transform of sampled c(t)
Response signal
Control algorithm
Defined by Equation (IV-50)
Z-transform of sampiled error signal 
Laplace tranfl'form of sampled error signal 
Error signal
Error at the nth sampling instant 
Process transfer function '
Pulse transfer function 
Controller transfer function 
Delayed process transfer function 
Delayed pulse transfer function 
Modified pulse transfer function 
Process transfer function
Laplace transform of pulsed transfer.function 
Impulse response of the process
Delayed impulse response 
Zero-order hold transfer function 
Z-transform of zero-order hold 
Process gain
Control algorithm parameter (Equation IV-98) 
Control algorithm parameter (Equation IV-98) 
Control algorithm parameter (Equation (IV-98) 
Z-transform of manipulated variable 
Defined by Equation (IV-50)
Modified z-transform variable 
Manipulated variable at nth sampling instant 
Laplace transform of disturbance signal 
Z-transform of disturbance signal'
Modified z-transform of disturbance signal
Setpoint signal
Sampled setpoint signal






Real part of z 
Imaginary part of z 
Defined by Equation (IV-81)
Z-transform of x(t)
Laplace transform of sampled x(t)
x(t) Input signal, open loop sampled-data systems
x (t) Sampled input signal
z Z-transform variable
6(t) Unit impulse function
6̂ ,(t) Train of unit impulses
0 Delay time
\X Dummy time variable for integration in Equation (IV-13)
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CHAPTER V
DIGITAL AND SAMPLED DATA CONTROL SYSTEMS.
DETERMINATION OF PROPORTIONAL CONTROL SETTINGS 
TO OPTIMIZE SYSTEM RESPONSE
Introduction
The increase in direct digital control (DDC) applications observed 
in this country in the last few years indicates the need for design 
techniques that will allow process control engineers to specify the 
design parameters -of a digital control loop with a minimum of effort.
At the present time, most of this design work is done by trial and error 
on the actual process, or on an analog simulation of it.
The presence of a digital computer in a control loop requires that 
the error signal be sampled at discrete time intervals. This sampling 
process presents special design problems not'associated with conven­
tional analog loops. The tuning of a digital control loop consists of
1) the selection of the required control action (controller algorithm),
2) the specification of the controller parameters, and 3) the selec­
tion of a convenient sampling period. It should be appreciated that 
the controller parameters are a function of the sampling period and 
the dynamic characteristics of the process. Since direct digital con­
trol is a relatively new concept, few tuning methods have been proposed 
for digital control algorithms (10, 12).
The problem of selecting a criterion of "good" control is present 
in digital control loops as well as in conventional loops. Most avail­
able design methods for digital loops have selected criteria of per-
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formance on the basis of their convenience for analytic determination
of the controller parameters. These criteria of performance usually
result in accepted control rather than optimum control. The purpose
of this chapter is to develop tuning techniques for proportional di-
I
rect digital control using minimum error integrals as criteria of per­
formance. The minimization of time integrals of the error constitutes 
a more consistent definition of optimum control. In this chapter, 
proportional controller settings are presented which minimize the time 
integral of the error squared (ISE), the time integral of the absolute 
error (IAE), and the time weighted integral of the absolute error (ITAE). 
The controller settings are presented for any process that can be char­
acterized by a first-order lag plus dead time model. In addition, con­
troller settings that minimize the integral of the squared error (ISE) 
are presented for processes that can be satisfactorily approximated by 
a pure second order model.
. The application of the design techniques presented, in this work
requires the same effort necessary to tune a conventional analog loop.
\
Present Work
For many systems, the presence of a steady-state offset after a 
change in load has occurred is acceptable. For these systems, direct 
digital proportional control is a very efficient control action, since 
it results in a minimum of storage locations in the computer memory 
per control loop.
Since the use of proportional control results in a steady state 
error, digital design techniques based on the idea of the minimal 
prototype response are not applicable (14). A minimal prototype re­
sponse is a response where the error settles to zero in a minimum
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number of sampling instants.
Truxal (18) suggested that many of the analysis and design methods 
originally developed for continuous systems can be extended to sampled 
data systems with only slight modifications. A design method for con­
tinuous systems that could be easily extended to sampled-data or digital 
systems is the ultimate method proposed by Ziegler and Nichols (21).
They suggested the selection of the overall loop gain according to the 
expression:
K = 0.5 K (V-l)u
where Ku is the ultimate gain or stability limit for proportional con­
trol. Equation (V-l) assumes that the relative stability of the loop 
remains constant when K/Ku is constant. The value of 0.5 was selected 
in order to approximately obtain a response with a 1/4 decay ratio.
The application of Equation (V-l) to digital loops requires a know­
ledge of the stability constraints of discrete systems. This informa­
tion is available for process that can be characterized by a first- 
order lag plus dead time model (1, 10), or can be calculated from a 
stability analysis of the system.
As discussed in Chapter II, the dynamic characteristics of many 
industrial processes can be satisfactorily approximated by the first- 
order lag plus dead time model. The transfer function for this model 
is given by:
Usl . K e~9°s . .
X(s) TS + 1 (V
Mosler, Koppel, and Coughanowr (1.0) have reported that the relative
stability of sampled data, systems with processes characterized by 
Equation (V-2) does not remain the same for constant K/K^, and conse­
quently K/Ku is not a good design criterion for sampled data systems. 
They in turn proposed a tuning technique for processes whose dynamic 
characteristics can be approximated by Equation (V-2) using as criterion 
of performance minimum overshoot subject to a specified decay ratio.
They considered the sampled data system of Figure (IV-8) and based 
their design on a unit step change in setpoint introduced to the loop 
at a sampling instant. Their analysis was restricted to systems in 
which the sampling time (T) was larger than the delay time of the pro­
cess (0O). These restrictions were made for analytic convenience.




K, = „,ea + •/ e2a + 8<ea - 1) (v_4)T 4<ea - 1)
T
T _ -e~ + Ve**” + 8(e~ - 1)
4(ea - 1)
(V-5)
Systems in which the overshoot obtained with the use of the above 
equations is unacceptable must be sampled more frequently. For this 
case, they proposed additional settings designed to give a response with 
a 1/4 decay ratio.
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Performance Criteria for Discrete Systems
A difficulty present in the design of digital and sampled-data 
control systems is the selection of a criterion of performance to charac­
terize the time response of the system. Most performance criteria 
proposed up to date have been selected based on their easiness for the 
analytic evaluation from the system parameters, and not as much on the 
system performance obtained from their use.
For the optimum design of discrete systems, Oldenbourg and Sartorius 
(13) proposed the use of the following error sequence as criterion of
00
= S e(nT) (V-6)
n=0
The sum of the errors at the sampling instants provides an indication 
of how far the system is from the desired control position. The criter­
ion of Equation (V-6) was applied to first order systems with delay 
time, and was found very simple to calculate from the parameters of the 
system.
The above criterion, however, can only be applied to systems that 
experienced no overshoot (aperiodic outputs), and consequently is not 
general. A more useful performance criterion would logically be some 
functional of the magnitude of the error. A physically meaningful and 
still mathematically convenient criterion is the sum of the squares of 





However, the use of this criterion results in weakly damped responses (1).
Additional, more complex forms of sampled error sequences have, 
been proposed as criteria of performance. However, since these error 
sequences are more difficult to evaluate from the system parameters 
they have been mainly of theoretical interest. Reference (1) contains 
an excellent discussion of sampled error sequences as criteria of per­
formance.
In 1966, Mosler, Koppel,. and Coughanowr (10) extended the concept 
of 1/4 decay ratio to sampled data systems. They presented proportional 
controller settings designed to obtain responses with a 1/4 decay ratio 
for processes characterized by the first order lag plus delay time model. 
For slow sampling situations (T > 0q) they suggested sampling times 
that would also minitnize the response overshoot.
It has been the experience of the author that the 1/4 decay ratio 
is a poor criterion of performance, especially for sampled data systems. 
Figure (V-l) shows a response with a 1/4 decay ratio for a digital con­
trol system. Some of the difficulties associated with the use of the 
1/4' decay ratio as performance criterion were discussed in Chapter II 
of this dissertation. In addition,for sampled data systems the decay 
ratio of the response is highly sensitive to the point in time, relative 
to a sampling instant, at which a disturbance signal or a change in 
setpoint is introduced to the loop. Mosler et al (10) considered the 
optimum time at which a change in setpoint could be introduced to the 
system to calculate their proposed settings. This was done for mathe­
matical convenience, however, it does not provide for a realistic sit­
uation where those settings are applied to control changes in distur­









Figure (V-l). Response with a 1/4 Decay Ratio to a Unit Step Change in Load. Sampled Data 
Proportional Control of A First-Order Lag Plus Dead Time Process.
4>u
4J| t-
time at which they will enter the loop.
A study of the 1/4 decay ratio criterion as applied to sampled 
data systems was performed in this work. The digitally-controlled sys­
tem of Figure (V-4) was analysed. A step change in load was introduced 
to the system at the worst possible point in time (0q units of time 
prior to a sampling instant) and the response was calculated using a 
large digital computer. Figure (V-2) shows a plot of the inverse of 
the decay ratio (1/DR) of the response as a function of the loop gain, 
for different systems characterized by values of the dimensionless de- 
lay time 0q/t. The sampling time was kept constant at — = 0.40 for all 
systems of Figure (V-2). It can be seen that for some systems, more 
than one value of loop gain results in responses with a 1/4 decay ratio. 
The conclusion is that not even for proportional control .the 1/4 decay . 
ratio criterion can specify a unique value of the gain. For most cases 
in which a unique value of gain is specified, the response is very close
to the unstable region. Figure (V-3) shows the three possible 1/4
0
decay ratio responses of a system characterized by ~  ~ 0.11 and
T~  = 0.40. Note that only when the smaller value of the gain is used 
(Figure (V-l)) the response results in acceptable control. For the 
other two cases, the ratio of the second peak to the third peak is con­
siderably less than 4.
The above discussion indicates the need for selecting a criterion 
of performance for sampled data systems that will take into account the 
entire time response, and not just two or more points of the response. 
With the availability of large and fast digital computers, the selec­
tion of a criterion of.performance does not have to be based on.its 
mathematical convenience.
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Figure (V-2). Effect of Loop Gain on the Decay Ratio of the Response.
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Figure (V-3). Responses with a 1/4 Decay Ratio to a Unit Step Change in Load for Different Values 
of the Loop Gain (KKc).
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The error integral criteria introduced in Chapter II provide a 
better, more consistent definition of optimum control. In addition, 
minimization of the integral criteria will result in unique controller 
settings to obtain optimum responses.
In this work, the follox̂ ing error, integrals were used to . define 
optimum control:
00
ISE = J  jjs(t)
Je(t)|d t (V-9)
ITAE = I |e(t) |tdt (V-10)
0
A comparison of the characteristics of the optimum responses ob­
tained by the use of each of the above error integrals was presented in 
Chapter II.
The Control Loop
DDC computers are used to control several process loops simul­
taneously on a time shared basis. Consider the digitally-controlled 
loop shown on Figure (V-4). At each sampling instant, the computer 
samples the value of the error and then calculates a new value for the
manipulated variable. In practice, the controlled variable is sampled
and compared internally in the computer with a previously introduced
IAE ■ J,
dt (V-8)
set point. This operation generates a value of the error which is used 
to compute the new value of the manipulated variable. Past values of 
the error and manipulated variable are also used in the calculation of 
the manipulated variable according to the.control algorithm. For pro­
portional control, the algorithm is given by: .
and consequently, only .the present value of the error is'used to cal­
culate the new value of the manipulated variable. Typically, the time 
required to compute a value of the error and generate a new value for
stants of the process. When this is the case, the operation of the com­
puter can be mathematically represented by synchronized ideal samplers 
placed at the input and output of the computer. Since usually the 
value of the manipulated variable is kept constant until a new value 
has been calculated,.the mathematical representation of the computer 
operation can be completed by placing a zero order hold following the 
output sampler, as shown on Figure (V-4). The transfer function for 
the zero order hold is given by:.
D(z) = Kc (V-ll)
the manipulated variable is negligible as compared with the time con-
H(s) (V-12)s
The dynamic characteristics of the process and sensing elements 
are assumed to be represented by the first order lag with delay time 
model. The transfer function for this model is given by:
N(s)
R(s)
iJ M ( s ) >11 W i H ' M W  ifL-pgw?! r w ^8 -A fi
i Ordsr 
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Figure (V-4). Digital Proportional Control of a Process Characterized by a First-Order 
Lag with Delay Time Model.
Two input signals are shown entering the loop of Figure (V-4). A 
change in set point, and a change in the loading of the system. The 
load disturbances are assumed to enter the process at the same point 
as the manipulated variable. For load disturbances entering at any 
other point in the system, the diagram can be rearranged to that of 
Figure (V-4) by considering the proper transfer function G^(s) associ­
ated with the input block of the load signal. Figure (V-4) presents 
the standard unity feedback form of the control loop.
The response of the system to a change in set point is given by:
Cfz) = £**(z)..g(g)-R-(z)---- (IV-54a){Z 1 + GH(z) D(z) U  ■ a;
and the response to a load disturbance by:
G G' N(z)
-  I  + gh'K ) D(~  <IV- 54b)
where GGjN(z) = Z Tg Cs) G ^ s) N(s)"j (V-14)
The numerators of the above equations are different, and consequently 
the responses will be different. Furthermore, the input signal N(s) is 
"bound" to the process transfer function, whereas R(s) is not. When 
this happens, the point in time at which the load disturbance enters 
the loop affects the shape and behavior of the time response. This can 
be appreciated by the following argument. If the change in load is in­
troduced at a sampling instant, it will not affect the output until 0q 
units of time, after which, an error will be generated. This error 
will not be detected until the next sampling instant, at which a correc
tion in the manipulated variable will be calculated and introduced to 
the process. This correction will not affect the output until 0Q addi- 
tinal units of time. Figure (V-5a) illustrates this process. It can 
be appreciated that' the output remains uncontrolled for a time given 
by:
tp = (n + 1)T + 0o (V-15)
where n is given by:
nT < 0q < (n + 1) T (V-16)
For the case illustrated in Figure (V-5), n = 0. Consider this case
as an example; for a delayed first order lag process,the value of the 
first peak of the response to a unit step change in load introduced to 
the loop at a sampling instant is given by:
_ T
c(t) = K |”l - e rl (V-17)I .1st peak
Suppose now, that the disturbance’signal enters the* loop 0q units of 
time before a sampling instant, as illustrated in Figure (V-5b). The 
disturbance will begin to affect the output precisely at a sampling in­
stant, at which time the error will still be zero. Thus, no error will 
be detected until the next sampling instant. When the error is detected 
a correction is introduced to the system, however, this correction will 
not affect the output until 0q additional units of time. The output 
• has remained uncontrolled for a time given by: .........
tp 2 e + to (V-18)
which results in a peak value of
c(t)
1st peak
for T S 0q. Comparing Equations (V-16) and (V-19), it follows that
units of time prior to a sampling instant. This difference in the mag­
nitude of the first peak of the response does not occur with changes 
in set point introduced at different points in time. When a change in 
set point is introduced to the loop, it will simply be ignored until a 
sampling instant, at which time the response will be initiated. Note 
from Equation (IV-54a) that the set point signal is not bounded with 
any of the transfer functions of the loop.
The effect on the system response of the point in time at which •
the disturbance signal enters the loop can be treated analytically by 
considering a finite delay 0̂  as an input transfer function for the 
disturbance signal. Since the z transform analysis assumes that the 
first sampling instant occurs at t=0, in order to have the disturbance 
signal enter the loop 0q units of time prior to a sampling instant, 0̂  
should be given by:
the worse possible time to introduce a disturbance to the loop is 0q
o
eD - <„+ 1)T - eo (V-20)
The delay 0̂  will have the -effect of introducing the load signal to • 




















Figure (V-5). Effect on the System Response of Time at which a 
Disturbance Signal Enters the Loop Relative to a 
Sampling Instant.
a). Disturbance Signal Introduced at a Sampling 
Instant.
b). Disturbance Introduced 0 Units of Time before 
• a Sampling Instant.
the output will begin to be felt at the nth + 1 sampling instant. Thus,
— 0 g
G^s) = e D (V-21)
or
-(n+1)Ts 0 s
G^s) = e e ° (V-22)
It will be shown in a later section, that introducing G^(s) as 
given by Equation (V-22) considerably complicates the theoretical 
analysis of the loop.
Since the object of a feedback control system is to minimize the 
effect of load changes in the process output (regulator action), it 
was decided to optimize the response to a step change in load rather 
than in setpointw This is satisfactory, since in actual plant operation 
the computer will normally be functioning as a regulator. In addition, 
the system response was optimized for the worse possible situation that 
can arise in practice: step changes in load introduced to the system
0q units.before a sampling, instant. If the disturbance enters the loop 
at any other point in time, the response will be even better.
Finally, it should be pointed out that the results obtained in 
this work for the digitally-controlled loop of Figure (V-4) can be 
applied directly to the sampled data system shown on Figure (IV-8).
The response of this system to a change in load is given by:
G G1N(z)
°<Z) ■ -1 l-V G H(z) <K -6«c p
Comparing the two control systems,
Gp(s) = G(s) (V-23)
G (s) = D(s) = K (V-24)c c
and consequently,
Gc Gp H(z) - = Kc GH(z) (V-25)
D(z) GH(z) = Kc GH(z) (V-26)
Thus, identical responses will be obtained from both systems to changes 
in load. It should be noted however, that this only occurs for pro­
portional control.
Development of Optimum Proportional Controller Settings.
Consider the digital control system shown on Figure (V-4). The 
response of the system to a unit step change in load introduced to the 
loop at a sampling instant (G^(s) = 1) is given by:
G G1 N(z)
G<2> '■ I + G H (i) b o , ) "  ’ (V' 27)
The individual z-transforms in the above equation are given by:
-0os
G G i N<z> ■ z['s(Ts+°ir] <v-28>
K z"n T| (z + 5)
= (z - l)(z - b) (V-29)
and _ , -0 s-Ts. ' o
« «  ■  z [  —
(V-30)
K 2~<n+1> TIC2 +5 ) 


















The value of n was determined by the relative magnitude of T and 0q as:
nT < 0o < (n+l)T (V-16)





zn+1 (z-b) + KD(zXz+ |)TlJ
Equation (V-36) contains information about the system response only at 
the sampling instants. For the case when the unit step change in load 
is introduced to the system 0q units of time prior to a sampling in-
10!
stant:
-(n+l)Ts 0 s 
G1(s) = e e ° (V-22)
which yields for G G. N(z):
r  k e'(n +1)Ts n
G G 1 N<*> - Z [ s(rs-- l)—  ] <V’37>
K z~n (1 - b) 
(z - l)(z - b) (V-38)
Combining Equations (V-38), (V-27), and (V-31), C(z) is given by:
C(z) = —  .I1 Y  n+'i----- ----—  - - f - CV-39)
(1  -  z L) I en+1( z - b )  +  KD(z)Tl (z  +  g ) J
Note that Equations (V-36) and (V-39) have the same characteristic 
equation, but different numerators, and that the order of the charac­
teristic equation is n + 2.
The final-value theorem for sampled data systems states (9):
c(oo) = Lim (1-z )̂ C(z) (V-40)
z—*1
To obtain the steady state value of the system response to a unit step 
change in load, the final-value theorem must be applied to either 
Equatipn (V-36) or (V-39). For example, applying the theorem to Equa­
tion (V-39): -
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cfooV = -— ------------—  (V-41)CK ' (1-b) + KK T) (1 + §) • 'c
and since T|( 1 + §) = 1-b,
c(») *     . (V-42)1 + KKC • '
which agrees with the result for continuous systems. It will be of 
interest to investigate the required form of D(z) to obtain no steady 
state offset. From Equations (V-39) and V(40):
c(°o) = Lim p— -tt--- Mlzb)-------------  (V-43)
z-*l I z (z-b) + K D(z) T| (z .+. §)J
a Lim --  K(1.-b). (z-1)-------------------  (V-44)
z-»l zn (z-b)(z-l) + KD(z) (z-l)Tl (z+§)
To obtain c(w) = 0, it is necessary that the factor (z-1) on the second 
term of the denominator of Equation (V-44) be cancelled by the controller 
algorithm D(z). Thus, D(z) must be given by
Pi (Z) /I \ ■D/r,"l>
D(2) ( z^r) q^(zT ( T 7 O  K
where both P^(z) and P(z )̂ are polynomials in z or z  ̂which do not
contain the factor (1-z ^). Q^(z) and Q(z )̂ are polynomials in z or
-1 z .
To calculate the system response between sampling instants, the 
modified z-transform method must be used. The modified z-transform of 
the response to a unit step change in load is given by:
• C(2,m) CGlN(2,m) - - -   (V-46) .
For the case when the unit step change in load is introduced to the- sys­
tem at a sampling instant (G^(s) = 1), the individual transforms of 
Equation (V-46) are given by:
GGiN<z> - *■£» — —  <v'47>
Kz‘n r.(l - d e-<-m~17 t) - <b - d T)~l
G G ^ z . m )  =  - - - - 1 ( Y - l H l - b j    i- - - - - - - '  < V ' 4 8 >
GH(1) .  t  t j  ■■■—  ' ' (V-49)
K z“(n‘*‘1)rz^i_(]e-(m-1) T) . (b . a T)1
GH(z,m) = -̂-------1---------    (V-50)
Note that:
GGjN(z) GH(z,m) = GGjN^m) GH(z) (V-51)




C(z,m) = y  + GH( v D(z) (V-52)




Kz£z(l-d t) - (b-d e ( m - D ^
(z-1) £zn+1(z-b) + KKc 7j(z + §)J
(V-53)
When the step change in disturbance is introduced 0q units of time prior 
to a sampling instant:






(b - e m t)
(z-l)(z-b) (V-55)
For this situation,
GGjNCZjm) GH(z) £ GGjNCz) GH(z,m) (V-56)
which considerably complicates the theoretical analysis of the system 
response. The modified z-transform of the output is now given by:
^ zf 1 (m) " fo (m) 
C(z>m) = ti+I-------------
K(KKe)(l-b)z |~z f3(m) -
z (z—1)(z-b) n+1, z (z-1) ( z -b) [( z -b) zn+1+KKcTl( z+|) ]
(V-57)
where f^m) = 1 - e
T■m — T (V-58)
To optimize the worse possible response that can result when a distur­
bance signal enters the loop, Equation (V-57) should be considered 
rather than Equation (V-53). By letting m in Equation (V-57) vary 
between 0 and 1, the entire intersample response can be generated.
The analytic inversion of Equation (V-57) is practically impossi­
ble. Consequently, numerical techniques must be considered to calcu­
late the system response. Equation (V-57) indicates that the response
T ®ois only a function of the parameters K, KK , —, and —  . The effectC T T
of the process gain K is only that of multiplying the response by a
• ■ • • • • •  ' / ' Tconstant. Thus, for given values of the sampling time — and the process 
0 T
delay time r—  , the loop gain KK can be varied to optimize the. systemT C
response according to the error integral criteria.
The error integrals defined by Equations (V-8) to (V-10) are not 
convergent when the controller algorithm contains only the proportional 
mode. To avoid this difficulty, the error term in Equations (V-8) to
(V-10) is replaced by c(t) - c(°°). Since for stable systems
Lim c(t) = c(°°) = y ~+~KK (V"62)
t-» c
c(t). - c(“) will approach zero at steady state, and the new error in-
tegrals will converge. Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter II, three 
different error integrals can be defined for each optimization criterion. 
Table (II-III) presents a total of nine different error integral cri­
teria that can be used to optimize the response of direct digital con­
trol systems with proportional algorithms.
The procedure used to determine the proportional controller set­
tings which result in optimum direct digital control was as follows: 
Consider for example the IAE-1 criterion. This criterion according to 
Equation (11-29) is:
IAE
Introducing the time transformation
00
-1 = J |c(t) - c(°°) | dt (V-63)
t° = - (V-64)T
Equation (V-63) can be rewritten as:
00
-1 = t [ |c(t°) - c(°°) |dt° (V-65)JnIAE
Since the response given by Equation (V-57) is multiplied by the pro­
cess gain K, define x(t°) such that:
c(t°) = K x(t°) (V-66)
Consequently:
10J
‘V k * = f Ix(fc0) " x<°°) ldt° (V-67)
. . T . 0
where x(~) = I^kr” (V-68)
c
The value of the dimensionless error integral given by Equation (V-67) 
was calculated by a numerical analysis using an IBM-7040 computer. As 
an illustration, Figure (V-6) shows a plot of the error integral as a 
function of the loop gain KK , for a system characterized by a dimen-
©o °
sionless delay time —  = 0.20, and a dimensionless sampling time
T— = 0.10. The computer programs used to calculate the error integrals
are included in the Appendix Section of this Dissertation.
The value of loop gain (KKC) which minimized the dimensionless 
error integral given by Equation (V-67) was determined by a combination 
of the one-dimensional Fibonacci search (19) and the golden section 
search (19). The optimization program is also included in the Appendix 
Section of this work.
Tuning Relations
Figures (V-7) to (V-31) present the proportional controller set­
tings required to optimize the response of digital control systems 
according to the nine optimization criteria defined in Table (II-III).
Three charts are presented for each criteria:
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Figure (V-6). Dimensionless Integral of the Absolute Error (IAE-1) 
as a Function of the Loop Gain.
IbO
o T2. KK vs *■—  for constant —c T T
T3. Error Integral vs —T
Charts 1 and 2 can be used to determine the required loop gain to op-Vtimize the response of a given system (characterized by a value of “̂ ) . 
The double set of charts was provided to help in the interpolation of 
the delay and sampling time values. Chart 3 can be used to determine 
a convenient sampling time for a particular system. This chart gives 
an indication of the deterioration in control action that results with 
less frequent sampling. The performance of a proportional digital con­
trol system is of course limited to that which can be obtained from a 
proportional continuous control system. However, in many digital con­
trol installations, sampling is done as fast as once per second. This 
is practically equivalent to continuous control for most chemical pro­
cesses (12). The selection of a convenient sampling time for a given 
process will be more fully discussed in a later section.
Two comments must be made about the results presented in this 
section:
1. There are finite discontinuities in the slope of the lines
T 0o 9oKK vs — or KK vs —  at points where ~  is an integer. This ofc t c t T •
course, is predicted by the mathematical analysis, since from Equation . 
(V-39) the characteristic equation of the system is:
zn+2 - bzn+1.+ KKc T) z + KKc T\g = 0 (V-69)
The order of this equation is n-f-2, where n was defined as:
lbb
n < ~  < n + 1 (V-16)
e
Thus, at points where ~  is an integer, the order of the characteristic 
equation changes by 1, resulting this in a substantially different sys­
tem behavior.
2. Optimum loop gains are usually observed to increase initially, 
as delay time is added to the system. The optimum gains pass through 
a maximum, and then decrease as more delay is added to the system. This 
unusual behavior is probably due to the increase in the ultimate gain of 
the system as delay time is added initially. An analysis of the vari­
ation in ultimate gain with delay time is:presented in Reference (10). 
Tou(17) has suggested that the addition of delay time to a sampled data 
system can result in a stabilizing effect; however, other authors are 
not in agreement with this statement (10). The phenomenon of an in­
crease in optimum loop gain with delay time was never observed when 
ITAE was used as criterion of performance for proportional control.
Comparison of Tuning Relations
The final decision of what constitutes an optimum response is 
usually based on the judgment of the' person doing the control tuning.
In addition, this decision also depends on the particular process appli­
cation under, study. In this chapter, a total of nine different tuning 
relations are proposed for proportional direct digital control. All of 
these relations are based on minimizing different types of error in­
tegrals. The use of each of these tuning techniques results in optimum 
responses with different characteristics.
Lb/
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Figure (V-8) . Optimum System Gain as a Function of the Dimensionless 







TFigure (V-9). Effect of Sampling Time on Minimum Error Integrals, 
ISE-1 Criterion
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Figure (V-ll). Optimum System Gain as a Function of the Dimensionless 
Delay Time of the Process. Minimum ISE-2 Criterion.
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Figure (V-13). Optimum System Gain as a Function of the Sampling Time.














Figure (V-14). Optimum System Gain as a Function of the Dimensionless
Delay Time of the Process. Minimum ISE-3 Criterion.
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Figure (V-15). Effect of Sampling Time on ISE-1 (system gains used 
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Figure (B-17). Optimum System Gain as a Function of the Dimensionless 
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Figure (V-18). Effect of Sampling Time on Minimum Error Integrals. 
IAE-1 Criterion.
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Figure (V-20). Optimum System Gain as a Function of the Dimensionless
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Figure (V-22). Optimum System Gain as a Function of the Sampling Time.
Minimum IAE-3 Criterion.
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Figure (V-23). Optimum System Gain as a Function of the Dimensionless
Delay Time of the Process. Minimum IAE-3 Criterion.
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Figure (V-25). Optimum System Gain as a Function of the Dimensionless
Delay Time of the Process. Minimum ITAE-1 Criterion.
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Figure (V-27). Optimum System Gain as a Function of the Sampling Time.
Minimum ITAE-2 Criterion.
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Figure (V-28). Optimum System Gain as a Function of the Dimensionless
Delay Time of the Process. Minimum ITAE-2 Criterion.
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Figure (V-31). Optimum System Gain as a Function of the Dimensionless
Delay Time of the Process. Minimum ITAE-3 Criterion.
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When the controller algorithm contains only the proportional mode, 
a change in setpoint or load results in a steady state offset. For 
sampled data systems, the steady state error is given by the same ex-
<5
pressions as for continuous systems. Consequently, for a unit step 
change in load the steady state offset is given by Equation (V-42), or:
c(°°) = 1 + KK (V-42)
c
To minimize the offset, a large value of KK is desired. However, asc
the loop gain is increased the frequency of oscillation and the settling 
time of the response also increase until eventually the system becomes 
unstable. In this respect, the behavior of sampled data systems is. 
analogous to that of continuous systems.
In Chapter II of this work, a discussion of the characteristics 
of the responses obtained from continuous systems by the use of the 
different error integrals was presented. The same conclusions apply 
to sampled data systems. The use of the ISE-criterion results in large 
gains, which.-produce responses with small overshoots and steady state 'I
offsets, but with larger settling times and frequency of oscillation. 
ITAE predicts smaller gains, which in turn produce responses with lar­
ger overshoots and offsets, but with very small settling times. The 
use of IAE as criterion of performance yields responses with character­
istics intermediate to those of ISE and ITAE.
Of the three ISE criteria, as before, larger gains are obtained by 
the use of ISE-1, and the smaller gains result from the use of ISE-3.
The same conclusions apply to the three IAE and ITAE criteria. Tables 
(V-I) to (V-IV) present a comparison of loop gains obtained by the use
17J
TABLE (V-I)
Ultimate Gain and 1/4 Decay Ratio Gain for Sampled-Data Systems.
Delav Time, ( K V ult.
< ? >
0,002 0.10 16.16 10.39
(continuous) 0.20 8.45 5.34
0.40 4.58 2.80
0.60 3.30 1.96


















System Gain to Minimize Error Integrals.
ISE Criteria.
Sampling Time. Dela^ Time. Gain to Minimize:
(-) (— ) ISE-1 ISE-2T T
. KKc
0.002 0.10 11.82 9.81
(continuous) 0.20 6.08 4.93
0.40 3.19 2.46
0.60 2.23 1.64





0.20 0.0 7.26 7.26




0.40 0.0 3.50 3.50























































































































System Gain to Minimize Error Integrals.
ITAE Criteria.
Sampling Time Delay Time Gain for Minimum
(Tj ITAE-1 . ITAE-2 ITAE-3
0.002 0.10 6.10 5.90 4.90
(continuous) 0.20 2.95 2.80 2.35
0.40 1.38 1.29 1.08
0.60 0.86 0.78 0.65
0.10 0.0 10.00 10.00 10.00
0.10 3.81 3.70 3.22
0.20 2.23 2.17 1.84
0.40 1.18 1.11 0.92
0.60 0.76 0.71 0.58
0.20 0.0 4.64 4.64 4.64
0.10 2.68 2.64 2.10
0.20 1.74 1.46
0.40 1.01 0.96 0.81
0.60 0.68 0.63 0.52
0.40 0.0 2.06 2.06 2.06
0.10 1.51 1.51 1.42
0.20 1.17 1.16 0.99
0.40 0.76 0.74 0.62
0.60 0.55 0.52 0.42
of the different criteria of performance for several systems at dif­
ferent sampling times.
Figures (V-32) to (V-35) present optimum responses obtained from 
first order systems with delay'time by the use of several performanceeo
criteria. Two first order systems were considered ( -—  = 0.10 andeo . . . . .  t . . .  .
—^ = 0.20), and two different sampling times considered for each sys­
tem. It is convenient to define those sampling times which are equal 
or smaller than the delay time of the model as fast sampling, and 
sampling times larger than the delay time of the model as slow sampling. 
As a definition:
0
Fast Sampling: ( f ) < ( ) (V-70)
0
Slow Sampling: ( t ) > ( ) (V—71)
Fast and slow sampling were considered for each of the process models 
presented in Figures (V-32) to (V-35). From these graphs, it was con­
cluded that optimum system performance could be obtained by the use of 
either ISE-1 or ISE-2 as criterion of performance. This results in 
responses with small steady state errors and reasonable settling times. 
It is considered that of all performance criteria studied, ISE-2 re- 
suits in the best compromise between overshoot, steady state error, 
and settling time. There could be situations, however, in which a 
response with a minimum settling time is desired regardless of the 
steady state error. With these situations in mind, the other tuning 
relations presented in this work were developed.
Figure (V-32). Comparison of Optimum Responses to a Unit Step Change in Load for Several Optimization 
Criteria. Fast Sampling.  ̂̂ 2..= q 10^
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Figure (.V-33). Comparison, of Optimum Responses to a Unit Step Change in Load for Several Optimi­
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Figure (-V-34). Comparison of Optimum Responses to a Unit Step Change in Load for Several Optimi­













Figure (V-35). Comparison of Optimum Responses to'a Unit Step Change in Load for Several Optimi­
zation Criteria. Slow Sampling. , 0 .





Consider the use of ISE-2 as criterion of performance to tune pro­
portional direct-digital control systems. In this section, it is shown 
that this criterion results in satisfactory system performance as con­
sidered by the sensitivity of the response to small changes in loop 
gain, delay time of the process, or sampling times.
«/
Since the dynamic characteristics of the process are being approxi­
mated by a first order lag plus delay time model, a tuning technique is 
desired that will result in responses which are not very sensitive to
small changes in the process dynamics. Figures (V-36) and (V-37)
0
illustrate this. A process characterized by ~  = 0.20 was tuned ac­
cording to the ISE-2 criterion. The delay time of the process was 
allowed to vary + 20%, and the transient responses observed. Both slow 
and fast sampling situations were considered. It can be appreciated 
that satisfactory performance was obtained in each case.
Most processes of interest to chemical engineers are non-linear.
To simplify their analysis, they are assumed to be linear over a small 
range of values of the process variables. Consequently, when the load 
of the system changes, the loop gain may change due to a change in the 
process gain. Since the controller gain is usually kept fixed, the 
system will not be operating at optimum conditions. The criterion of 
performance selected should produce responses which will still be sat­
isfactory after small changes in the loop gain. The ISE-2 criterion
also meets this requirement, as shown in Figures (V-38) and (V-39). A
0oprocess characterized by ~  = 0.20 was tuned according to the ISE-2
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Figure (V-38). Sensitivity of Optimum Response to Changes In Loop Gain. Fast Sampling.
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value and the responses observed. Again, fast and slow sampling situa­
tions were considered.
Furthermore, the dimensionless sampling time of the system may 
change during operation due to time dependency of the process time con­
stant. Again, the resulting responses should still be satisfactory for 
small changes in the process time constant. Figures (V-40) and (V-41) 
illustrate that the ISE-2 criterion is satisfactory in this respect.
Finally, Figure (V-42) shows the effect on the optimum response of 
introducing a change in load to the system at different points in time 
relative to a sampling instant. It can be appreciated that introducing 
the step change in load at a point in time other than 0q units of time 
prior to a sampling instant results in an improved response. Thus, the 
worse possible situation has been optimized and consequently, the re­
sults presented in this work are conservative.
Selection of a Sampling Time
The results presented in. this work indicate that optimum-control can 
be achieved for different values of the sampling time, provided that the 
corresponding optimum value of the loop gain is selected. However, as 
the sampling period is increased, there is a deterioration in the con­
trol performance or "goodness of control". This deterioration in control 
action can be measured by the values of the minimum error integrals 
(Figure (V-12), for example) and in general will result in three unde­
sired effects on the optimum response characteristics: 1) an increase
in the response overshoot; 2) an increase in the settling time; and 























Figure (V-41). Sensitivity of Optimum Response to Changes in Sampling Time. Slow Sampling.
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a - Disturbance Introduced at a Sampling Instant
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Figure (V-42). Closed-Loop Responses to a Unit Step Change in Load Introduced. to the Loop at 
Different Points in Time. •
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loop gain must be selected for large sampling times. The deterioration 
in control performance with increased sampling time was found to be more 
significant for processes that contain very little or no delay time, as 
shown in Figure (V-12). Figures (V-43) to (V-46) show the effect of 
increasing the sampling time on the optimum system response, for several 
first order systems with delay time.
The performance of direct-digital control systems with control 
algorithms equivalent to the discrete form of proportional, proportional 
plus integral, and three mode control is limited by the performance that 
would be obtained from the corresponding continuous system. This indi­
cates that the higher the sampling frequency, the better the control 
action. However, as the sampling frequency is increased: the load in
the computer for performing the control calculations increases; the speed 
requirements of the multiplexing and peripheral equipment also increases; 
round-off errors in the control calculation become significant (6,7); 
and unnecessary activity in. the valve and actuators results. Thus, it ; 
seems desirable from an equipment point of view to use as long a sampling 
time as possible, consistent with effective control action. Several 
methods have been proposed to select a convenient sampling time. Some 
of these methods are outlined below.
The simplest method for selecting the control sampling period is 
that recommended in the DDC guidelines established by the 1963 Users 
Conference (5). They recommend sampling times depending on the type of 
controlled variable involved, according to the following list:
Flow variables 1 second
Pressure variables 5 seconds
Level variables 5 seconds
0.2
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Figure (V-43). Effect of Sampling Time on Optimum System Response to a Unit Step Change in Load.











Figure (V-44). Effect of Sampling Time on Optimum System Response to a Unit.-Step Change in Load. 
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Figure (V-45). Effect of Sampling Time on Optimum System Response to a Unit Step Change in Load.
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Figure (V-46). Effect of Sampling Time on Optimum System Response to a Unit Step Change in Load. 
0




Temperature variables 20 seconds
Composition variables 60 seconds
Although this method is quite adequate in many cases, the selection of 
the sampling time should be based on the dynamic characteristics of the 
process and not on the type of output to be controlled.
For processes with known dynamic characteristics, Goff(6) has pro­
posed normalized sampling times  ̂  ̂ as a function of the dimensionless
delay time of the process model ( J To obtain a 15% increase in the
T
settling time of the response over that of continuous control. He indi­
cated that the ITAE criterion varied approximately with the square of 
the settling time, and hence, his recommended sampling times would be 
equivalent to an increase of approximately 30% in ITAE. Furthermore, 
since the sampling time is directly proportional to the increase in­
settling time over continuous control, the results presented by Goff 
could be used for other specified percent increase in settling, time. 
Goff’s results were based on an earlier paper presented by Ross (15).
Mosler, Koppel, and Coughanowr (10, 11, 12) have suggested that • 
for processes that can be approximated by a first order lag plus delay 
time, adequate control can be obtained for sampling times equal to or 
larger than the delay .time of the model. In particular, they presented 
sampling times to give a response with a 1/4 decay ratio. Several other 
methods for selecting a sampling period have been presented in the liter­
ature (3, 4, 6, 8, 20).
The selection of a sampling time consists of choosing the maximum 
sampling period consistent with effective control performance, and must 
be determined from the process dynamics and the nature of the expected 
disturbances. For most processes, good control can be obtained by sam­
pling slower than the delay time of the model, as suggested by Hosier 
et al (10). When this is the case, the magnitude of the first peak
The above equation is only valid for T S 9q. If a maximum allowable 
value of the response overshoot is specified, Equation (V-19) together
signal can be used to determine the maximum permissible sampling time.
If better control action is desired, Goff's method can be used in con­
junction with Figures (V-9) or (V-12). A maximum allowed increase in 
ISE-1 or ISE-2 should be specified, or assumed arbitrarily, as Goff did.
Proportional Control Parameters for Second Order Systems
Systems that contain two or more time constants of approximately 
the same value and no delay time can not be accurately represented by 
the first order lag plus delay time model. For these systems, a second 
order model is often a very good representation of the dynamic charac­
teristics of the process. Such a model is given by:
resulting from a step change in load of magnitude Al entering the loop 
at the worse possible time instant is approximately given by:
c(t) (V-19)
1st peak
with the model parameters and known information about the disturbance
G(s) K (V-72)2
n
For overdamped systems (§ ^ 1), Equation (V-72) is often expressed in
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an equivalent form:
G(s) " (TjS + 1)(t2s +  1)K (V-73)
The parameters in Equation (V-72) and (V-73) are related by:
u> = ■  - -  (V-74).V — |
T2
T, + T2
§ = --- —  (V-75)
t2
Oldenbourg and Sartorius (13), and Anderson (2) have proposed techniques 
for determining a second order model from a process reaction curve.
These techniques apply to overdamped systems (§ ^ 1). Smith and Murrill 
(16) have proposed a method applicable to underdamped systems.
Development of Tuning Relations. If the time transformation t° = t ob 
is introduced in Equation (V-72), the result is:
G(u) =  K------ (v_?5)
u + 2|u + 1
where u is a dimensionless Laplace transform variable defined by:
u = —  (V-76)a)n
Consider the direct-digital control loop shown on Figure (V-4) with the 
process block replaced by Equation (V-75). The response of this system 
to a unit step change in load is a function of three loop parameters:
§, the damping ratio of the process; KK , the loop gain; and T u) , the. . .  c n
dimensionless sampling time. Of these, § is determined by the process, 
whereas T and KKc are specified by the design engineer.
For fixed values of the process parameter §, a loop gain can be 
determined which will result in optimum control for each selected 
value of the dimensionless sampling time. Optimum control, as defined 
previously, is that response which minimizes the value of the error 
integrals defined in Table (II-III). Due to the characteristics of the 
process model, ISE-1 and ISE-2 have the same value. Thus, only one of 
these error integrals has to be considered. Furthermore, since the 
use of IAE and ITAE criteria for proportional control.results in opti­
mum responses with large steady state errors, as shown previously in 
this chapter, these error integrals were excluded from the analysis of 
second order systems.
Figures (V-47) and (V-48) present the proportional controller set­
tings required to optimize the response of a pure second order system • 
according to the ISE-1 and ISE-3 criteria of performance. The optimum 
loop gains (KKc) are plotted as a function of the dimensionless sampling 
time (T u)n) for a constant process damping factor (§). These gains 
were determined by numerical computation techniques using the one-di­
mensional search procedure described earlier. The calculations were 
performed on an IBM-7040 computer.
Conclusions
In this chapter, proportional controller settings are presented to 










Figure (V-47). Optimum Gain for Proportional-Digital Control of a











Figure (V-48). Optimum Gain for Proportional-Digital Control of a
Second Order Process. ISE-3 Criterion.
The results are exact for first-order lag plus delay time processes, and 
for processes that are described by a pure second order transfer func- 
t ion, however, they can be applied to any process that can be satis­
factorily approximated by one of the above models. The controller set­
tings are presented as a function of the sampling time of the system,( 9o \and one process parameter f ~  or
Minimum error integrals were used to mathematically define optimum 
control. It is believed that since the error integrals take into con­
sideration the entire system response, and not just several points of 
it, they provide a better characterization of the system performance.
The application of the methods presented in this chapter involves 
no more difficulty than the tuning of a corresponding conventional 
control system.
Nomenclature 
Defined by Equation (V-3) . .
Defined by Equation (V-32)
System response 
Steady State offset 
Z-transform of system response 
Modified z-transform of c(t)
Laplace transform of control algorithm 
Z-transform of control algorithm 
Decay ratio of the response 
Defined by Equation (V-35)
Defined by Equation (V-58)
Defined by Equation (V-59)
Defined by Equation (V-60)
Defined by Equation (V-61)
Process transfer function
Transfer function for input block of disturbance 
signal
Controller transfer function 
Process transfer function 





Loop gain to obtain a 1/4 decay ratio
Modified z-transform variable
Laplace transform of disturbance signal.
Disturbance or load signal 
Defined by Equation (V-16)
Z-transform of setpoint change 
Laplace transform variable 
Sampling time 
Time
Time for first peak 
Dimensionless time •
Dimensionless Laplace Transform variable 
Z-transform variable 
Defined by Equation (V-33)
Delay time
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DETERMINATION OF PID AND PID CONTROL SETTINGS 
TO OPTIMIZE SYSTEM RESPONSE
Introduction
In Chapter V, design methods for determining proportional controller 
settings to optimize the response of digital control systems were pre­
sented. The primary deficiency of the proportional control action is 
the presence of a steady state error or offset after long-range changes 
in load or setpoint have taken place. For many systems, this offset is 
not important; however, for systems that can accept no offset, integral
action must be added to the control algorithm.
The use of discrete versions of the conventional proportional-in­
tegral and three-mode control algorithms have been reported by many 
workers in the field of digital control. (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
13* 14). However, since digital control is a relatively new field, no 
design technique has been proposed to determine the control algorithm 
parameters for process control applications. In this chapter, the tuning 
methods developed in Chapter V are extended to PI and PID algorithms. 
Optimum digital controller settings are presented as a function of the 
s ampling time for processes that can be approximated by the first-order




The Discrete Control Algorithm
The theoretical three -mode control law used in conventional feed­
back control.systems is given by:
m(t) = Kc [e(t)+±- J^-e(t) dt + Td ^P-']. (VI-1
or in transfer function form:
M(s) = Kc (l + T ^  + TDs) E(s> (VI“2)
Equation (VI-1) assumes that the controller behavior is ideal, that is, 
the assumption is made that there are no lags associated with the pro­
portional and derivative modes, and no interaction between the three 
modes. This constitutes an approximation to the behavior of actual con­
trollers.
The digital form of the conventional three mode control algorithm
is, with reference to Equation (VI-1),:
m„ “ Kc[en + r \ < VVl> I + TD ^  TVl>] <VI‘3>x n=0
where: mR is the change in value of the manipulated variable (with
respect to a reference or steady state position) at the 
nth sampling instant, 
eR is the change in value of the error at the nth sampling
instant,
K , T., and T are the control algorithm parameters,C 3l A/
and T is the sampling time.
In Equation (VI-3), the integral term of Equation (VI-1) has been re­
placed by a sum, and the derivative term by a finite difference. In the 
digital control algorithm of Equation (VI-3), the non-ideal effects of 
conventional controllers have been eliminated by programming. This 
allows the independent tuning or selection of each control parameter. 
This fact has been mentioned as one of the most important advantages of 
DDC systems (7, 11), which in many occasions results in better control 
action than conventional control systems. However, as will be shown in 
a later section, the behavior of digital control systems with PI and PID 
algorithms is limited by the control action obtained by the use of the 
conventional control law of Equation (IV-1).
Equation (VI-3) is also often presented in an equivalent form:
n
m = K, e + K„ E e . + K- e - (VI-4)n I n  2 q n 3 n-1
where the dimensionless parameters K^, Kg, and are related to the 
previously defined controller parameters by:





K3 = ” T <VI“7)Xi
In z-transform notation, Equation (VI-4) can be expressed as:
where
ao Kc ) (VI-9)
a2 (VI-11)
Thus, Equations (VI-3), (VI-4), and (VI-8) are equivalent and their
parameters can be rapidly and easily interconverted.. In this work, the 
controller algorithm was expressed in the form given by Equation (VI-3).
In Chapter V, it was shown that in order to eliminate the steady 
state offset (c(°°) = 0), the controller algorithm must be given by an 
expression:
be observed that the use of the control algorithm of Equation (VI-3) re­
sults in no steady state offset after a long-range change in load or 
setpoint have entered the loop.
-1
(V-45)
-1 -1where P(z ) is a polynomial in z which does not contain the factor
(1-z *) and Q(z )̂ is a polynomial in z From Equation (VI-8) it can
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Development of Tuning Relations
In this chapter, the response of the digital control system shown
on Figure (Vl-1) to a step change in the disturbance signal was optimized. 
The disturbance signal was introduced to the loop 0q units of time be­
fore a sampling instant. This, is the worse possible point in time to. 
introduce a disturbance to the loop,..and consequently, the results pre­
sented in this work will yield even better responses to changes in load 
entering the loop at any other time instant. A first-order lag plus 
delay time model was used to represent the process dynamics, and the 
control algorithm of Equation (VI-3) was considered. For PI control,
Tp was set to zero in Equation (VI-3).
The development of the tuning relations presented in this chapter 
is identical to the development presented in Chapter V for proportional 
control systems. A z-transform analysis of the system response to a 
step change in load introduced to the loop 0q units of-time before a 
sampling instant yields from Equation (V-39):
where the parameters b, T], and 5 are a function of the dimensionless delay
.(VI-12)
and dimensionless sampling time These parameters were defined
T] = 1-d (VI-14)
N(s)
R(s)
G(s)H(s) a; J 1. ■■ v ■ ■■ i r . t a j j w p j j i . ;
"1 + anz“2a + a,z
D(z) -1
H(s) = 1 -TsnI-<!•.-« )
G(s) -
-0 s.
v  0K e____
ts + 1
Figure (VI-1). Block Diagram for the Digital Control of a First-Order Lag plus Delay 






The value of the integer k is determined by the relative magnitudes of
0 and T as: • o
If the control algorithm of Equation (VI-8) is introduced in Equation 
(VI-12):
C(z) = -£T2---- K(1~^- Z---- 2---------    (VI-18)
z (z-b) (z-1) + K(aQz + a^z + a2) T| (z + g)
where the controller parameters aQ, â , and have been previously de­
fined in Equations (VI-9) to (VI-11). Equation (VI-18) indicates that 
the system response is a function of the dimensionless parameters —  ,
m . . .  .
— , KaQ, Ka^, and Ka2. From Equations (VI-9) to (VI-11),






K a2 KK (VI-21)c
T .
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and hence, the dynamic behavior of the system is a function of the para-
9 T T 9
meters ~  . — , KK , —  and ~  . Of these, depends on the particu- T T C T T T
Tlar process being controlled and - is the selected sampling time. The
T Tti Dother parameters, KK , ■— •' , and — , can be selected such as to minimizeC T T
the error integral criteria given by:
00  ̂2 *
  ISE = J  [e(t)j dt (VI-22)
(VI-23) 
(VI-24)
The values' of the error integrals were determined using numerical com­
putation techniques to calculate the system response and to perform the 
time integration. The multiparameter optimization problem was solved 
using the procedure proposed by Bekey (1) known as optimum gradient. All 
calculations were performed on an IBM-7040 computer.
Tuning Relations
First Order Systems. For first-order processes with no delay time, the 
optimum algorithm was found to be the PI algorithm. That is, optimum 
derivative times are zero for pure first order systems. This is con­
sistent with the results obtained for the continuous control of first 
order processes presented in Chapter II. Smith (12) has shown that for 
the continuous control of first order systems with no delay, the deriva­








= J  |e(t) |tdt
results obtained in this work indicate that the same conclusions apply 
to digital control systerns,•and to the other performance criteria con­
sidered.
Figures (VI-2) to (VI-4) present optimum controller settings for 
the discrete control of first order processes according to the ISE, IAE, 
and ITAE criterion of performance. The settings are presented as a
Tfunction of the dimensionless sampling time.O^) of the system. It should 
be noted that the optimum settings obtained by the use of the three per­
formance criteria are not much different.
Proportional-Integral (PI) Control of First-Order Lag with Delay Time 
Processes. For the PI control algorithm given by:
error integral criteria. The results are presented in Figures (VI-5) to 
(VI-19). Five charts are presented for each performance criteria:
n
mn (VI-25)
optimum values of the dimensionless loop gain KKc and reset time
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Figure (VI-2). Optimum Control Parameters -for a First Order Process as
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Figure (VI-3). Optimum Control Parameters for a First Order Process as
a Function of the Sampling Time. Minimum IAE Criterion.
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Figure (VI-4). Optimum Control Parameters for a First Order Process as
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Figure (VI-5). Optimum Loop Gain as a Function of the System Sampling
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Figure (VI-6). Optimum Loop Gain as a Function of the Dimensionless
Delay Time of the Process. Minimum ISE Criterion.
PI Control.
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Figure (VI-7). Optimum Reset Time as a Function of the System Sampling
Time. Minimum ISE Criterion. PI Control.
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Figure (VI-8). Optimum Reset Time as a Function of the Dimensionless














Figure (VI-9). Effect of Sampling Time on Minimum Error Integral.









Figure (VI-10). Optimum Loop Gain as a Function of the System Sampling
Time. Minimum IAE Criterion. PI Control.
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Figure (VI-11). Optimum Loop Gain as a Function of the Dimensionless





Figure (VI-12). Optimum Reset Time as a Function of the System Sampling
Time. Minimum IAE Criterion. Pi.Control.
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Figure (VI-13). Optimum Reset Time as a Function of the Dimensionless















Figure (VI-14). Effect of Sampling Time on Minimum Error Integral.

















Figure (VI-15). Optimum Loop Gain as a Function of the System Sampling
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Figure (VI-16). Optimum Loop Gain as a Function of the Dimension­
less Delay Time of the Process. Minimum ITAE
Criterion. PI Control.
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Figure (VI-17). Optimum Reset Time as a Function of the System Sampling
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Figure (VI-18) . Optimum Reset Time as a Function of the Dimensionless
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Figure (VI-19). Effect of Sampling Time on Minimum Error Integral.
ITAE Criterion. PI Control.
H| t-
T5. Error Integral vs — .
The double set of charts for each control setting were presented to help 
in the interpolation of the delay and sampling time values. Charts No.
5 were provided to give an indication of the deterioration in control- 
performance with increasing sampling times. From these graphs (Figures 
(IV-9), (VI-14), and (VI-19), it can be concluded that the control per­
formance of digital control systems with PI algorithms is limited by the 
optimum performance of continuous control systems with PI control action.
The optimum PI settings obtained by the use of ISE as criterion of 
performance are also presented in the equivalent form given by the al­
gorithms of Equations (VI-4) and (VI-8). These new settings are related 
to the dimensionless settings of Equation (VI-25) byr
(VI-26)
KK, KK (VI-27)•2 ,T
K ao KK^ + KK2 (VI-28)
K a1 -KK.1 (VI-29)
Figures (VI-20) to (VI-25) present the optimum values of KK^, KK2 and
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Figure (VI-20). Optimum Control Parameters for the Algorithm of Equation
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Figure (VI-21). Optimum Control Parameters for the Algorithm of Equation
(VI-4). K., vs. Dimensionless Delay Time. Minimum ISE
Criterion. PI Control.
Figure (VI-22). Optimum Control Parameters for the Algorithm of Equa- ,
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Figure (VI-23). Optimum Control Parameters for the Algorithm of Equa­
tion (VI-4). K2 vs. Dimensionless Delay Time. Minimum












Figure (VI-24). Optimum Control Parameters for the Algorithm of Equa­
tion (VI-8). aQ vs. Sampling Time. Minimum ISE Cri­
terion. PI Control.
0. 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Figure (VI-25). Optimum Control Parameters for the Algorithm of Equa­
tion (VI-8), a vs. Dimensionless Delay Time, Minimum
ISE Criterion. °PI Control.
Three-Mode Digital Algorithms. The PID discrete algorithm considered in 
this section is given by:
tnn Kc[■. * % ) n
(VI-30)
Figures (VI-26) to (VI-46) present optimum values of the dimensionless 
control settings for the algorithm of Equation (VI-30) as a function of 
the dimensionless sampling time and delay time of the system, according 
to the three optimization criteria defined previously. As before, two 
sets of charts are provided for each control parameter. The values of 
the minimum error integrals as a function of the sampling time are pre- 
sented in Figures (VI-32), (VI-39), and (VI-46). Here again, it can be 
concluded that the performance of digital control systems with PID algor 
thms is limited by. that obtained from the corresponding continuous sys­
tem.
Finally, the optimum PID settings obtained from the ISE criterion 
of performance are also given in their equivalent form defined by the 
algorithms of Equations (VI-4) and (VI-8). These settings are related 
to those defined in Equation (VI-30) by:
0. 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Figure (VI-26). Optimum Loop Gain as a Function of the System Sampling
Time. Minimum ISE Criterion. PID Control.
Hi t-
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Figure (VI-27). Optimum Loop Gain as a Function of the Dimensionless
Delay Time of the Process. Minimum ISE Criterion.
PID Control.
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Figure (VI-28). Optimum Reset Time as a Function of the System Sampling .
Time. Minimum ISE Criterion. PID Control.
-3 
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Figure (VI-29). Optimum Reset Time as a Function of the Dimensionless
Delay Time of the Process. Minimum ISE Criterion.
PID Control.
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Figure (VI-30). Optimum Derivative Time as a Function of the System
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Figure (VI-31). Optimum Derivative Time as a Function of the Dimension­














Figure (VI-32). Effect of Sampling Time on Minimum Error Integral.
ISE Criterion . PID Control.
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Figure (VI-33). Optimum Loop Gain as a Function of the Syptem Sampling
Time. Minimum IAE Criterion. PID Control.
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Figure (VI-34). Optimum Loop Gain as a Function of the Dimensionless
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Figure (VI-35). Optimum Reset Time as 'a Function of the System Sampling
Time. Minimum IAF Criterion. FID Control.
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«Figure (VI-36). Optimum Reset Time as a Function of the Dimensionless
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Figure (VI-37). Optimum Derivative Time as a Function of the System
Sampling Time. Minimum IAE Criterion. PID Algorithm.
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Figure (VI-38). Optimum Derivative Time as a Function of the Dimensiori-
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Figure (VI-40). Optimum Loop Gain as a Function of the System Sampling
Time. Minimum ITAE Criterion. PID Control.
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Figure (VI-41). Optimum Loop Gain as a Function of the Dimensionless

















Figure (VI-42)* Optimum Reset Time as a Function of the System Sampling












Figure (VI-43). Optimum Reset Time as a Function of the Dimensionless
Delay Time of the Process. Minimum ITAE Criterion.
PID Control.
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Figure (VI-44). Optimum Derivative Time as a Function of the System
Sampling Time. Minimum ITAE Criterion. PID Algorithm.
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Figure (VI-45). Optimum Derivative Time as a Function of the Dimension-
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Figure (VI-46). Effect of Sampling Time on Minimum Error Integral.




KK2 = KKc (VI-32)
e )KK- = -KK (VI-33)c ®
Ka = KK, + KK- (VI-34)O L Z
Kax = KK3 - KKĵ  (VI-35)
Ka2 = -KK3 (VI-36)
The optimum control settings given in the above, equations are presented 
in Figures (VI-47) to (VI-56).
Comparison of Tuning Relations
Comparison of Performance Criteria: Figures (VI-57) to (VI-60) present
optimum responses obtained according to the different optimization cri­
teria. A first-order lag with delay time system was used as an example. 
PI and PID algorithms with fast (T ^ 0q) and slow (T > 0o) sampling rates 
were considered. In all cases the results are equivalent: The ISE
tuning methods are characterized by oscillatory responses with long 
settling times and small overshoots. ITAE optimum responses usually 
exhibit larger overshoots but considerably shorter settling times. IAE 
responses have characteristics very similar to those obtained from the 
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Figure (VI-47). Optimum Control Parameters for the Algorithm of Equa­
tion (VI-4). vs. Sampling Time. Minimum ISE Cri­
terion. PID Control.
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Figure (VI-48). Optimum Control Parameters for the Algorithm"of Equa­
tion (VI-4). K-̂ vs. Dimensionless Delay Time. Mini­
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Figure (VI-49). Optimum Control Parameters.for the Algorithm of Equa­
tion (VI-4). K2 vs. Sampling Time. Minimum ISE Cri- '










Figure (VI-50). Optimum Control Parameters for the Algorithm of Equa­
tion (VI-4). K£ v s. Dimensionless Delay Time. Minimum
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Figure (VI-51). Optimum Control Parameters for the Algorithm of Equa­








Figure (VI-52). Optimum Control Parameters for the Algorithm of Equa­
tion (VI-4). Kg vs. Dimensionless Delay Time. . Minimum
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Figure (VI-53). Optimum Control Parameters for the Algorithm of Equa­





Figure (IV-54). Optimum Control Parameters for the Algorithm of Equa­
tion (VI-8). a0 vs. Dimensionless Delay Time. Mini­
mum ISE Criterion. PID Control.
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Figure (VI-55). Optimum Control Parameters for the Algorithm of Equa­














Figure (VI-56). Optimum Control Parameters for the Algorithm of Equa­
tion (VI-8). a1 vs. Dimensionless Delay Time. Minimum
ISE Criterion. PID Control.
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Figure (VI-57). Comparison of Responses to a Unit Step Change in Load for Different Optimization














Figure (VI-58). Comparison of Responses to a Unit Step Change in Load for Different Optimization
Criteria. PI Algorithms. Slow Sampling.
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Figure (VI-59). Comparison of Responses to a Unit Step Change in Load for Different Optimization











Figure (VI-60). Comparison of System Response to a Unit Step Change in Load for Different Optimi­
zation Criteria. PID Algorithms. Slow Sampling.
toVO
overshoots. Table (VI-I) presents the controller settings used to ob­
tain the optimum responses shown on Figures (VI-57) - (VI-60). Note 
that the ISE criterion will propose the largest gain and largest total
sponses with longer settling times and smaller overshoots.
For slow sampling rates, the value of the first peak of the response 
is independent of the control parameters, and is given by:
time prior to a sampling instant. Consequently,:the overshoot of the 
optimum response will be independent of the performance criterion se­
lected. This situation is illustrated in Figures (VI-58) and (VI-60).
For these cases, the settling time of the response should be an addition- 
. al criterion to select the optimum tuning method from the three methods • 
proposed. Based on these considerations, it is recommended the use of 
the ITAE criterion to optimize the performance of PI and PID digital 
control systems. Since the increase in overshoot obtained-when the ITAE- 
criterion is used on fast sampling situations is not very significant, 
ITAE optimum responses also result in better control performance than 
responses obtained by the use of the other two optimization criteria for 
these cases.





when a unit step change in load is introduced to the loop 0q units of
Comparison of PI and PID Control. In Chapter II it was concluded that 
the addition of derivative time to the control law resulted in improved
TABLE (VI-I)
Comparison of ISE, IAE, and ITAE Optimum Tuning
Process Controller
-0.20 ts
G(s) = — ■:----- PI and PID' TS + 1












PI, T=.10t 4.60 1.24 - 3.68 1.42 - 3.20 1.54 -
PI, T=.40t 3.67 0.84 - 2.69 1.01 - 2.32 1.12 -
PID,T=.10t 4.20 3.10 0.143 4.03 2.37 0.102 4.00 2.12 0.083
PID,T=.40t 2.60 2.21 0.297 2.49 1,72 0.181 2.40 1.42 0.120
system performance for continuous control systems. This was found to 
be always the case except for the control of pure first order processes, 
in which the optimum derivative time is zero. The same conclusions apply 
to digital control systems; however* the resulting improvement in system 
performance becomes less significant as the sampling time of the system 
increases. This is shown on Figure (VI-61), which compares minimum ITAE 
values obtained from PI and PID algorithms as a function of the sampling 
time for several first-order systems with delay time. Figures (VI-62) 
and (VI-63) show the optimum responses (ITAE) of a first order system 
with delay time controlled with PI and PID algorithms. Fast and slow . 
sampling rates were considered. It can be appreciated that the use of 
the derivative term decreases the overshoot and settling time of the re­
sponse for fast sampling rates; however, for slow sampling, only the 
settling time is decreased, although some improvement in system perfor­
mance is obtained. ....
Example 1. To test the tuning methods presented in this chapter and to 
compare the effect qf the derivative term on higher order systems, a 
second order system with two identical time constants and a delay time 
was tuned according .to the..ITAE criterion. The_transfer function of the 
system was given by:
-0.60s
G(s) = — --------    (VI-38)
(s + l)(s +1)
where the time constants were equal to 1 min. The process reaction curve 
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Figure (VI-61). Comparison of Optimum PI and PID Control Algorithms
as a Function of the Sampling Time.
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Figure (VI-62). Comparison of PI vs PID Optimum Tuning for a First Order Plus Delay Time System.











Figure (VI-63). Comparison of PI vs PID Optimum Tuning for a First Order Plus Delay Time System.










(s + l)(s + 1) (1.86s + 1) PI and PID




PI-ITAE continuous 1.75 0.580 -
PI-ITAE - = 0.10 (11 T sec.) 1.58 0.537 -
PI-ITAE - 0.40 (45 sec.) 1.28 0.478 —
PID-ITAE continuous 2.75 0.752 0.338
PID-ITAE T- = 0.10 T 2.20 0.693 0.353
PID-ITAE T- = 0.40T 1.46 0.597 0.357
mated by a first-order lag plus delay time model. The approximated 
transfer function was given by:
-0.88s
G(s) =  ----------  (VI-39)
(1.86s +1)
0 TThis results in — = 0.472. Using this value, and sampling time — ®T T
0.10, and 0.40, the optimum settings presented in Table (VI-II) were
Tdetermined and the responses calculated on a digital computer ( ~ = 0.10
Tis equivalent to sampling approximately every 11 sec., whereas — = 0.40T
represents 45 sec. of sampling time). Figures (VI-65) and (VI-66) show- 
the responses obtained. Although the resulting system behavior can be 
considered as good control, the number of oscillations and the settling 
time of the responses, which are not characteristic of optimum ITAE re­
sponses, indicate that the first-order lag plus delay model is not a 
good approximation to the system of Equation (VI-38)". This of course, 
was the reason for selecting the system given by Equation (VI-38), since 
it was desired to test the proposed techniques on systems that could not 
be well approximated by the first order model.
It can be appreciated from Figures (VI-65) and (VI-66), that the 
addition of the-derivative term resulted in improved- control performance.
Effect of Sampling Time on System Performance. Figures (VI-66) and (VI- 
67) show the effect of increasing the sampling time on the response of 
the system considered in Example 1. As discussed previously, there is 
a deterioration in optimum system performance with increasing sampling 
time, although good control can be obtained for most sampling times.










Figure (VI-64). Comparison of PI vs PID Optimum Tuning for a Second Order Plus Delay Time System.
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Figure (VI-65). Comparison of PI vs PID Optimum Tuning for a Second Order Plus Delay Time System.
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Figure (VI-67). Effect of Sampling Time on System Response. PID Algorithm. ITAE Tuning.
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The problem of selecting a convenient sampling time was discussed 
in Chapter V.
Conclusions
In this chapter, controller tuning methods are presented to optimize 
the response of digital control systems with the discrete equivalent of 
PI and PID control algorithms. The use of integral action in the con­
troller algorithm eliminates the steady state offset of the system re­
sponse to a change in load or setpoint.
Minimum error integrals were used to mathematically define optimum 
control, and consequently three different tuning techniques were develop­
ed. It was concluded that the technique based on minimizing the ITAE 
criterion always resulted in optimum system behavior, and thus, this 
technique was recommended to determine optimum control settings for PI 
and PID digital algorithms.
A comparison of PI and PID algorithms was made and the conclusion 
was that the.use of the derivative term always results in improved sys­
tem performance except for pure first order systems. The improvement in 
system performance decreases with increasing sampling time.
The effect of increasing sampling time on system performance was 
determined and found to result in a deterioration in control action. The 
performance of PI and PID digital control systems was found to be limited 
by the control performance obtained from the corresponding continuous con­
trol system.
The results presented in this chapter are exact for first order sys­
tems with delay time, but apply to all systems whose process dynamics can
be approximated by the first order lag with delay time model.
It is expected that the results presented in this chapter provide a 




aQ Control parameter for the algorithm of Equation (VI-8)
Control parameter for the algorithm of Equation (VI-8)
ag Control parameter for the algorithm of Equation (VI-8)
b Defined by Equation (VI-13)
C(z) Z-transform of system response
c(t) System response
D(z) Control algorithm
d Defined by Equation (VI-16)
E(s) Laplace transform of error signal
E(z) Z-transform of error signal
e(t) Error signal
eR Error sampled at the nth sampling instant
G(s) Process transfer function
K Process gain
Control parameter for the algorithm of Equation (VI-4)
K2 Control parameter for the algorithm of Equation (VI-4)
Control parameter for the algorithm of Equation (VI-4)
K Controller gainc
k Defined by Equation (VI-17)
M(s) Laplace transform of manipulated variable
M(z) Z-transform of manipulated variable




Laplace Transform variable 
Sampling time 
Derivative time 
Reset or integral time 
time
Defined by Equation (VI-15) 
Defined by Equation (VI-14) 
Process delay time 
Process time constant
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CHAPTER VII 
OPTIMUM DIGITAL CONTROL ALGORITHMS.
Introduction
In Chapter VI, the design of digital control systems with the dis­
crete equivalent of proportional-integral and three-mode control action 
was considered. It was shown that the optimum performance of these 
digital systems was limited by the optimum control action obtained with 
the corresponding continuous control system. It was further shown that 
a deterioration in control performance theoretically results with in­
creasing sampling periods. In practice, some improvement in control ac­
tion has been observed in DDC installations using the discrete version 
of conventional control (2). Such improvements are possible because:
1. most DDC installations use sampling times of the order 1-10 
seconds, which is essentially continuous control for most 
chemical processes. .
2. the use of digital control eliminates mode interaction and 
nonideal effects present in.conventional analog hardware. •• .
3. the programming of digital algorithms allows for a wide 
range in the value of the parameter characteristic of each 
control mode.
A further advantage of digital control systems is the easiness with which 
additional control modes can be implemented. Digital control systems are 
not restricted to the familiar proportional, integral, and derivative 
modes, which were mainly developed for analog hardware. This greater
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flexibility resulting from the use of digital computers for process con­
trol can be used to a greater advantage by designing digital control 
algorithms which will result in better control performance than contin­
uous systems, or comparable performance when much smaller sampling fre­
quencies are used. From equipment considerations and economics it is 
desirable to use as low a sampling frequency as .possible consistent with 
effective control action. It is the purpose of this chapter to develop 
such algorithms.
In this chapter, the development of an optimum control algorithm 
proposed specifically for digital control is considered. Graphs are 
presented to select the optimum control parameters for a process char­
acterized by the first-order lag with delay time model. It is shown 
that the use of this algorithm can result in better control performance 
than the use of the discrete version of three-mode control developed in 
Chapter VI. Furthermore, the performance of digital control systems- 
using the algorithm proposed in this chapter is hot limited by the opti­
mum performance obtained with conventional continuous control. Finally, 
the algorithm developed in this chapter is. compared with those developed 
previously in this work, and with a recently published design technique 
(5).
Previous Work
The theory of z-transforms presented in Chapter IV has been applied 
to the design of digital control systems. A very popular design concept, 
although of restricted application, is the idea of minimal prototype de­
sign. This concept will be discussed briefly, since it forms the basis
of a recently presented design technique for DDC algorithms (5).
Due to the easiness with which a digital control transfer function 
can be implemented with a digital computer, the characteristics of a 
system response to a determined input signal can be specified within 
certain limits. The control algorithm required to obtain the specific 
response can be determined as follows. The input-output relationship 
for the digital control system of Figure (VII-1) can be expressed in z- 
transform notation as:
c(z} = GH(z) D(z) R(z) + GN(z) mi-tt
CCz; 1 + GH(z) D(z) ^Vli L)
For a known plant transfer function G(s), it is desired to determinedI
the controller transfer function D(z) which will result in a specified 
output C(z) to a specified input R(z) or N(z). Note that the output can 
only be specified at the sampling instants. Consider, for example, the 
response to a step-change in setpoint. For this case, D(z) is given by:
D(z)  ----- ^ ( V I I - 2 )
GH(z) |R(z) - C(z)J
Thus if C(z) and R(z) are specified, the control algorithm can be deter­
mined from Equation (VII-2). A minimal prototype design results when 
the system response has the following characteristics:
1. The output equals the input at steady-state for all sampling 
instants.






Figure (VII-1). Digital Control Loop with Control Algorithm to be Optimized in this Chapter.
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3. The control transfer function must be possible to implement 
by physical elements.
Several problems are associated with a minimal prototype response,
1. the output is only specified at the sampling instants. The 
intersample response is characterized by ripples or oscillations 
which are undesirable.
2. Saturation effects (valve at an extreme position) are observed 
specially at high sampling frequencies. This is a consequence 
of forcing the output to equal the input in a minimum number of 
sampling periods.
3. The output is only optimum for the specific input for which it 
was derived. For other inputs, unsatisfactory responses are 
obtained.
4. Tlie design is very sensitive to process parameters.
Due to the above considerations, minimal prototype designs are mainiy 
of academic interest and seldom used in practice.
Mosler, Koppel, and Coughanowr (5) considered the design of digital 
control algorithms for processes characterized by a first-order lag with 
delay time model. Their designs were based on the idea of minimal pro­
totype responses, however, to ensure that their algorithms perform sat­
isfactorily on real systems, they included the following additional con­
straints:
1. The digital algorithm should be open-loop stable.
2. Unstable or nearly unstable pole-zero cancellations should 
be avoided, since in practice an exact cancellation is im­
possible and may result in ripples or oscillations in the 
response.
3. The design considered the entire time response, and not only 
the response at the sampling instants.
4. The responses to other input signals should be satisfactory. 
Since these algorithms will not make the output equal the input in a 
minimum number of sampling times, they were called non-minimal. Mosler 
et al (5), proposed the following non-minimal algorithms for load re­
sponses:
1. For fast-sampling situations (T = 0q) :
D(z) =
| (1 + fb + b2)z2 + i (l+b)2(z-b)
K (l-b)(z-l)[z + \ (1+b)] (VII-3)
2. For slow-sampling (T > 0q)
D(z) = + W  Z <Z ' 1+b }
K(1 - d) >_ . d-b(z-1)(z + 1-d
where: b = e
T
T (VII-5)
d = b e (VII-6)
For the slow-sampling algorithm, they proposed sampling times to obtain 
responses with a jr decay ratio. Equation (VII-7) was proposed to cal­
culated the sampling times.
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The proposed algorithms were tested on an actual process and found to 
produce responses with acceptable characteristics. The process consi­
dered was a temperature control system, with an open-loop response that 
could be represented by the transfer function:
-0.41s
G <s > -  ■(2.-s t 5  + 1 ) (T .34T T 1-)-
The open-loop response of the process was approximated by the first- 
order lag with delay time model given by:
Re"1'3*
G<s> ■ $ & , ■'+ I) <V I M >
For which,
9
~  = 0.36 (VII-10)
In the present work, Mosler's algorithms were tested on a digital 
simulation of the transfer function given by Equation (VII-8). The al­
gorithm parameters were calculated from Equations (VII-3) to (VII-6) using 
0
—  = 0.36. Selected sampling times were, for the fast-sampling algorithm:
m 0
- = —  = 0.36,T T *
and for the slow-sampling algorithm, as determined from Equation (VII-7):
T- «* 0.80. T
The system responses to a unit step change in load using both algorithms
are compared in Figure (VII-2). The step change in load was introduced
to the loop at the worse possible time instant (0o units of time before
a sampling instant). This results in the worse possible response that
can be obtained to a step change in load. It can be appreciated that
the slow-sampling algorithm gives a faster settling response, although
the overshoot, as expected is larger. If the quality of control were '>to be measured by a criteria such as ITAE, the slow-sampling algorithm 
would result in better control performance. Since the slow-sampling 
algorithm produced acceptable responses using comparatively large sam­
pling times (2.9 minutes vs. 1.3 min for fast-sampling), Mosler, et al 
concluded that the sampling times actually used in practice could be 
increased by an order of magnitude and still obtain acceptable control. 
The DDC guidelines established in the 1963 Users Conference (3) recom­
mended sampling times of 20 seconds for temperature variables, as com­
pared with 2.9 minutes used for the slow-sampling response of Figure 
(VII-2). Mosler, Koppel,- and Coughanowr further recommended the use of 
slow-sampling algorithms for DDC, since algorithms that require more 
frequent sampling cause the system to be more sensitive to modeling 
error and noise. This conclusion is not totally unexpected, since 
algorithms developed making use of the minimal prototype concept present 
these problems when small sampling times are used (4).
For comparison purposes, responses obtained with the PID algorithms 
developed in Chapter VI are presented in Figure (VII-3). The minimum 
ISE and ITAE algorithms were used with sampling times equal to that 
used by the fast-sampling algorithm of Mosler et al. It can be noted 
that the optimum PID algorithms result in improved system performance.
A comparison of Mosler's slow-sampling algorithm with PID algorithms
Algorithm of Equation VII-4 
'T = 2.9 min.
c(t)
-0.41s0.4 G(s) (2.51s + 1)(1.34s + 1)
Equation VII-3 




0. 10. 20. 30.
Figure (VII-2). Comparison of System Response to a Unit Step Change in Load Using the Non-Minimal
Algorithms Proposed by Mosler, Koppel, and Coughanowr (B).
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PID Minimum ITAE; (P = 2.96, P. = 2.89, P9 =0.749)
c(t) PID Minimum ISE; (P = 3.90, P.. =4.21, P9 = 1.47)
0.4 Algorithm of Equation VII-3





Figure (VII-3). Comparison of Control Performances Obtained with the Optimum PID Algorithms and
the Fast-Sampling Algorithm of Equation (VII-3).
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using the same sampling time will be presented in a later section.
In general, a digital control algorithm is given by a z-transform 
expression of the type:
where the a's and b's are the control parameters to be determined. Note 
that no loss of generalization has occurred by letting bQ = 1. Express­
ing Equation (VII-11) in the time domain, the result is:
Equation (VII-12). gives, the value of m(t) for. the nth sampling instant
of the error, and q past values of the manipulated variable. The digital 
computer must provide storage locations for a total of (p + q) old values 
of the error and manipulated variable, and for (p + q + 1) control para­
meters. It can be appreciated that memory requirements increase greatly 
as the number of control parameters increases, which suggests the use of 
the simplest possible algorithm that still provides acceptable control. 
Note from Equation (VII-12) that it is necessary to have bQ ^ 0 (bQ is 
the coefficient of the termm(nT)), otherwise, the calculation of the
Development of an Optimum Slow-Sampling Algorithm.
a + a, z  ̂+ -P
(VII-11)
m(nT) = aQ e(nT) + a^ e (n-l)T
(VII-12)
as a linear combination of the present value of the error, p past values
nth value of the manipulated variable would require a knowledge of the 
(n + 1)th value of the error, which is impossible for a feedback control 
system. Furthermore, in order to eliminate steady-state offsets to step 
changes in load or setpoint Equation (VII-11) must contain the factor
The slow-sampling algorithm developed by Mosler, Koppel, and 
Coughanowr (5) is of the form:
Figure (VII-2) suggests that a digital control algorithm of the 
form given by Equation (VII-12) can be used to obtain satisfactory con­
trol performance for large sampling times. Accordingly, in this chapter- 
the techniques developed in Chapters V and VI to determine optimum PI 
and PID algorithms are applied to the algorithm of Equation (VII-13).
For easier reference in the remaining of this chapter, the algorithm of . 
Equation (VII-13) will be defined as the three-parameter algorithm (3P). 
The values of the parameters Pq, P^, and Pg required to optimize the 
system response to step changes in load are determined next.
Considering the digital control loop of Figure (VII-1) with a pro-
(1-z"1) in the denominator, as discussed in Chapter V.
(VII-13)
where P , P,, and P„ are positive constants. The equivalent time-domain 
expression is given by:
m(nT) = PQ e(nT) - P^ e [(n-l)T] + (1 - P2)m [(n-l)Tj
(VII-14)
cess characterized by the model,
-eo s
a z-transform analysis of the system response to a unit step change in 
load introduced to the loop 8q units of time before a sampling instant
yields:
C(z) = ( K ■ ,) ... (I~W -----------------  (VII-16)
V 1 - z ' z +l (z-b) + K D(z)T] (z + §)
where the parameters b, T), and § were defined in Chapter V as:
_ T •
b = e T (VII-17)
*n = 1 - d .............  (VII-18)
§ = (VII-19)
Q .  rn
—  - (k+1) 5 T T
and d = e (VII-20)
The integer k, as before, is determined by the relative magnitudes of
0 and T, o *
kT < 0Q < (k +1)T (VII-21)
For slow-sampling times (T > 0q), k = 0.
Introducing the control algorithm defined in Equation (VII-13):
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K(l-b)(z + P)
C(z) = -r-----------------    (VIX-22)
zK(z-b)(z-l)(z +P ) + K(Pz-P) Tl(a+§)
Thus, the system response is a function of the dimensionless controle
parameters KPq, KP.̂ , and P2> in addition to the process parameters ~
Tand — . For specified values of the process parameters, the optimum T
values of Kl?0> KP^ and Pg can be determined to minimize the integral of 
the time-weighted absolute error (ITAE). In Chapter VI it was concluded 
that tuning methods based on minimizing the ITAE criterion always re­
sulted in optimum system behavior. This was specially true for the slow- 
sampling case, in which it was shown that the magnitude of the overshoot 
(for the control of a first-order process with delay time) was indepen­
dent of the control algorithm. Since ITAE responses are characterized 
by shorter settling times but somewhat larger overshoots than responses 
obtained with other optimization criteria, and since for T > 0q, the 
overshoot is independent of the control algorithm used, it follows that
slow-sampling algorithms should be optimized according to.the.ITAE --
criterion. Consequently, only this optimization criteria was used to 
develop tuning relations for the three-parameter algorithm. ITAE has 
been previously defined as:
00
ITAE = [ |e(t)Itdt (VII-23)
0
Numerical techniques were used to calculate the system response 
and to evaluate the error integral. The optimization technique proposed 
by Belcey (1) was used to determine the optimum values of the control
parameters. All calculations were performed on an IBM-7040 digital com­
puter.
Tuning Relations for the Three-Parameter Algorithm ■ '*
The values of KPo, KP^, and P̂ which minimize the ITAE criterion
are presented in Figures (VII-4) to (VII-6) as a function of the dimen-
Tsionless sampling time, —, for processes characterized by several values
T 6oof the dimensionless delay time —  , For slow-sampling situations (T>0q), 
the control parameters are also presented as a function of the dimension- 
less delay time, for values of the sampling time equal to a constant 
multiple of the delay time. These values are presented in Figures (VII- 
7) tq (VII-9).
Effect of Sampling Time on System Performance.
Figure (VII-10) shows the minimum ITAE values as a function of the 
sampling time for several first-order with delay time processes. It has 
been previously suggested that the. values of the error intejgrals provide 
a very good measure of the control performance of a system. Each point 
on the. curves, of Figure (VII-10). represents the optimum system perfor-.. 
mance that can be obtained with that particular value of the sampling 
time. Figure (VII-10) differs from the corresponding curves for PI and 
PID algorithms (Figures VI-19 and VI-46) in that a decrease in the sam-• 
pling frequency does not always result in a deterioration in control 
performance. In fact, Figure (VII-10) suggests that the best possible 
system performance is obtained when the sampling time is selected equal 
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Figure (VII-4). Optimum Control Parameters for the Three-Parameter






Figure (VII-5). Optimum Control Parameters for the Three-Parameter
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Figure (VII-6). Optimum Control Parameters for the Three- Parameter
Algorithm. Pg vs Sampling Time. ITAE Criterion.
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Figure (VII-7). Optimum Control Parameters for the Three-Parameter
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Figure (VII-8). Optimum Control Parameters for the Three-Parameter






Figure (VII-9). Optimum Control Parameters for the Three-Parameter
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Figure (VII-10). Effect of Sampling Time on System Performance. Optimum
Three-Parameter Algorithm.
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is indeed the case for first-order processes with delay time is shown 
in Figure (VII-11). In this figure, system responses are shown for 
three different sampling times. In every case the three-parameter al­
gorithm of Equation (VII-13) was used for the control action, with the 
control parameters selected from Figures (VII-4) to (VII-6). It can be
appreciated that the best control action was obtained when sampling at
T ‘ •— = 0.36, which equals the dimensionless delay time of the process
/9o\ A deterioration in control action resulted when the sampling 
frequency was either increased or decreased from this value. The three- 
parameter algorithm considered in this chapter is designed by approxi­
mating the actual open-loop response of the process with a first-order 
with delay time model. Then, the control parameters and sampling times 
are determined from the model parameters. Although there is an-optimum 
sampling time for the digital control of the process model, sampling at 
this optimum value yields an unstable response when the actual process, 
is controlled. This is shown in Figure (VII-12), in which the 3P al- 
• gorithm designed by the procedure described above is applied to the 
actual process, which is a second-order lag'with delay time. Of course, 
selecting a sampling time larger or smaller than the delay time of the 
process model results in good control performance. This behavior indi­
cates that for sampling times near the delay time of the first order 
model used to approximate the process, the algorithm is very sensitive 
to the process parameters. This can also be appreciated from Figures 
(VII-4) to (VII-6), in which the control parameters are shown as a func­
tion of the sampling time.
It should be pointed out that it is entirely possible that the 3P 
algorithm will exhibit an optimum sampling time for the digital control
0.60
4.870.50 2.28 0.99c(t)
4.240.36 6.99 1.600.40 0.683.83 2.990.20
-1.3s
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Figure (VII-11). Effect of Sampling Time on System Performance for a First-Order
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Figure (VII-13). Effect of Sampling Time on Control Performance Measured
by the ISE Criterion.
of any high, order process with delay time, just as it does for the con­
trol of a first-order process with delay time. This optimum sampling 
time should be in the neighborhood of the actual delay time of the pro­
cess. This suggests the development of tuning methods for digital con­
trol using a second-order lag with delay time model to approximate the 
open loop response, since this model allows for a better approximation 
to the process dynamics than the first-order lag with delay time model 
used in this work.
Finally, two conclusions can be drawn from Figure (VII-10):
1. DDC can result in better control action than a continuous PI 
controller, which represents the continuous limit of the 3P 
digital control algorithm.
2„ Not much deterioration in control action, as compared with 
continuous PI control, results from sampling in the region 
1.5 to 2.5 times the delay time of the first-ordet model. 
Furthermore, in this region as shown by Figures (VII-4) to (VII-6) the 
control parameters are less sensitive to variations in the process para­
meters. Consequently, the 3P algorithm should be used with sampling times 
larger than 1.5 times the dead time of the first-order approximation to 
the process reaction curve.
Figures (VII-13) and (VII-14) indicate that measuring the optimum 
control performance by the minimum ISE or IAE values results in the same 
conclusions discussed in this section, with the difference that the mini­
mum in the curve of optimum performance vs sampling time occurs near but 
not necessarily at a value of the sampling time equal to the delay time 
of the first-order model.
J4Z
PI Continuous Control
Figure (VII-14). Effect,of Sampling Time on Control Performance Measured
by the IAE Criterion.
Comparison of PI, PID, and 3P Algorithms
At this point it will be interesting to compare Equations (VII-13) 
and (VII-14) withi the corresponding equations for PI and PID algorithms. 
The PID algorithm is given in z-transform notation by:
P - P.z"1 + P,z"2 
D(z) = — -----      (VII-24)
(1-z )
with a corresponding time-domain expression:
m(nT) = Poe(nT) -  ̂e£(n-l)Tj + P2 e£(n-2)Tj + n£(n-l)T] (VII-25)
where P , P̂ , and P2 are positive parameters. Note that the 3P and PID 
algorithms have the same number of control parameters. A PI algorithm 
results when P2 in Equation (VII-24) is zero:
-1P - P z x
D(z) = -2 i-r- (VII-26)
(1 - * >
Note that the 3P algorithm is equivalent to a PI algorithm with an added 
pole.
Figure (VII-15) presents a comparison of the control performance 
(as measured by the minimum ITAE values) obtained with PI, PID, and 3P 
algorithms as a function of the sampling time for the control of a first- 
order process with delay time. For a pure first-order process, P_ - 0iin both the PID and 3P algorithms. That is, for first-order processes 
with no delay time optimum performance is obtained with a PI control 
transfer function, the curves for the control performance of the three
344
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Figure (VII-15). Comparison of Control Performance Obtained with PI,
PID, and 3P Algorithms.
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algorithms coincide in Figure (VII-15).
For first-order processes with delay time, the following conclusions 
can be obtained from Figure (VII-15):
1. The 3P algorithm results in better control performance than 
either the PI or PID algorithms.
2. For very large sampling times, the optimum performance obtained 
with the PID algorithm approaches that obtained with the 3P 
algorithm. Furthermore, since as the sampling time is increased, 
the effect on the control performance of the derivative term in 
the PID algorithm becomes less significant, it is to be ex­
pected that for very large sampling times, the three algorithms 
will result in essentially the same performance. From Figures 
(VI-37) and (VII-6) it can be appreciated that for large sam­
pling times Pg approaches zero for both the PID and 3P algorithms, 
and hence their performance approach that of the PI algorithm.
3. Although the optimum control performance that can be obtained 
from a digital control system using a 3P algorithm is not 
limited by the performance of the corresponding continuous con­
trol system (PI control), this is not the case when the digital 
control performance is compared to that obtained from a contin­
uous PID control system.
The third conclusion presented above suggests that a useful digital con­
trol algorithm may be the four-parameter algorithm:
P + P.z"1 + P z"2
D(z) = ~  ----------=--- (VII-27)
(1 - z )(1 + P z”1)
which is equivalent to a PID algorithm with an additional pole. The 
above algorithm may result in a digital control system with improved 
control performance over continuous PID control.
Finally, the algorithm developed in. this chapter was compared with 
the optimum PID (ITAE) algorithm developed previously, and with the 
slow-sampling algorithm proposed by Mosler, Koppel, and Coughanowr(S).
The control of the process given by Equation (VII-8) was selected for 
the comparison. Both, the original transfer function and the corre­
sponding first-order lag with delay time approximation were simulated 
on a digital computer and the responses calculated. The sampling time 
used was 2.9 min. which is the value recommended by Mosler et al for the 
digital control of the process under consideration. Table (VII-I) pre­
sents a comparison of the control parameters used for each algorithm 
and the resulting control performance, measured by the ITAE value ob­
tained. Figures (VII-16) and !(VII-17) present the corresponding system 
responses. For the control of the first-order lag with delay time model, 
the 3P algorithm as expected yields the best control performance. The 
performance of the non-minimal algorithm being rather poor, and that 
of the PID algorithm intermediate to the other two. However, when the 
actual process was controlled the non-minimal algorithm yielded a slightly 
better performance than the 3P algorithm. It should be pointed out that 
for the process under consideration, a first order with delay time tran­
sfer function constitutes a poor approximation to the open-loop dynamics. 
(The damping factor of the actual process equals 1.052, the closer this 
value to 1.0 the poorer the resulting first-order approximation). Thus, 
it can be concluded that the closer the actual process approximates a 
first-order with delay time transfer function, the poorer the control
TABLE (VII-I)
Comparison of the Control Performance Obtained with PID, 3P, and the 
Slow-Sampling Non-Minimal Algorithm of Equation (VII-4).
Process Sampling Time
G(s) - K e
•1.3s
(3.6s + 1) 2.9 min.
Po P1 P2
ITAE , . 2N K (nun. )
PID (ITAE) 2.41 1.60 0.390 18.20
3P (ITAE) 2.87 1.02 0.444 12.10
Equation (VII-4) 4.07 1.26 0.547 23.70
Process Sampling Time
K e-0.4ls 
G(s) “ (2.51s+l)(1.34s+l) 2.9min.
Po P1 P2
ITAE , . 2. K (mm )
PID (ITAE) 2.41 1.60 0.390 17.20
3P (ITAE) 2.87 1.02 0.444 11.40













Figure (VII-16). Comparison of.System Responses to a Unit Step Change
in Load for Several Slow-Sampling Algorithms.. (First 












0. 10. t(min.)20. 30.
Figure (VII-17). Comparison of System Responses to a Unit Step Change in Load for Several
Slow-Sampling Algorithms. (Actual Process).
performance obtained with the non-minimal algorithm. The reason for 
this appears to be the selection of a 1/4 decay ratio as criterion of 
performance in the development of the non-minimal algorithm.
Conclusions
In this chapter, the design of an optimum algorithm proposed speci­
fically for digital control was considered. The algorithm was defined.as 
the three-parameter (3P) algorithm. The design was based on approxima­
ting the process dynamics with a first-order plus delay time model, and 
then selecting appropriate values of the control parameters to minimize 
the time integral of the time-weighted absolute error of the system re­
sponse to a step change in load. Graphs were presented to determine the 
optimum control parameters as a function of the process parameters and 
selected sampling time.
It was shorn that the optimum performance of digital control systems 
using the 3P algorithm was not limited by the control performance obtained 
using the corresponding continuous PI control. For the digital control 
of first-order processes with delay time, the selection of sampling times 
in the neighborhood of the delay time of the process resulted in the 
optimum possible control performance, as determined by a minimum in the 
ITAE vs sampling time curve. However, the sensitivity of the control 
parameters was found to be a maximum in this region. For the control 
of actual processes, it was recommended the use of sampling times at 
least 50% larger than the delay time of the corresponding first-order 
with delay time approximation. It was shown that the sensitivity of the 
control parameters decreased for sampling times in this region. Further­
more, the use of sampling times larger than the delay time of the pro­
cess model did not cause an appreciable deterioration in control per­
formance.
Finally, the 3P algorithm was found to result in better control 
performance than the discrete versions of PI or PID control. The 3P 
algorithm reduced to PI control for the digital control of pure first 
order processes.
Nomenclature
Control parameter for DDC algorithm 
Defined by Equation (VII-17)
Control parameter for DDC algorithm 
Z-transform of system response. 
Control algorithm 
Defined by Equation (VII-20)
Error signal
Process Transfer function.
Zero-order hold transfer function 
Process gain 
Manipulated variable 




Laplace transform of setpoint signal 
Z-transform of setpoint signal. 




Defined by Equation (VII-19)
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This dissertation has considered the general problem of the design 
of optimum feedback control systems for process control applications.
The main purpose of this work was to develop and present new techniques 
to tuneboth, conventional analog, and digital controllers, using mini­
mum error integrals as criteria of performance. It was shown that the 
use of error integrals to characterize the performance of control systems 
constituted g. better, more consistent, definition of optimum control 
than presently used criteria of performance. Since the final decision 
of what constitutes an optimum response depends on the particular sit­
uation under consideration, three different error integrals were used 









Optimum responses obtained with the use of each of the above error in-
tegrals were shown to have different characteristics, consequently, de­
sign techniques were developed based on each of the above criteria of 
performance.
In general, this dissertation can be divided in two main parts:
1. Design of conventional feedback controllers.
2. Design of digital feedback controllers.
Chapters II and III considered the design of conventional analog con­
trollers. Controller settings were presented for proportional, propor­
tional plus integral, and three-mode controllers as a function of the 
dynamic characteristics of the process. Two different models were used 
to characterize the process dynamics. In Chapter II, the process dyna­
mics were approximated by a first-order lag plus delay time model. The 
optimum controller parameters were presented as a function of the ratio 
of model delay time to model time constant. The results were presented 
in the form of equations and graphs from which a control engineer can 
easily determine appropriate controller settings for the process under 
consideration.
The main advantage of the first-order lag plus delay time model is 
the simplicity from which the model parameters can be determined from 
plant dynamic data; however, this model can not be used to characterize 
underdamped processes and yields a poor approximation to overdamped pro­
cesses with small damping factors and delay times. Consequently, in 
Chapter III, a more elaborate process model was used to characterize the 
process dynamics. This model consisted of a second order-lag plus delay 
time. The optimum controller settings developed based on the new pro­
cess model were presented as a function of the damping factor of the 
process model and the dimensionless product of model delay time and
natural frequency. The results were presented in the form of graphs.
The tuning techniques presented in Chapter III can be used to select 
controller settings for both underdamped and overdamped processes. For 
overdamped processes, it was shown that the use of this method results 
in a considerable improvement in control performance over that obtained 
using the techniques of Chapter II, specially for processes with small 
damping factors and delay times.
Chapters IV to VII considered the design of optimum linear digital 
control algorithms. In Chapter IV, a review of the mathematical tech­
niques used to analyse the dynamic response of digital and sampled-data 
systems was presented. Chapters V and VI considered the design of digi­
tal control systems with the discrete equivalent of proportional, pro­
portional plus integral, and three mode control action. A first order 
lag with delay time model was used to characterize the process dynamics. 
The optimum controller .settings were presented as a function of the pro­
cess parameters and the selected sampling time. The effect of increas­
ing sampling time on system performance was determined and found to re­
sult in a deterioration in control action. The performance of digital 
control systems with the discrete equivalent of conventional control 
modes was found to be limited by the control.performance obtained from 
the corresponding continuous control system.
Chapter VII considered the design of a digital control algorithm 
proposed specifically for direct digital control. The design was based 
on approximating the process dynamics with a first order lag plus delay 
time model, and then selecting appropriate values of the control para­
meters to minimize the ITAE criterion. It was shown that selecting a 
sampling period equal to the delay time of the process model resulted
in the best possible control performance, as indicated by a minimum in 
the ITAE vs. sampling time curve. Hoxtfever, the sensitivity of the con­
trol parameters to changes in the process parameters was found to be a 
maximum in this region. For this reason, it was recommended that sam­
pling times at least 50% larger than the delay time of the corresponding 
first-order with delay time approximation should be used for the control 
of actual processes. It was shown that the sensitivity of the control 
parameters decreased for sampling times in this region. Furthermore, 
the use of sampling times larger than the delay time of the process 
model did not cause an appreciable deterioration in control performance.
It is considered that the results presented in this dissertation 
constitute an exhaustive study of the design of optimum linear feedback 
control algorithms for the conventional (analog) control of processes.
In the field of linear direct digital control, work remains to be done 
in two areas:
1. Design of DDC algorithms for setpoint changes.
2. Consideration of a more complex process model for 
the design of direct digital control algorithms.
The algorithms presented in this work result in optimum performance 
to changes in load or disturbances introduced during operation. This is 
satisfactory, since the object of a control system is to minimize the 
effect of load changes in the process output. However, the increasing 
number of supervisory control applications indicate that more frequent 
situations will arise in which the setpoint of a controlled variable is 
likely to change during operation. Although the algorithms presented in 
this work will result in satisfactory performance for these situations, 
it may be desired to have algorithms designed specifically for setpoint
changes, specially if it is expected that the setpoint of a process 
variable will change frequently as the result of frequent changes in 
operating conditions.
Since there are processes which cannot be satisfactorily approxi­
mated by the first order lag plus delay time model, it may seem desi­
rable to develop algorithms based on the second-order approximation used 
in Chapter III, for the design of analog controllers. This more advanced 
process model allows for a better representation of the process dynamics, 
although presents the problem of an additional process parameter to be 
considered. This will result in optimum controller settings which are a 
function of three independent variables: Two process parameters and a 
sampling time. The use of the more advanced process model only appears 
justified for the development of the digital control algorithm pre­
sented in Chapter VII. The reason for this is the fact that the control 
performance obtained with the use of this algorithm is very sensitive 
to changes in the process parameters for sampling times in the neigh­
borhood of the process dead time. Since in this region, the control 
performance obtained from a digital control system is the optimum possi­
ble, it seems desirable to have a good approximation to the process 
dynamics, if the algorithm of Chapter VII is to be used with sampling 
times in this region.
Finally, to further improve the performance of feedback control 
systems it is recommended that work be done in the following general 
areas:
1. Application of the results presented in this work to adaptive 
control situations. Most processes encountered in the chemical 
processing industries are non-linear in nature. , For control
360
design purposes they are usually assumed linear for a small 
region of operation, and the process parameters determined on 
this basis. Since changes in operating conditions result in 
changes in the process parameters, an optimum control system 
designed with the original values of the process parameters 
may be far from optimum when a change in operating conditions, 
has occurred. It should be obvious that to assure optimum per­
formance at all times, the control parameters should be period­
ically updated. To accomplish this, it is necessary to have 
a technique to determine the process parameters on-stream, and 
a logic to implement a change in controller settings due to a 
change in process parameters.
2. Tuning of cascade loops using minimum error integrals. Cascade 
control can result in a considerable improvement in control 
performance over conventional feedback control. The problem
of selecting optimum cascade control settings can be viewed 
as an optimization problem in which the settings of two cont­
rollers are to be determined to minimize, an error integral. 
Since typically only PI control modes are used in cascade con- 
rollers, the optimization problem involves four parameters.
3. Development of optimum non-linear algorithms for feedback con­
trol'. No systematic procedure has been developed for the de­
sign of non-linear algorithms for either continuous or digital 
feedback control. Error-squared algorithms of the form
m(t) = K|e(t) |e(t) 
are frequently used in level control applications, and usually
361
result in improved performance over the more conventional 
linear algorithms. No rules have been set for determining 
under what situations better performance can be obtained from 
a non-linear algorithm, and for these situations, little is 
known about how to calculate the control parameters. It. is 
recommended that design techniques be developed for non-linear 
algorithms using the same methods utilized in this work for 
the development of linear algorithms.
APPENDIX A
COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE 
OPTIMUM VALUES OF CONTROL SETTINGS. 
OPTIMUM GRADIENT SUBROUTINE.
$•18 FTC MA IN
C THIS PROGRAM REGULATES THE FLOW OF INFORMATION TO THE 





READ999,NPARMT,(XL(I),U <I>,P ( I ),1=1,NPARMT)
999 FORMAT(I3/(3F10.0))
NL'X* 1
0 -INFORMATION NECESSARY FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE 

























C OPTIMIZATION BY GRADIENT SEARCH
C P VECTOR IS PARAMETER VECTOR
C U VECTOR CONTAINS UPPER BOUND ON PARAMETER VECTOR
C XL VECTOR CONTAINS LOWER BOUNDS ON PARAMETER VECTOR
C GPHI=GRADI ENT VECTOR OF CRITERION FUNCTION
G P(I)=CONTRCLLER GAIN
C P (2)=RESET TIME
C P(3 J-CERIVATIVE TIME
C PHI*CRITER ION FUNCTION
C DP VECTOR CONTAINS CHANGES IN P VECTOR
C W VECTOR IS WEIGHTING FACTOR FOR CRITERION FUNCTION
C ASSUME ALL INTERVALS ARE WEIGHTED EQUALLY, WITH
C WEIGHT 1





THEN PARAMETER IS KEPT CONSTANT.
NOTE— DO NOT INITIALIZE PARAMETERS OUTSIDE BOUNDS
S T G = 1 •
NI--1
N=0 .............





IFCABS(ST0-PHI)/STOoLT.T E P S )GO TO 1 
1000 STG=PhI





DO 22 -1 = 1,NPARMT 
DELTA=ABS(.0001*P(I)) 
IF(DELTA.LT..00001)DELTA=.00001 
P2( I ) = P { D + D E L T A  
IF(P2(I).GT.U(I))GO TO 22 
I F (P2(I)•LT• XL (I )) GO TO 22 
CALL PROCt RX,P2,PHI1)
G P H K  I ) = ( PHI 1-PHI)/DELTA 





23 W R I T E {6,997) N I ,(G P H I (I ),1=1,NPARMT),
* ( P H ) ,  1=1,NPARMT) ,PHI,DELAY,TAU1
•24 CALL SSWTCHI2, ITSS )
GO TG<25,26),ITSS
25 STOP
CALCULATION OF OPTIMUM STEP SIZE





40 DO 50 1=1,NPARMT 
D P (I)=,5*DP(I )
50 P I (I) = P {I)+DP( I )
CALL PARBOD(U,XL,P1)
CALL FRGC(NLX,P1,PHI1)
I F{PH 11-PHI2.LE.0 . )GO TO 171 
I F{PHI2-PHI.LT.O o )GO TO 60
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PHI2=PHI1 
N=N + 1 
GO TO 40 
60 IFtN.LE.0)G0 TO 250 
DO 70 I-l,NPARMT 
70 DP( I)-4.«DP(I)
80 DO 90 I-ItNPARMT 






IFIPHI1-PHI2.LT.0.)G0 TO 160 
I F I N . L E . O G O  TO 130 
DO 12C 1=1,NPARMT 
120 DPII)=2.*DP{I)
GO TO 80 
130 PHI=PH12 
140 DO 150 1=1,NPARMT 
150 P H  ) = P.( I ) + CP{ I )
CALL PAREODt U , X L , P )
GO TO 10 
160 N=N+1
DO 170 1=1,NPARMT
170 DPI I) = . 5 « D P U  )
GO TO 210
171 N-N+l
DO 172 1=1,NPARMT 
• DP!I)=.5»CP<I)
172 P O (I ) = P( I H D P t  I )
CALL PARBGD(U,XL,PO)
CALL FROC(NLX,PO*PHIO)
IFIPHIl— PHI0*LE*0« JGO TO 190
180 PHI2=PHI1 
PHI1=FH10 
GO TO 171 
190 IFtPKU-PHI.GT.O. JGO TO 180 
DO 200 1=1,NPARMT 
200 DPII)=2.*DP(I)
210 DO 220 1=1,NPARMT
DPN(I)=.75*0P(I)«(PHI2-5.*PHI1+4**PHI0)/ 
*(PHI2-3.*PHI1+2.*PHI0)
220 PMC I) = P U  )+DPM( I )
CALL PAR6CD(U,XL,PM)
CALL PROC(NLX,PM,PHM)
IFfPHIM-PHIl.GE.O.)G0 TO 240 
DO 230 1=1,NPARMT 
230 P(I ) = P (I)+CPM(I)
CALL PARBCC(U,XL,P)
PHI=PHIM 
GO TO 10 




250 PH I-PH 12
00 26C 1=1,NPARMT 
260 P( I ) = P.{ I H 2 . # D P  (I)
CALL PAR80D(U,XL,P)
GO TO 10 
099 F ORMAT{I3/(3F10.0))
997 FORMAT(///57X14HITERATION NO. I3//51X4HGAIN,10X
*7H RESET,10X4HRATE/19X25HGRADIENT OF PARAMETERS = 
12X*E13.6,2E17.6 /3IX,14HPARAMETERS = E13.6,2E17.6
2//48X21HCRITERICN FUNCTION = E 12.5/48X12HDEAD TIME = 





993 FORMAT(//54X,20HB0UNDS ON PARAMETERS 
*//46X,E11.5,IX,14HG.E. KC L.E.,




SUBROUTINE PARBOD(U ,X L ,P T )






DO 10 1=1,NPARMT 
IFCPT!I).GT.U!I))PT!I)=U!I)





MULTI PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM. 
ROSENBROCK HILL-CLIMBING METHOD.
C~'— OPT IM. IZ AT ION PROGRAM 
C RGSENBRCCK HILL CLIMBING METHOD
C THE EVALUATION OF THE CRITERION FUNCTION IS DONE BY
C THE SUBROUTINE PROC.
C DEFINITION OF TERMS.
C X = VECTOR PARAMETER
C F = CRITERION FUNCTION
C ICMAX = MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE NUMBER OF COORDINATE 
C ROTATIONS.
C TO STOP THE SEARCH, SPECIFY THE VALUE OF ICMAX.
C NPARMT = NUMBER OF PARAMETERS 
C— —  •





C INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE
G CRITERION FUNCTION MUST BE PLACED HERE.
C
DT*0.C1 
NT IME = 40 
STI ME = 1.00 
DELAY=0•20
C





C GIVE AN INITIAL ESTIMATE OF THE OPTIMUM POINT
P(l)=l.





5 X {I) = F (I )








190 FORMAT(IX,1AH IS IU IC)
D 071J = 1,KP
71 V(J,J)=1.






































XBC I)=X< I H E CK)«VC I,K)
-CALCULATE CRITERION FUNCTION 
CALL PROC t X B , F )
IFCF-FO)50,50.51 
ECK)=-E(K)/2.IUMU41












N C K ) - 2
G0J053
IFCIQ-KP) 56,57,57
IFCK-KP) 58,59,59 . . .
K=K4l
GOTO60
-ROTATE COORDINATE SYSTEM AND CONSTRUCT ALPHA VECTORS 
CONTINUE
FORMAT(1X,3I4,E20.8,3F10.4>
-END PROGRAM BY ESPECIFYING TKE RAX NUMBER OF 
-ITERATIONS
IFC’IC.GE. ICMAX) G0T088 























0 0 8 3 1-1♦KP
83 W=W+:AL(I,K)«V( I,L)
00841=1,KP
84 B U )  = E ( I ) - W * V H i L )
82 CONTINUE
61 VP — 0•








88 PRINT291,IS,IU,IC,(X (J ),J = 1 ,K P ),STIME,DELAY,FO






ONE-DIMENSIONAL OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM. 
OPTIMIZATION BY A COMBINATION OF 
THE GOLDEN SEARCH AND THE ONE- 
DIMENSIONAL FIBONACCI SEARCH.
$ IBFTC GOLDEN
C OPT IN IZATION BY GOLDEN SEARCH
C PROPORTIONAL CONTROLLER
C THIS PROGRAM EMPLOYS A COMBINATION OF THE GOLDEN
C SEARCH AND FIBONACCI ONE DIMENSIONAL SEARCH.
C THE PROGRAM FINDS THE MINIMUM OF A FUNCTION OF ONE 
C (PARAMETER.
C A SUBROUTINE NAMED FUNCTN MUST BE
C WRITTEN FOR EACH APPLICATION .
C THE SUBROUTINE FUNCTN EVALUATES THE CRITERION FUNCTION. 
C THE SEARCH IS CONDUCTED IN THE REGION
C GAIN=0*, TO GAIN-ULTIMATE GAIN tGULT)
C DEFINITION CF TERMS
C FINT =*LENGTH OF FINAL INTERVAL OF UNCERTAINTY
C IN THE SEARCH
C GULT = ULTIMATE GAIN
C XMIN 3 LOWER LIMIT OF PARAMETER
C 'XMAX = HIGHER LIMIT OF PARAMETER
C RII) IS THE VALUE OF THE CRITERION FUNCTION
£ CORRESPONDING TO GII).
PAUSE
•11 RE‘AC{ 5 »100 ) STIME,DELAY,GULT







X I —0 .
X 2 - 1.0
D G(1)=1.0/1.618C34
G U  ) = ( XMAX-XM IN ) *DG( 1) -fiXM I
CALL FUNCTN{G ( 1), R ( l ) )
DG t 2) = D G ( 1 )/l.618034 
G (2) = (XMAX-XMIN)#DG{2)+XMIN 












5 1 = 2
6 1= 1+1 
IFtIi.GE.200) GOTO 11 
DGt I) =X1+.X2~DM1N
T E S T * {XMAX-XMIN)»ABS(D G U l - D M I N )
G M )=(XMAX-XMIN)*DG<I)+XMIN 









12 X 2 " D G (I)
GOTG6














7 IFCR( I )-RMIN)8-, 8,10













COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE 
ULTIMATE GAINS AND GAINS FOR 
A 1/4 DECAY. RATIO.
375
4IBFTC GULT
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE GAIN TO GIVE A SPECIFIED
C DECAY RATIO FOR A PROPORTIONAL CONTROL SYSTEM.
C AS AN EXAMPLE, THE ULTIMATE GAIN OF A SECOND ORDER







C SET THE DESIRED VALUES OF THE DAMPING RATIO AND
C DIMENSICNLESS DELAY TIME
DAMP = 1.5 










C LOGIC TC FIND GAIN FOR A SPECIFIED DECAY RATIO 









71 IF(NITER.EQ.1) G0T072 
GLOW=GAIN











SUBROUTINE P ROC{P ,D ECAY)
C NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF SYSTEM RESPONSE 













Y {,1) -0 • .
Z 0*0 .
X = 1 .
CSS=1 -/ {1 - -tP C1) )
0031=1,M
I F U . E Q . 1 I  GOTO3
C  PROCESS OUTPUT
Z=Z0+CT»(X - Y ( I— 1)— 2«*DAMP«Z0) 
Z0=Z










00101=L * J 
E =-C(1-1)
R = P {1)#E 
E0= E 
X=l.+R
• C PROCESS OUTPUT
Z=ZG+CT *{X - Y (1-1)-2.*DAMP*Z0) 
ZO=Z
Y (I)=Y(1-1)+Z#DT
C  INTROCUCE DELAY TIME
IDEL=I-MB 
C( I ) = Y M D E L )
TIME=TIME+CT 
C PEAK SEARCH
19 IF(M U •G T •2 ) G0T010 
IF(I•EQ.2) GOTOIO
IF{C « I )-C( I-1)) 20,10,10
20 IF(C(I-l)-C(1-2) ) 10,21,21








IF(CP 1-CSS ) 23,24,24
24 IF(CP2-CSS) 23,23,25
25 DECAY ={C P 1-CSS)/(CP2-CSS)
TPER=?TR2-TPl
LD= 1
C IF ONLY THE CECAY RATIO IS DESIRED EXIT TO THE LOOP








COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE 
TIME RESPONSE OF A FIRST ORDER 
PROCESS WITH DELAY TIME.
$ IBFTC OUTPUT
C PROGRAM TO CALCULATE SYSTEM RESPONSE VS TIME 
C DIGITAL CONTROL OF-A FIRST ORDER PROCESS-WITH DELAY TIME
C FCR CONTINUOUS CONTROL SET STIME = DT
C DEFINITION OF TERMS
C STIME = SAMPLING TIME
G DELAY = DELAY TIME
C DT = INTERVAL FOR NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF THE OUTPUT
C K CONTROLS THE POINT IN TIME AT WHICH A DISTURBANCE
C SIGNAL ENTERS THE LOOP.
C FOR K * 1, DISTURBANCE INTRODUCED AT A SAMPLING INSTANT,
C FOR K = MB+1, THE DISTURBANCE ENTERS THE LOOP AT THE
0 WORST POSSIBLE TIME INSTANT 
C P VECTOR CONTAINS THE ALGORITHM PARAMETERS 
C FOR PIC CONTROL THE ALGORITHM IS GIVEN BY
C R  = GAIN*(ESPLD+RESET*A+DER*RATE)
C GAIN a P ( 1)
C RESET = P(2)
C RATE = P(3>
DIMENSION C(5001),Y (5G01)
DIMENSION P(10)







C SET ALGORITHM PARAMETERS
P(l)=l.
P{2 ) = 1.
P ( 3) = C • 5 

















Y (1 ) = 0 •

















e HOLD PREVIOUS VALUE OF COMPUTER OUTPUT' 
G0T06 
4 ESPLD=E 









Y ( T )= Y (1-1)+ D T * (X— Y (I— 1))
TIME=TIME+DT 
3 C( I ) = C •
PRINT200»C(M),TIME 




































Y( -I ) = Y ( I— 1 > +DT-*■ ( X— Y (I - 1) )
C
C
C INTRODUCE DEAD TIME 
C
IX=I-M B 
C H ) = Y < I X )
C











COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE 
THE TIME RESPONSE OF A SECOND 
ORDER PROCESS WITH DELAY TIME.
383
$ IBFTC OUTPUT
C PROGRAM TO CALCULATE SYSTEM RESPONSE VS TIME
G OF A SECOND GflDER SYSTEM WITH DELAY TIME
C DEFINITION OF TERMS
C DAMP = CAMPING RATIO
;C OMEGA = NATURAL FREQUENCY
C DELAY * DELAY TIME
C STIME a SAMPLING TIME
C DT = TIME INTERVAL FOR THE NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF THE 
C OUTPUT
G THE PROGRAM IS SET FOR DIGITAL CONTROL
C FOR CONTINUOUS CONTROL, SET STIME = DT
C P VECTOR CONTAINS ALGORITHM PARAMETERS
DIMENSION C(5001)»Y (5001)
DIMENSION P (10)
€ SET PROCESS PARAMETERS
DAMP=1.052 
OMEGA = 0 « 546 
DELAY=0•224 
STI ME = 0 •50 
TEND=15.
DT=0.C2' 
e SET ALGORITHM PARAMETERS
P U )  = 1.
P C 2 > = 1•
P {3) =»C • 5 












Y ( 1 )=C .
C(1)=0.z o = o .
PR:INT200,C( 1) ,TIME 
PUNCH2G0,C(1)» TIME 
200 FORMAT(2F20.8 )




I F U . E Q . K )  G0T04 
5 ESPLD=0•
R=0 •




















Y( I ) = Y ( I-1)+Z*DT














































2=20+CT *(X - Y { I-1)-2.*DAMP»20) 
20=2




INSERT PEAK SEARCH ROUTINE HERE 
TIME=TIME+CT 










COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE 
ERROR INTEGRALS FOR THE CONTINUOUS 




C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE ERROR INTEGRAL CRITERIA FOR
C THE CONTINUOUS CONTROL OF A FIRST ORDER PROCESS WITH
C DELAY TIME.
C A THREE-MODE CONTROLLER IS ILLUSTRATED.
C DTMEO=DELAY TIME 
DIMENSION P( 10)
DIMENSION EXC10)
READ8 8 8 »NPARMT 








CALL FROC(N L X ,P ,E X )
PRINT777,DTMEO,P(1),P(2),P(3),E X (1),EX(2),EX(3)
G0T01








DIMENSION E X (10)
COMMON NPARMT,NINC,DT,DTMEO,TAUI 
CALL FPTRAP( — 3)
GA7N=P{1)



















A=A-i;( E + EO)*DTA 
DER=( E - E O / D T
INPUT=GAIN«(E+RESET*A+DER»P(3>)+1.
C M  ) = ( INPUT-CAO)*DT/TAU1+CAO 
TIME=TIME+DT
SUM2=SUM2+(ABS(C(I))+ABS(C{I— 1)))*DTA 
SUM3=SUM3+tC(I)*C(I)+ C {1-1)* C (I-1))*DTA 
SUM4==SUM4+(ABS {C( I )) *TIME+ABS {C { 1-1) )*(TIME~DT) ) »DTA 
EO=E
CAC=C(I)
E X (1)=SUM3 





COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE 
ERROR INTEGRALS FOR THE CONTINUOUS 





C THIS PROGRAM EVALUATES THE ERROR INTEGRAL CRITERIA
C FOR A PURE SECOND ORDER PROCESS WITH
C CONTINUOUS CONTROL.




















A=A-ff< E + E O ) *DTA 


























COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE 
ERROR INTEGRALS FOR THE CONTINUOUS PI 




C THIS PROGRAM EVALUATES THE. ITAE CRITERION OF A ,-SECOND ..
C ORDE* SYSTER WITH DELAY TIME.
C A P-I CONTROLLER IS ILLUSTRATED
C P IS THE CONTROL PARAMETER VECTOR.
C P( U - G A I N
C <PC2) — RESET
DIMENSION P (10)














D 0 3 1=1iM
I Ft I.EQ. 1) G0T03
C PROCESS OUTPUT
Z = Z O + C T M  X-Y {I~1)-2.*DAMP#Z0)
ZO-Z
Y(<I)=Y( I-1) + Z*DT 



















Y(I)*?Y( I-1) + Z*DT 
C-r— INTRODUCE DELAY TIME 
IDEL=I-MB 









COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE 
ERROR INTEGRALS FOR THE CONTINUOUS 
THREE-MODE CONTROL OF A SECOND 
ORDER PROCESS WITH DELAY TIME.
396
SUBROUTINE P ROC(N L X ,P,PH I)
C THIS PRC GRAN CALCULATES THE IAE CRITERION FOR A.
C CONTINUOUS CONTROL SECOND ORDER SYSTEM WITH DELAY TIME.
C THREE-MODE CONTROL IS ILLUSTRATED.




DIMENSION C ( 10001)tY(lOOOl)
DIMENSION P(10)








C ( 1)-0 .






Z=ZO-»iCT-* ( X— Y (I-1)-2.*DAMP*Z0)
ZO=Z
Y CI ) = Y (1-1)+Z#DT . .

























O — ERROR INTEGRALS








COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE ERROR 
INTEGRALS FOR THE DIGITAL CONTROL 
OF A FIRST ORDER PROCESS WITH DELAY 
TIME.
$ IBFTC RAIN ■ - ...........
C THIS PROGRAM EVALUATES THE ERROR INTEGRAL CRITERIA
C FOR A DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEM WITH A FIRST OROER LAG
C PLUS DELAY TIME PROCESS.
C DEFINITION CF TERMS
C SUM2 * IAE
C SUM3 = ISE




PRINT 102,STIME,DELAY,GAIN,RESET,RATE,SUM2»SUM3,SUK4 . 
PUNCH 102,STIME', DELAY, GAIN, RESET,RATE, SUM2,SUM3 ,SUM4 
G0TC1
100 FORMAT(5F1C.0) .
102 FORMAT(5F8•A ,3E12.A )
END
$ I BFTC RESULT
SUBROUTINE RESULT(STIME,DELAY,GAIN,RESET,RATE,SUM2, 
1SUM3,SUM4)
C PROGRAM MODIFIED TO CALCULATE SYSTEM RESPONSE VS TIME 
DIMENSION C(10002),Y(10002)







C SET SAMPLER SYNCHRONIZER 
STG=DELAY 
K-ME+1
C INITIALIZE VARIABLES 
W=0.




D 0 2 1 = 1,M 
2 C(I)=C.
Y ( 1 ) = C •






































. CSS = 1•/(1* + GA IN)
CSS=0.












IF(I.EQ.K) GOTO 11 
ESPLD=0.
P=0.
























C M  )=Y ( IX )
C
.TIKE-TIME+CT ........ ... . . .
C CALCULATE ERROR INTEGRALS
SUM2=SUM2+DT*(ABS(CSS-C(I) )+ABS(CSS-C( 1-1)) )/2. 
SUP3=SUM3+DT*((CSS-C(I))*(CSS-C(I ))+(C S S - C (1-1))* 
1(CSS-C(1-1)))/2.
S U M 4 - S U M 4 + D T M  TIME*ABS(CSS-C{I )}+(TIME-DT)*ABS 
1 ( CSS-C( 1-1)). )/2.
PEAK SEARCH
19 IF(MU.GT.2) GOTOIO 
IFCI.EQ.2) GOTOIO
IF (ICC I )-C (1-1)) 20,10,10
20 I F {C(I — 1 )-C(1-2) ) 10,21,21




22 IF0RU.GT.2) G0T023 
CP2=C(I-1)
TP2=TIM E-CT
IF (*CPI—C S S ) 23,24,24
24 IF(CP2-CSS) 23,23,25
25 DECAY-(CPI— C S S )/(CP2-CSS)
TPER=TP2-TP1
L D= 1









COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE 
ERROR INTEGRALS AND DECAY RATIO FOR 







C THIS PROGRAM EVALUATES THE ERROR INTEGRALS AND DEGAY
C RATIO OF A PURE SECOND ORDER PROCESS WITH PROPORTIONAL
C DIGITAL CONTROL
C FOR CONTINUOUS CONTROL SET STIME = DT 
0 DEFINITION OF TERMS 
C SUM2=INTEGRAL ABSOLUTE ERROR
C SUM3-INTEGRAL SQUARED ERROR
C SUM4=ITAE 
C DAMP = CAMPING RATIO 
C STIME = SAMPLING TIME
C DT = TINE INTERVAL FOR THE NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF THE 
C 'OUTPUT
C DECAY = DECAY RATIO
e
DIMENSION C(20001>





I F(K 4 •EQ • 1) STOP 























80 MU= 1 
LD-0
DO 10 1=2,J 
E=SETPT-C{1-1)
C SET SAMPLER











C HOLD PREVIOUS VALUE OF COMPUTER OUTPUT 
GOT012
C SAMPLING THE ERROR SIGNAL
11 ESPLC=E
C COMPUTER ALGCRITHM 
P=GAIN*ESPLD •
C RESET HOLDER 
HOLCs P








DL2=DT*(X-(YN+0.5*DKl)--2.-*DAMP*(ZN + 0.5*DLl)) 
DK3=DT*(ZN+0.5*DL2)
DL3 = DT*{X-(YN+0.5*DK2)--2.*DAMP*(ZN+0.5*-DL2)) 
DK4=DT*(ZN-tDL3)
DL4“DT*(X-(YN+DK3)-2.*DAMP*(ZN+DL3))
DK~ ( DK1+2# #DK2 + 2 • *DK3+DI<4) / 6 • 
D L = M D L H :2.*DL2+2.*DL3 + DL4)/6.
YNEW=YN+DK 
ZNEW=ZN+DL 




19 IF(NU.GT.2) GOTOIO 
IFII.EQ.2) GOTOIO 
IF{C (I)-C(I-1)) 20,10,10
20 I F(C(I— 1)— C (1— 2)) 10,21,21




22 IFIMU.GT.2) GOT023 
C P 2 = C (1-1)
TP2=TIME-DT 





C IF ONLY THE DECAY RATIO IS DESIRED EXIT TO THE LOOP














DO 35 I=2»J 
TIME-TIME+DT
SUM2=SUM2+CT*!ABS(C S S - C (I))+ ABS(C S S - C (I- 1 ) ))/2. 
SUM 3=: SUM 3+CT*! (CSS-C (I) >*(CSS-C! I ) )+(CSS-C {I -l) ) * 
1!CSS-C!I-l)))/2.
35 SUM4=SUM4 + D T M  T IME*ABS(C S S - C (I ))+(TIME-DT)* 
1ABS(CSS-C(I-l)))/2.






202 FORMAT!1HC,7HSEC1 = » F 10.4 y 3 X ,7HSEC2 = ,FLO.4)
204 FORMAT!IX,7F10.4)








256 FORMAT!10X,10HPEAK1 = ,F15.8f10HTP1 t F15 .R)
257 FORMAT!10X,10HPEAK2 = iP15•8 »10HTP2 , F15 .8 )
258 FORMAT!10X,10HCEN0 = » Fl'5« 8 »10HTEND , F 15 .8 )
259 FORMAT!10X »10HDECAY F15.8)
270 FORMAT!4X»4HGAINt7X»5HDECAYi 6 X »6HSUMSQD,6 X 
16X,6HSUMWGT,2X,5HSTIME,3X,4HDAMP)
16HSUMABS 7






COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE 
ISE-1 CRITERION FOR THE DIGITAL CONTROL 
OF A FIRST ORDER PROCESS WITH DELAY TIME. 
PROPORTIONAL CONTROL ALGORITHM.
407
SUBRGUT INE PROC{NLX,P ,INTEG)
SUBROUTINE P ROC(NLX,P ,INTEG)
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES -THE ISE-1 PERFORMANCE CRITERION
C OF A DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEM WITH A FIRST ORDER LAG PLUS
C DELAY TIME PROCESS 
C PROPORTIONAL CONTROL
COMMON NPARMT,STIME,DELAY 
C— 0- 4 0 
COMMON NTINE 
















.1 C(;I + 1) = 1.-AC*#I
D07J^M,NTIME 
I=J— K + 1 













COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE 
ISE-2 CRITERION FOR THE DIGITAL 
CONTROL OF A FIRST ORDER PROCESS 
WITH DELAY TIME. PROPORTIONAL 
CONTROL ALGORITHM. .
409
S U B R O U T I N E  P R O C (N L X ,P , I N T E G )S UB RO U TI N E  P R O C ( N L X , P , I N T E G )C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES. T H E  I SE-2 P E R F O R M A N C E  C R I T E R I O NC OF A DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEM WIT H  A F IR ST  ORDER LAG PLUS
C DELAY TIME PROCESS C PROPO R TI O NA L  CONTROLCOMMON N P A R M T , S T I M E , D E L A Y
COMMON DTCOMMON NT I MED I M E N S I O N  P(10)fC(1000IREAL INTEGCALL F P T R A P (-3)CSS = l./(l.HiP(l) )A C - E X P ( - S T I M E )K = D E L A Y / S T I M ED = D E L A Y - S T I M E # F L O A T ( K )DEL =S T I M E - D  AD-EXP(-DEL)A A - D E L A Y + S T I M E  A B = E X P (- A A )CI= 1. - ABI N T E G = ( I . - C S S ) * * 2 * A A + 2 . * { l . - C S S ) * ( A B - 1 . ) - 2 . *{A B * A B - 1 . )M=K+1C(1)=0.D 0 1 1=1,M
i  c u +:i ) = i . - a c * * iD07J=M» NTIME I=J-K +1 
AK-P f1) *C ( I)I = J-*:2 AK2 =1 . -A K A K1 =C I — AK2 C M )  = A K 2 + A K 1 * A D  CI=AK2-HAK1»AC A K 2 = A K 2 — CSS7 INTEG=INTE G + A K 2 # * 2 * S T I M E - 2 . * A K 2 * A K I « ( A C - 1 . ) - . 5 * A K 1 * * 2
L * ( A C * A C - 1 ® )RETURNEND
APPENDIX 0
COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE ISE-3 
CRITERION FOR THE DIGITAL CONTROL OF A 
FIRST ORDER PROCESS WITH DELAY TIME.
411
SUBROUTINE PROCfNLX,P,INTEG)
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE ISE-3 PERFORMANCE CRITERION
€ OF A DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEM WITH A FIRST ORDER LAG PLUS





DIMENSION P(10),C ( 1000)
REAL INTEG 
CALL FPTRAPt-3)










C {1 )=.G •
D 0 1 1 =, 1, M















COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE ISE-1 
CRITERION FOR THE DIGITAL CONTROL OF A 
FIRST ORDER PROCESS WITH DELAY TIME.
413
SUBROUTINE PROC(NLX,P,INTEG)
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE IAE-1 PERFORMANCE CRITER I CM
€ OF A DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEM WITH A FIRST ORDER LAG PLUS






























M=K + 1 
C(1)=C.





I = J42 
AK2=1.-AK
   AK1=CI-AK2





INTEG=INTEG+ABS(AK1#(1 .-AC)+AK2*STI M E )
GOT 07








COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE ITAE 
CRITERIA FOR THE PROPORTIONAL-DIGITAL 








SUBROUTINE P R O C (NLX,P,RESP)
DIMENSION P ( 10)
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE ITAE PERFORMANCE CRITERION
C OF A DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEM WITH A FIRST ORDER LAG PLUS
C DELAY TIME PROCESS
C PROPORTIONAL CONTROL
C PROGRAM TO CALCULATE SYSTEM RESPONSE VS TIME
C BY NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
DIMENSION C ( 10002),Y(10002)















M= M B +1 
D 0 2 1=1,M 
2 C(I)=0.
Y (1 ) = 0 •















6 X=D 1STB+HCLD 
N='I





















D010I = L f J 
E=SETPT - C d - 1 )
I F U.EQ.K) G0T011 
ESPLD=0•
P=0.
C HOLD OLC VALUE OF HOLD 
G0T012
11 ESPLD=E





12 X=D ISTB+HOLD ..
PROCESS OUTPUT













COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE 
ISE CRITERION FOR THE DIGITAL CONTROL 
OF A FIRST ORDER PROCESS WITH DELAY 
TIME. PI CONTROL ALGORITHM
419
SUBROUTINE PROC(NLX,P,INTEG)
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE ISE PERFORMANCE CRITERION
C OF A DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEM WITH A FIRST ORDER LAG PLUS
C DELAY TIME PROCESS 
























A K = P M ) * ( C ( I )  + P<2)*A)










COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE IAE 
CRITERION FOR THE DIGITAL CONTROL OF 
A FIRST ORDER PROCESS WITH DELAY TIME. 
PI CONTROL ALGORITHM.
SUBROUTINE'PROC(NLX,P,INTEG)
THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE IAE PERFORMANCE CRITERION 
OF.A DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEM WITH A FIRST ORDER LAG PLUS 



















D 0 1 1 = 1, M






I=j + 2 
AK2=1.-AK 
AK1-.C I-AK2 




INTEG=INTEG+ABSt AK1*(1.-AC)+AK2*STI M E )
G0TC7
ZTIME=ALOG(-AKI/AK2)
AZ = E X P ( — ZTI M E )






COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE ITAE 
CRITERION FOR THE DIGITAL CONTROL OF A 
FIRST ORDER PROCESS WITH DELAY TIME.
PI CONTROL ALGORITHM.
SUBROUTINE PROC(NLX>P, INTEG)
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE ITAE PERFORMANCE 
C CRITERION FOR A DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEM WITH A
C FIRST CRDER LAG PLUS DELAY TIME PROCESS.























D 0 1 1=1,M 
1 C(I+1)=1.-AC**I
A = 0 .
D07J=M,NTIME 
1=J-K+1
A=At'(C( I) +CI I-1))*STIME*0.5 
AK=P( 1 )*(C! I )+;P{ 2) «A)














**AK2*ZQ)+ABS( AA*( AK1*( AZ-AC J + A K2*(STIME-ZTI M E )) 
l-t;AKl*(QA-ZA )+AK2* ( SQ-ZQ ) )
7 AA=AA+STIME
APPENDIX U
COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE ISE 
CRITERION FOR THE DIGITAL CONTROL OF 
A FIRST ORDER PROCESS WITH DELAY TIME. 
PID CONTROL ALGORITHM.
425
SUBROUTINE P R O C (NLX,P,INTEG)
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE ISE PERFORMANCE CRITERION
C OF A DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEM WITH A FIRST ORDER LAG PLUS
C DELAY TIME PROCESS






















I=.J-K + 1 ....
DER=(C(I)-C(I-l))*STM 
A=A+i(C( I ) + C( I-l))*STIME*0.5 
AK-P (1) * (C'{ I ) + P( 2) *A+P (3)*DER)1-J<2 
AK2=1.-AK 
AK1=CI-AK2 








COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE IAE 
CRITERION FOR THE DIGITAL CONTROL OF A 
FIRST ORDER PROCESS WITH DELAY TIME. 
PID CONTROL ALGORITHM.
SUBROUTINE P R O C (N LX,P , INTEG)
THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE IAE PERFORMANCE CRITERION 



















C U ) = G .
D 0 1 1 = 1»M 




1 = J— K + 1
A=A+:(C( I ) + C( 1-1))*STIME*0.5
DER=(C(I)-C(1-1))*STM




C(*I ) = /SK2+AKl*AD 
CIN=CI
C I = AK2+’AK1*AC 
IF.( Cl*C IN • LT *0 •) G0TO2 













COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE ITAE 
CRITERION FOR‘THE DIGITAL CONTROL OF A 





C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE ITAE PERFORMANCE 
C CRITERION FOR A DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEM WITH A
C FIRST ORDER LAG PLUS DELAY TIME PROCESS.





























A=A+;(C C I)+C( I-.l) )*STIME*0.5 
'• DER=(C(I)-C(I-l))*STM














INJEG=INTEG + ABS(AA*(AKl*n. .-AZ)+AK2*ZTIME)+AK1*ZA 
*+AK2*ZQ)+ABS(AA*(AK1*1AZ-AC )+AK2*(STIME-ZTIME))
431
l+AKl* {QA— Z A )+AK2** ( SC-ZQ)) 





COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE ISE 
CRITERION FOR THE DIGITAL CONTROL OF A 





C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE ISE PERFORMANCE CRITERION
:C OF A DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEM WITH A FIRST ORDER LAG PLUS
C DELAY TIME PROCESS 




















D O 1I-1,M 
1 C(!l+:i) = l.-AC**I
STM=1. /.STIME 
A= 0 . .
D07J=K» NTIME 
I=J-K +1
DERssJCC I)-C( 1-1) )*STM 















COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE IAE 
CRITERION FOR THE DIGITAL CONTROL OF A 




C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE IAE PERFORMANCE CRITERION
C OF A DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEM WITH A FIRST ORDER LAG PLUS
C DELAY TIME PROCESS 
C THREE-P/5 RAMETER CCNTROL ALGORITHM 

























A= A-»i{ C ( I ) +C( 1-1) )*STIME*0« 5 
D ER=(C(I)-C(1-1))*STM










INTEG=INTEG+ABS(AK1*(1 .-AC)+AK2*STI M E )
G0T07
2 ZT>IME= ALCG (-AK1/AK2)
AZ=EXF(- Z T I M E )
INTEG=INTEG+ABS(AK1*(l.-AZ)+AK2*ZTIME)+ABS(AK1#(AZ-AC} 






COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE ITAE 
CRITERION FOR THE DIGITAL CONTROL OF A 
FIRST ORDER PROCESS WITH DELAY TIME. 
3-P CONTROL ALGORITHM.
S U B R O U T I N E  P R O C (NLX,P,INTEG)
C THIS PROGRAM C A L C U L A T E S  THE ITAE P E R FORMANC E
C C R I T ER ION FOR A DIGITAL C O NTROL SYSTEM WITH A
C  FIR S T  ORD ER LAG PLUS DEL A Y  TIME PROCESS.
C T H R E E - P A R A M E T E R  C O N T R O L  A L G O R I T H M
COMMO N N P A R M T , S T I M E , D E L A Y  
COMMGN DT 
C O M M C N  NTIME 
D I M E N S I O N  P ( 1 0 ) , C ( 1000)
REAL INTEG 
CALL FPTRAPt— 3)
A K O = 0 •
AKOC=0.
S Q - 0 •5*STIME*#2 
S P - S T I M E + 1 •
A C = E X P (- S T I M E )
QA=1 . - A C * S P  Q Q = 1 . - A C  
K = D E L A Y / S T I M E  
D=DEL/>Y-STIME*FLOAT ( K )
D E L = S T I M E - D  
AD-EXF(-DEL)
A  A-E E LAY+S T IME 
A B = E X P ( — A A )
C 1 = 1 AB
INTEG=DELAY«( AA-HAB-1. )*.5 * A A * * 2 + AB*(AA+1 . )-l.
A A = A A + D E L A Y
M=K+'l
C U ) = C .
D 0 1 1 = 1 iM 
1 C U  + 1) = 1.-AC.**I
A=0 .
S T M - 1 . / S T I M E  
D07J=MiNTIME 
I-d-K+1
A=A+K C.( I H C <  1-1) )*STIME*0.5 
D E R = (C ( I )-C ( 1 - 1 ) ) *STM




A K 2 = 1 . - A K
AK1=CI-AK 2
C (I ) = AK2+AK1*AD
C IN=CI
CI - AK 2+A K 1 * AC 
I F * C I « C I N . L T . O . ) G0T02
I N T E G = I N T E G + A B S ( A A * ( A K I * Q Q + A K 2 # S T I M E ) + A K 1 * Q A + A K 2 * S Q )G0T07
2 Z T I M E = A L O G ( - A K 1 / A K 2 )
A Z - E X P { - Z T I M E )
Z Q - O . 5 * Z T I M E * * 2
Z A = 1 . - A Z « { Z T I M E * 1 . )I NTEG=INTEG+ABS(AA* (A K 1* {1 * -- A Z) +A K 2* Z TI ME ) +A K1 * ZA  *+A K2 * ZQ  ).+ ABS {A A * {AK1*( AZ— A C ) + A K 2 * { S T I M E — Z T I M E ) ) 1 + . A K 1 * ( Q A - Z A ) + A K 2 M S Q - Z Q ) )AA-AA-fST IMEI N T E G = 1 0 C 0. *I N TE G
RETURNEND
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